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ABSTRACT
This dissertation describes the development of a 
computer graphical simulation of thumb kinematics as a 
clinical design tool. The simulation utilizes a 
three-dimensional data structure of the thumb bones, an 
optimized model of joint kinematics, and a variety of 
experimental cadaver measurements. It was developed with a 
concurrent processing arrangement in which graphical 
transformations and interactive manipulations are handled on 
a distributed graphics system, and musculoskeletal dynamics 
calculations are carried out on a minicomputer. The thumb 
simulation includes interactive entry of patient related 
data, simulation of two types of tendon transfer operation, 
calculation and display of resultant muscle kinematics 
during movement, and a summary and analysis of transfer 
r e s u l t s .
The skeletal structure was derived from controlled 
longitudinal radiographs of an excised cadaver specimen 
mounted in an index fixture. Radiographs were traced and 
digitized in a vector format suitable for the graphics 
system. These longitudinal views constitute the bottom 
level nodes in a hierarchical structure built to simulate 
the motions of the distal three bones. The structure was 
improved by replacing each set of raw vectors with a 
mathematical spline applied to each view. This provided 
both a smoothing of the data and a decrease in vector 
d e n s i t y .
ix
Real time interfacing to the thumb structure for 
manipulation and viewing was designed on the graphics system 
to provide rotation and translation of the entire view and 
rotations at each joint. Excursions and moment arms are 
based on an optimized model of the carpometacarpal joint. 
Other experimental measurements such as muscle mass, mass 
fraction, tension fraction, and muscle fiber lengths derived 
from fresh cadaver studies are built into the simulation as 
determinants of overall moment and muscle excursion 
capaci t i e s .
This interactive system, combined with the mathematical 
model, results in a realistic depiction of thumb motion in 
normal and impaired states. Individual anatomical 
parameters, and muscle pulley and insertion points can be 
altered resulting in the simulation of typical clinical 
conditions as well as muscle-tendon transfer operations. 
This type of computer modeling, utilizing a realistic, 
three-dimensional data structure, meaningful musculoskeletal 
kinematics, and interactive programming, shows great 
potential for bringing mathematical modeling into a useful 
clinical application.
x
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Human hand is a complex mechanism consisting of 44 
separate muscle - tendon units, 27 major bones, and at least 
18 joint articulations resulting in 27 or more degrees of 
freedom. Although the field of biomechanics is not new, 
little is known about how the mechanisms of the hand work 
together to achieve its function. Fick (31), at the turn of 
the century, ..published work demonstrative of substantial 
scientific analysis of muscle - tendon - joint function. It 
was not until the 1 9 6 0 's that Landsmeer (52), Flatt 
(33,34,35), and Fisher (32) pioneered valuable quantitative 
studies on joint mechanics. Surprisingly, fundamental 
differences and similarities between the muscles of the 
forearm and hand were not quantified until the work of 
Brand, et a l . (9), 1981, which provides data to aid in the
selection of muscles for transfer. More recently, 
mathematical models have been developed to describe various 
aspects of hand function ranging from structural analyses to 
kinematic relationships. However, most of the methods still 
employed in reconstructive surgery of the hand are
- 1 -
subjectively based, have mixed results, and are void of 
analytical descriptions. Thousands of joint surgical
procedures are performed daily without the fundamental
mechanical data upon which such operations must be designed. 
There is still much to be learned about even the most basic 
issues in hand mechanics.
Due to the above factors and because modern interactive
computer methods promise to mitigate mathematical
complexities, it is imperative that a comprehensive modeling 
program be initiated for the human hand. Within the context 
of this dissertation, modeling is an attempt to represent 
the current state of knowledge regarding hand function using 
mathematics. To visualize the results of the model, it is 
equally important to combine the modeling with interactive 
graphics. The synergism of mathematical modeling, computer 
graphics, and hand biomechanics will form the basis for the 
education of future surgeons, therapists, and bioengineers 
as well as become the foundation for future scientific 
i nqui r y .
This work is unique because it presents for the first 
time the development of a real time, interactive, three 
dimensional, graphical simulation of thumb kinematics. The 
major purpose of this simulation is to provide an objective 
tool which can be utilized by surgeons and other medical 
personnel in the design and analysis of surgical procedures 
and therapeutic regimens. Specific bases for this 
simulation include a model of the thumb CMC joint (Ou (65),
Thompson (79)), fundamental forearm and hand muscle 
measurements described by Brand, et a l . (9), and a
distributed graphics system developed in the Computer 
Graphics Research and Applications Laboratory (CGRAL) at 
Louisiana State University. The specific new developments 
of this work include the creation of a realistic, three 
dimensional data structure, the simulation of motion based 
on muscle, tendon, joint kinematics, computation and display 
of muscle moment arms, and interactive programming designed 
to connect the medical user to the simulation. Also 
presented in this dissertation is the concept of a thumb 
homolog, which serves as a prototype graphics display 
driver, and a model for the display of real time tendon 
deformation. The thumb simulation represents a major step 
towards a kinematic model of the entire hand and has been 
designed so that anatomical and functional elements can be 
added to the system without changing the overall structure 
and function.
The body of this dissertation is partitioned in the 
following manner:
Section 2, Background, includes a discussion of the 
basic anatomy of the hand, including a detailed focus upon 
the thumb. Pertinent research in biomechanics, especially 
kinematics of the hand, is reviewed in Section 2.2. Section
2.3 is a more extensive review of background literature. An 
optimized model of the carpometacarpal joint of the thumb, 
which forms an important part of the graphical data
structure, is evaluated in Section 2.4. Sections 2.5 and
2.6 describe the computer development system and software 
design environment, respectively.
Evolution of the thumb model is the subject of Section
3. Section 3.1 describes the basic data structure for the 
bones of the thumb. The basic structure provides the vector 
primitives which reside at the lowest level of the thumb 
hierarchical structure detailed in Section 3.2. Function 
network programming to connect the user to the kinematic
structure is the topic of Section 3.3. Computation function 
network programs, necessary for calculation of muscle 
motions and moment arms, are also described in 3.3.
Specialized programming, involving both host and graphical 
solutions for simulation interaction are the subject of 
Section 3.4. Section 3.5 then describes integration of a 
special joint model and research data into the simulation. 
The complete model is described in Section 3.6 by way of an 
example applied simulation session.
Present and future research problems are addressed in 
Section 4, Research Recommendations and Conclusions. 
Section 4.1 presents a physical thumb homolog designed to
serve as an input device and controller for the graphical
model. Other interactive device improvements are discussed 
in this section as well. Tendon and soft tissue deformation 
modeling are discussed in Section 4.2. An example of one 
possible solution to the problem of modeling the real time 
change in tendon shape during joint articulation is
presented with a vertex controlled B-spline. Improvements 
in data structure are proposed in Section 4.3. Valuable
applications of this simulation to prosthetic / orthotic
design, robotics, neuromuscular control modeling, and other 
areas are the topics of Section 4.4. The section concludes 
with developments made in this dissertation and their
imp l i c a t i o n s .
The appendices follow in the same order that their
topics appear in the body of the report. Appendix A is a 
detailed description of the graphics data structure
programming discussed in Section 3.2. The function network 
applications introduced in Section 3.3 are fully described 
in Appendix B. Appendix C includes a discussion of host and 
graphic programming, a diagram of the FORTRAN programs, a 
flow chart of the main communicating FORTRAN program, and 
graphics data structure and function network listings. Due 
to the unique nature of the distributed graphics system, a 
command summary is included as Appendix D. Also, because of 
the importance of real time, realistic graphic visualization 
to this dissertation, a color videotape of the example
simulation session discussed in Section 3.6 is referenced in 
Appendix E. The dataset describing the skeletal structure 
of the thumb used in this simulation is included in a
research contract report available from the National Hansens
Disease Center (80).
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 ANATOMY
The skeletal structure of the human hand is controlled 
by 44 separate muscle/tendon units. Seventeen are intrinsic 
to the hand and twenty six are extrinsics. The extrinsics 
consist of sixteen flexors (four of which are considered 
forearm positioners), and eleven extensors. The intrinsic 
units include four lumbricals, four dorsal interossei, three 
volar interossei, four thumb movers, and two others which 
effect the index and little fingers. The joint 
articulations are loosely described as either hinge or 
universal joints. The universal joints are the wrist,
carpometacarpal (CMC) joint of the thumb, and the 
metacarpophalangeal (MP) joints of the thumb and fingers. 
Combined with the forearm the wrist has three degrees of 
freedom. The CMC joint of the thumb has been shown to
possess three degrees of freedom as it exhibits rotation 
with respect to the palm in addition to flexion-extension 
and a b d u c t i o n -adduction. The remaining are the nine distal
hinge joints of the fingers and thumb and two at the CMC 
joints of the index and little fingers.
The hand is made up of bone, cartilage, ligaments, and 
other connective and soft tissues including the skin. In 
addition to providing structural support, the ligaments of 
the joint capsules and the tendon sheaths contain synovial 
fluid, a major contributor to joint and tendon lubrication. 
The major bone structure of the hand consists of eight 
carpals, five metacarpals, and fourteen phalanges. The hand 
motors and their approximate functions are tabulated in 
Table 1. Figure 1 is a depiction of forearm and hand 
anatomy with muscle/tendon origin and insertion points 
highlighted. Three major nerve trunks arising from the 
brachial plexus are responsible for the communication of 
information to the muscles which control the hand. They 
also carry sensory information to the central nervous system 
from transducers in the muscle, soft tissue, and tendons of 
the hand. They are the ulnar, medial, and radial nerves. 
The thumb muscles are served in some way by all three 
n e r v e s .
Anatomists agree that the thumb in man and apes is 
unique in that it functions in opposition to the fingers, 
and to perform this function requires the combined motion of 
all its joints. Agreement on nomenclature for each motion 
is not uniform, however. This report describes the 
functional anatomy of the thumb muscles based on the premise
8TABLE I HAND MOTORS 
NERVEHAND MUSCLES 
Extrinsic Muscles
Flexors
Flexor Carpi Ulnaris(FCU)
Palmaris Longus(PL)
Flexor Carpi Radialis(FCR)
Flexor Digitorum
Superficialis(4)(FDSI,M,R, or L) 
Flexor Digitorum Profundus(4)
(FDPI, M, R, or L)
Flexor Pollicus Longus(FPL)
Pronator Teres(PT)
Pronator Quadratus(PQ)
Brachioradialis(BR)
Supinator(S)
Extensors
Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus(ECRL) 
Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis(ECRB) 
Extensor Carpi Ulnaris(ECU)
Extensor Digitorum Communis(3)
(EDCI, M, or R)
Extensor Digit! Quinti Propriue(EDQP) 
Extensor Indicia Proprius(EIP) 
Extensor Pollicis Longus(EPL)
Extensor Pollicis Brevis(EPB) 
Abductor Pollicis Longus(APL)
Intrinsic Muscles
Lumbricals(4)(L)
Dorsal Interossei(4)(DI)
Palmar Interossei(3)(PI)
Abductor Pollicis Brevis(APB)
Opponens Pollicis(OP)
Abductor Digiti Quinti(ADQ)
Flexor Pollicis Brevis(FPB)
ACTION
ulnar
median
median
median
median-I&M
ulnar-R&L
median
median
median
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
radial
Adductor Pollicis(AP)
Flexor Digiti Quinti Brevis(FDQB)
median-I&M
ulnar-R&L
ulnar
ulnar
median
median
ulnar
median-
superficial
ulnar-deep
ulnar
ulnar
wrist flexion; ulnar deviation 
tension of palmar fascia 
wrist flexion, radial deviation 
flexion of PIP joint, IP joint; 
wrist
flexion of DIP, PIP, IP; wrist
flexion distal phalanx of thumb 
forearm pronation 
forearm pronation 
pronation or supination 
forearm pronation
ext. of wrist; rad, dev. hand 
ext. of wrist
ext. of wrist; ulnar dev. of hand 
ext. of I, M. R. fingers
ext. of L finger 
ext. of I finger 
ext, of IP of thumb 
ext. of MP of thumb 
abduction of thumb
supplements MP flexion & 
ext. of PIP and DIP 
spread of index & ring from 
middle finger
adduction of index, ring and 
little toward middle 
abduction of thumb 
rotation of thumb, metacarpal 
to palm
abduction of little finger 
flex and rotate thumb
adduction of thumb 
flex. prox. phalanx of little 
finger, forward rotation of 5th 
metacarpal
Table 1. The Hand Muscles and Their Functions.
FIGURE I
ORIGINS AND INSERTIONS OF MUSCLES 
OF THE FOREARM AND HAND
FDPM I-, FDPL I
FDPL I
m
PQ 0 -
PT O
BR 0
EDCM
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EPL I
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ECRL
ECRB EIP 0
EPB 0
EPL O
APL O
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FDPR
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origin -  tendons of FDP 
insertion- dorsal 
aponeurosis of proximal 
phalanx of I ,  M , R ,L  
fingers
Figure 1. Origins and Insertions of the 
Muscles of the Hand.
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that the complete description of the motion of the 
metacarpal with respect to the plane of the palm throughout 
its range of motion requires three degrees of freedom at the 
CMC joint. Adequate definition of the proximal phalanx with 
respect to the metacarpal requires one degree of freedom at 
the metacarpophalangeal (MP) joint. The distal phalanx in 
turn is defined with one degree of freedom at the 
interphalangeal (IP) joint. The joints and their axes of 
motion are depicted in Figure 2. Note that this is a left 
thumb in a position approximating rest. The axes correspond 
to those determined for the thumb simulation described in 
section 3. Throughout this dissertation the terms "flexion" 
and "extension" refer to motions about the particular F-E 
axes indicated in that figure. The terms "abduction" and 
"adduction" refer to the corresponding motions about the 
Ab-Ad axis. The term "rotation " refers to motion about the 
Rot axis. The specific positions of these axes are defined 
in Section 3.2.2, Skeletal Arrangement.
11
ss.
Ab
R o t  \
Figure 2. Left Thumb and Axes of Motion
The following descriptions of the anatomy of the 
muscles of the thumb are based upon the CMC joint model 
developed in the Louisiana State University / National 
Hansens Disease Center (LSU/NHDC) biomechanics research 
(1,65,79), the tendon excursion/moment arm data generated by 
the supporting experiments, and the cadaver muscle 
measurements reported by By Brand, et al (9). The fiber 
lengths and tension fractions derived from Brand's data are 
tabulated for the thumb in Table 2.
12
Tension Fraction
Fiber
LengthCcm) % rel. to hand % rel. to thumb
APL H.6 3.1 20.iJ
AP 3.6 3-0 19-7
FPL 5-9 2.7 17.8
OPP 2.4 1.9 12.5
EPL 5-7 1.3 8.6
FPB 3-6 1.3 8.6
APB 3-7 1.1 7-2
EPB H.3 0.8 5.3
Table 2. Fiber Lengths and Tension Fractions for the
Muscles of the Thumb (from Brand, et. a l . (9) )
The data reported by Ou which summarizes the total moment at 
the CMC joint when the thumb is in a neutral resting 
position is utilized following redefinition of the axes of 
motion to conform to clinically expected notation. This 
interpretation is graphically illustrated in Figure 3. It 
is valid only for the thumb at neutral since the 
flexion-extension and abduction-adduction axes rotate with 
respect to the conical motion space assumed for the CMC 
joint model. Also, the terms "antepulsion" and 
"circumduction" are used synonymously to mean the set of 
motions through which the thumb travels to reach a position 
of opposition. That set includes flexion, abduction, and
rotation. Retropulsion is the reverse. Circumduction and 
antepulsion correspond to movement into opposition along the 
surface of the defining cone in the CMC joint model 
(Thompson (79),Ou (65)).
E x t r i n s i c s :
Flexor Pollicis Longus (Tension Fraction - 17.8%,
Resting Fiber Length - 5.9cm). This muscle flexes the
distal and proximal IP joints. It is primarily a flexor at 
the CMC joint but has a very slight component favoring
adduction. At rest it has a moment component for
circumduction equal to the component towards the cone 
center. The FPL tendon enters the hand through the carpal 
tunnel, and passes straight through the muscles of the 
thenar eminence into a strong pulley structure just proximal 
to the MP joint. This structure maintains a relatively 
constant moment arm at both distal joints. In contrast, the 
moment arm of the FPL at the CMC exhibits significant
bowstringing during flexion.
Extensor Pollicis Longus (TF - 8.6%, RFL - 5.7cm). The 
EPL is as strong an adductor as it is an extensor at the CMC 
joint with the thumb at neutral. It extends the distal and 
proximal IP joints with almost constant moment arms through 
their range of motion. Like the FPL, the EPL has freedom at 
the CMC joint exhibiting bowstringing and ulnar to radial 
gliding during abduction. Its entry to the hand is through
TOWARDS CONE CENTER
AP
TOTAL
FPL
FPB
EPL
ANTEPOSITION- 
INTO OPPOSITION 
ALONG CONE SURFACE
RETROPOSITION—«----
AWAY FROM OPPOSITION 
ALONG CONE SURFACE
OPPEPB
APB
APL
AWAY FROM CONE CENTER
Figure 3. The Orientation of the Flexion-Extension and Abduction- 
Adduction Directions of Motion with respect to the CMC 
Joint Model Cone of Motion (based on Ou (65)). The muscle 
vectors represent relative moments with the thumb at rest.
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a slim fascial envelope on the dorsum. With the EPB it 
forms the anatomical "snuff box".
Abductor Pollicis Longus (TF - 20.4%, RFL - 4.6cm).
Inserting on the radial side of the base of the metacarpal 
the APL exhibits a moment for extension that is 
approximately twice as strong as its moment for abduction. 
As the strongest thumb mover (based upon the tension 
fractions ), it plays a paramount role in the combined 
movements for opening the thumb away from the palm 
(r e t r o p u l s i o n ) . The APL abduction component is the only 
contributor to positioning for opposition in the absence of 
the intrinsics.
Extensor Pollicis Brevis (TF - 5.3%, RFL - 4.3cm).
Inserted on the dorsum at the base of the proximal phalanx,
the EPB extends the MP and the CMC joints. At the neutral
position of the CMC its moment is all extension. However, 
like the EPL, The EPB bowstrings and glides about during 
full motion at the CMC joint. It contributes the smallest 
moment magnitude of all eight muscles crossing the CMC 
j o i n t .
I n t r i n s i c s :
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Abductor Pollicis Brevis (TF - 7.2%, RFL - 3.7cm). The 
APB, OPP, and FPB combine to form the group that functions 
to move the thumb into opposition (circumduction) and hold 
that position. Without these three, the thumb muscles have 
only the abduction portion of the APL to aid movement into 
opposition. Of the three, the APB is the strongest abductor 
of the CMC when at neutral. The APB insertion is the base 
of the proximal phalanx and the MP joint capsule on the 
radial side. Thus it tends to move the MP joint radially
and has some extension capability.
Flexor Pollicis Brevis (TF - 8.6%, RFL - 3.6cm). The
FPB exhibits a strong flexion moment equal to its moment 
favoring opposition (or circumduction or antepulsion) at the 
CMC joint. This functional information agrees with the
anatomical definition of insertion on the radial-volar side 
of the proximal phalanx base, having originated from the 
trapezium, trapezoid, and capitate bones, and the palmar 
ligaments. It serves to flex the MP joint.
Opponens Pollicis (TF - 12.5%, RFL - 2.4cm). The
Opponens has equal moments for abduction and flexion, and 
thus contributes purely to movement into opposition. At 
rest the OP moment direction conforms with the antepulsion 
direction, which is defined based upon the CMC joint model 
(reference Figure 3). With an insertion along the radial -
volar aspect of the metacarpal it affects only the CMC
j o i n t .
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Adductor Pollicis (TF - 19.7%, RFL - 3.6cm). The
second strongest mover of all the thumb muscles (based on 
tension fraction d a t a ) , the adductor also has the largest 
moment at neutral. The AP flexion component is 
approximately half the adduction component when at neutral. 
With a multiple insertion effectively at the head of the 
metacarpal and at the base of the proximal phalanx, this 
muscle also has the largest moment arm of all the muscles 
crossing the CMC joint. Combined with its long area of 
origin along the palmar surface of the third metacarpal, 
these factors give the adductor variable properties 
throughout the clinical range of motion. This contrasts to 
its constant function as a mover towards the cone axis of 
the CMC joint model derivation.
2.2 BIOMECHANICS REVIEW
The research conducted jointly by the LSU Computer 
Graphics Research and Applications Laboratory and the NHDC 
Rehabilitation Research Department is directed towards 
understanding the quantitative biomechanics of the 
musculoskeletal system, especially of the human hand. 
Detailed descriptions of the muscles and tendons of the hand 
and forearm are described by Brand, Beach, and Thompson (9). 
Further analyses, involving solutions to multivariable 
equations which are essential for objective descriptions of 
hand dynamics are described by Thompson (79) and Ou (65).
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Other researchers (An, et al (2), Chao, An and associates 
(12,13)) are attempting to solve the equilibrium problems of 
the internal structure of the hand and some (Dev (22), 
Williams and Seireg (88) ) have attempted limited simulation 
of skeletal kinematics. In spite of the very fine work in 
these areas, very little emphasis has been placed upon 
increased objective design of surgical repair of the hand. 
This simulation is being developed expressly to present the 
knowledge gained by mathematical modeling in a useful 
interactive form applicable in the orthopedic clinic. Thus 
it will serve as an objective analytical tool in a field 
that is otherwise dependent upon subjective experience.
The force analysis approach taken by Chao, An and 
fellow researchers attacks the complex internal structure of 
individual joints and groups of joints during isometric 
functions. These models are inherently difficult to solve 
due to biological redundancy and provide a great challenge 
to interdisciplinary understanding and eventual clinical 
application. Other models (Landsmeer (52), Fisher(32)), 
based upon radiographic studies and direct cadever 
measurements, involve the positions of the bones with 
respect to one another and functional relationships between 
tendon excursions and joint position. Although conceptually 
simpler, these descriptions rely upon extrapolation from 
static measurements and require understanding of 
mathematical relationships expressed in equation form or
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graphically.
Based upon the work of Elftman (26) and their own
measurements, Brand, et al (9) derived a set of figures 
comparing the potential strengths and excursions of the
muscles of the forearm and hand. These form the
biomechanics basis for the muscles of the thumb in this 
report. Brand (8) also demonstrated the necessity of having 
adequate force and excursion data for the orthopedic surgeon 
in planning reconstructive surgery. Ketchum, et al (49) 
applied mathematical modeling to the wrist and invoked the 
"principle of geometric similarity" to reduce the redundancy 
of the describing equations to a soluble level. Using 
external, non-invasive torque measurement it was then 
possible to compute the forces generated by the wrist motors 
under maximal voluntary exertion. Fisher (32), Flatt
(33,34,35) and Thomas (77) demonstrated the earliest known 
modeling work on the joints of the hand. Chao, An, and 
associates (12,13) have demonstrated the potential forces of 
the muscles of the hand using similar modeling techniques 
based on estimates of moment arms obtained using X-ray 
imag i n g .
The greatest number of published works on joint 
kinematics is devoted to the documentation of the relative 
positioning of skeletal segments. Although most represent 
static X-ray or goniometric studies as characterized by 
Littler (53), Boone, and Azen (7), and Flatt and Fischer
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(33,34,35), some investigators have attempted dynamic X-ray 
imaging or use of marker wires fastened directly to bones to 
measure articulation angles. A recent work in this area 
utilizes ultrasonic holographic imaging to directly 
visualize soft and hard tissues based upon their density 
differences. Hentz, et al (40) report using this technique 
to estimate moment arms. While these studies yield valuable 
information, their principle deficiency is their lack of
relationship to the forces generated by or demanded of the
musculoskeletal system. They also lack the resolution
required for the development of a realistic interactive data 
s t r u c t u r e .
The approach taken in the LSU/NHDC research (Brand 
(10), Thompson (79), Agee (1), Ou (65)) is fundamentally 
different from that of other investigations. Rather than 
study where the instant center of motion is at every 
position, they analyze the effective moment arms for muscle- 
tendon units so that joint torques and muscle excursions may 
be computed. This is unique in that joint models are 
derived based upon data gathered in dynamic motion
experiments under tendon loading conditions using fresh 
cadaver specimens. The model of the carpal - metacarpal 
joint of the thumb (Ou,A g e e ,T h o m p s o n ), for instance, is 
based upon the excursions of the 8 muscles to the thumb 
measured during controlled motion of cadaver thumbs 
throughout each thumbs' range of motion about the CMC joint.
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Three dimensional coordinates in the model representing 
effective muscle/tendon origin or pulley points and 
effective tendon insertion points are thus independent of 
direct measurements or radiographic interpretation.
This functional approach, not dependent upon joint 
center estimation, was followed in research reported by 
Agee, et al (1) to ascertain moment arms experimentally. 
This data, when combined with a self optimizing model of the 
thumb, resulted in excellent agreement between theory and 
experiment (Ou (65)). Because of the rich experimental data 
base, it was possible to develop a modeling approach that 
yields excellent results over a broad range of joint angles 
(Thompson (79)). This model has proven to be a valuable 
predictor of muscle excursions and moment arms for 
variations in clinically relevant parameters, yet it too 
suffers from mathematical complexity and, even in clever
graphical form, results from simulations with this model go
unused in their intended realm, the orthopedic clinic.
Research efforts to improve the man - computer
interface provide the means by which real time simulations 
may be used for planning surgery, the analysis of difficult, 
untried surgical procedures, and for studying the 
biomechanics of the hand. These simulations may be carried 
out in such a way that the results of underlying 
mathematical solutions are immediately assimilated and 
understood. Williams and Seireg (88) developed an
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interactive system for the modeling of the geometry of the 
jaw using a static graphical display. Their system
integrated interactive data input, anatomical simulation, 
and graphical output, but did not provide for real time 
manipulation of the kinematic structure or solution of 
muscle excursion and moment arm variables. Other
interactive, three dimensional solid modeling applications 
are being developed in medical imaging (Hemmy, et. al.
(39), Herman and Liu (41)). To date the objectives of these 
applications have been for imaging only and do not include 
kinematic models.
Unless applied in a truly interdisciplinary fashion, 
detailed research data and mathematical modeling techniques 
such as these applied to the hand go unnoticed to the 
potential clinical user or they may lie dormant in a 
specialized journal. Convinced that real time, interactive 
graphical simulations will solve this problem, this 
dissertation sets out to 1) develop a realistic skeletal 
data structure, 2) simulate motion of that structure based 
on muscle, tendon, joint kinematics, 3)calculate and display 
muscle moment arms, and 4) develop interactive programs and 
techniques to connect the user to the simulation. These 
developments are defined as they apply to the kinematics of 
the thumb following the literature review.
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2.3 LITERATURE REVIEW
This review emphasizes the anatomy of the hand and 
forearm from a functional perspective. The review covers 
literature relative to this study on an interactive computer 
graphical simulation of hand dynamics. Additional incentive 
comes from the fact that this research is an 
interdisciplinary endeavor and the perspectives of medical 
clinicians or researchers in orthopedics must be appreciated 
and understood by those who propose to design problem 
solving tools such as this simulation. Fundamentally, 
unless the tool is designed with knowledge of the intended 
environment, it will not be successfully applied in that 
environment. Thus, part of the following literature review 
provides general insight into the anatomical concerns of the 
hand practitioner, and the remainder is included for its 
potential value to future modeling. Papers are grouped 
under the headings: Basic Anatomy, Quantitative Clinical
and Surgical Evaluation, Stress Analysis, Dynamic Analysis, 
and Models and Simulations.
2.3.1 Basic Anatomy
The following articles best exemplify the state of the 
art in hand anatomy. Selected mainly from clinical 
resources, they provide an indication of the surgeons 
concerns with respect to reconstruction of the hand. 
Inherent in these concerns is the need to understand and
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appreciate fine details of hand structure and improvements 
in surgical or therapeutic techniques.
Eyler, et. al. (29) provide a very good review of 
many of these fine details for the intrinsic muscles of the 
fingers based upon dissection studies of over 30 cadaver 
specimens. Focusing on the lumbricals and interossei, the 
authors define the insertions of the lumbricals as nearly 
always into the lateral bands of the extensor aponeurosis 
with an average fiber length of 50mm. The volar interossei 
(25mm fiber length) insert mainly into the lateral expansion 
of the extensor aponeurosis. The dorsal interossei (20mm 
fiber length) are split. The first and third have mostly 
bony insertions into the proximal phalanx. About 32% (32
specimens) of the second and 57% of the forth inserted into 
the lateral expansion of the extensor aponeurosis. The 
indeterminant nature of insertion points as indicated here 
(without a definite bony insertion the action of the muscle 
is distributed over a broad area) forebodes the great 
difficulties involved in describing mechanical effects from 
anatomical measurements alone.
With the objective of defining the blood supply to the 
profundus tendon, Ochiai, et. al. (61) provide a 
description of the fibrous pulley system as well. By 
dilineating the complexities of the vincular system in each 
finger the importance of the nutritive mechanism to tendon 
tissue is emphasized. The importance of anatomical
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information such as this is obvious in surgical repair. 
Success may hinge upon the avoidance of damage to the 
vascular supply in critical operations. Such fine 
structures must eventually be considered in complete models.
The structural stability of the wrist is discussed by
Taleisnik (76) in a study of the intrinsic and extrinsic
ligaments of the wrist. The author presents a
classification of the ligaments which may be useful in 
structural modeling of the wrist. His suggestion that 
intercarpal subluxations and dislocations should be treated 
by repairing the volar as well as the dorsal ligaments has 
definite clinical import for surgeons contemplating surgery 
of the wrist.
Shrewsbury and Johnson (71) detail the anatomy of the 
oblique retinacular ligament of the finger. Their work 
exemplifies studies done by observation during dissection. 
They observe that, with the exception of the ring finger, 
the function of the oblique retinacular ligament is one of 
static support. Excision of the ligament, according to the 
authors, altered nothing dynamically. In another report 
(72) the same authors investigated the ligaments of the 
distal interphalangeal joint. Here the authors make 
qualitative observations on the laxity of the volar plate 
and the properties of the collateral ligaments, posterior 
capsule, and the oblique retinacular ligament after rupture 
of the terminal extensor. The essence of this examination
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is the identification of structures responsible for the 
range of passive and active motions of the distal 
interphalangeal joint. This type of work will be aided by 
more quantitative studies which attempt to identify for 
example the amount of laxity in the volar plate or the 
stress-strain properties up to the point of rupture.
A short but valuable note on the thumb flexor pulleys 
by Doyle and Blythe (24) identifies one oblique and two 
annular pulleys for the flexor pollicis longus tendon. In a 
surgical resection study the authors identify the oblique 
pulley as most important for maintenance of FPL action. 
This report includes a potentially useful realistic 
rendering of a perspective view of the thumb and flexor 
pulleys from a proximal viewpoint.
Tubiana's (83) "Architecture and Function of the Hand" 
provides an excellent discussion of hand anatomy with good 
attention to dynamics from a surgeons viewpoint. Included 
in this work are tabulations of individual forearm muscle 
strengths, maximum tendon excursions, angles of approach of 
the tendons crossing the metacpophalangeal level, and many 
other factors important to anatomical modeling.
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2.3.2 Quantitative Clinical And Surgical Evaluation
Much of hand surgery and clinical therapy before and
after surgery is deeply concerned with assessment of
function. Clinicians are interested in how well a hand is 
functioning as well as how much function has been regained. 
Does a given hand perform to specifications? Is a hand
responding positively or negatively to a given course of 
therapy? Answers to these common clinical questions will 
not be complete until the specifications are known and truly 
objective methods are available to measure function. To
date the primary concerns in clinical evaluation lie in two 
measurement parameters: range of motion (passive and
active), and strength. Methods employed to assess each are 
variable and technique dependent. Range of motion norms at 
the various hand joints have been established by different 
authors with significant variation. Strength measurements 
are usable only when related to previous measurements of the 
same type on the same person or when comparing measurements 
on one hand with the same made on the opposite hand. 
Quantitative evaluation of muscle function during surgery 
also suffers from the lack of repeatible methods. What work
has been accomplished, however, will prove useful in
modeling of the hand. Reports reviewed in this catagory 
will be described in the following divisions: general
assessment, movement or range of motion assessment, strength 
and torque measurements, muscle length tension
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determination, and combined measurements.
Brand (8) summarizes important factors involved in 
clinical evaluation. One primary concern in all clinical 
testing is speed. A test that takes too long will either be 
infrequent or hurriedly done with errors. In addition to 
hand volume, temperature, and sensation, he recommends range 
of motion and strength monitoring with graphical records. 
He also notes the difficulties involved in testing strength 
objectively.
Tendon transfer fundamentals presented by Curtis (19) 
indicate the need for objective assessment before, during 
and after surgery. His general guidelines reference muscle 
excursion amplitudes presented previously by others. Among 
the fundamentals presented are the movability of joints and 
muscle power, including amplitude (excursion) and direction 
of the transfer. These concepts employ qualitative 
principles and do not provide for objective assessment of a 
given hands capabilities, yet the need for such assessment 
is made clear. In summary, his principles are as follows:
1. For tissue equilibrium one must have gliding tissue 
(no edema, no scar).
2. The joints must be movable.
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3. The donor muscle must have adequate power in the 
form of muscle amplitude (excursion) and direction 
(he recommends avoiding pulleys for a straight line 
tr a n s f e r ) .
4. Surgical technique must have integrity (cannot 
serve recipients of differing excursions).
General methods of clinical evaluation currently in use 
are outlined by Thomine (78). The author presents numerous 
tests for motion and strength which can be easily applied 
clinically, resulting in an overall qualitative assessment. 
Simple goniometric and dynamometer tests are used for motion 
and strength tests. It is clear that the general thrust in 
clinical quantitative evaluation is towards simplicity and 
efficient tests. The consequence in general is variability 
and tests whose validity exists only for serial tests on 
normal vs abnormal contralateral hand comparisons.
Boone, and Hazen (7) provide a tabulation of range of 
motion norms (all male) for joints of the body including the 
elbow, forearm (rotation), and wrist.
Srinivasan (75) presents a deformity status table for 
Hansen's Disease which quantifies the claw hand deformity 
(intrinsic minus) in five levels based on the passive 
flexion position at the proximal interphalangeal joint. 
This disease specific information should be useful in the
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simulation of abnormalities.
An automated, real-time method for recording finger 
joint motions is employed by Bendz (6) in a study which 
correlates MP and PIP joint angles with muscle EMG 
recordings during grasp. He utilizes a miniature magnetic 
pickup goniometer which responds only to changing angle, and 
is not calibrated. Consequently its usefuess is limited to 
the authors purpose of determining grip phases.
The preceeding reports which quantify range of motion 
or static joint position in deformity exemplify the current
state of the art in the clinical assessment of joint motion.
Muscle strength is assessed indirectly in many 
different forms. The tremendous variability in strength is 
circumvented by using serial studies, or by comparing
contralateral capabilities. Force or strength measuring
methods vary from one center to another and a repeatible
method continues to be a subject of research.
Ejeskar and Ortengren (25) suggest a strength ratio
between dominant and non-doininant sides to assess recovery 
of finger flexion force following surgery. They claim a 
standardized measurement method which isolates finger 
flexion force in a transverse volar grip. The authors
tabulate the strength in flexion for the fingers of men and 
women using their instrument and 40 normals.
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Objective assessment of the capability to grasp objects 
remains a clinical goal. Most clinics use an inexpensive 
grip strength dynamometer. However repeatability with such 
an instrument has always fallen under question. Pronk (67) 
reports errors of less than 5% with a strain gage 
application which utilizes transverse force in a beam, 
resulting in a measurement which is independent of the point 
of application (the range is 5 to 500N). A device using 
silicon rubber transducers is described by Orban (62). It 
appears to be practical only under laboratory conditions. 
Thorngren and Werner (81) present a study based on 450 men 
and women of all ages which may be a reliable set of norms 
for grip strength. The results may be dependent on the 
specific use of the Martin vigorimeter (a rubber balloon 
d y n a m o m e t e r ) . A pneumatic system like this may be 
inherently independent of direction variabilities in grip. 
The results of this study are tabulated in nine age groups 
for men and women. Results such as these reflect the norms 
for grip strength which represent the total effect of the 
hand flexors in grip. Little has been done to determine 
meaningful descriptions of individual muscle capabilities 
c l i n i c a l l y .
Dickson and Nicolle (23) provide a series of reports on 
assessment of hand function. They use the cybernometer to 
measure the force of individual digits, relate strength of 
digit strength to bone density (saying bone density
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accurately reflects hand function), and they present results 
of individual digit measurements for 50 rheumatoid surgical 
repairs. They also justify surgical intervention using the 
results of the measurements and tabulate flexion force and 
pinch force for MP, PIP synovectomies and MP replacements.
Dynamic measurements aimed at quantifying limb function 
with respect to improvement are increasingly popular in the 
realm of sports medicine. Studies of isokinetic and 
isometric torques and their relationships have been limited 
to the knee and elbow joints and for the most part have 
relevance mainly to exercise physiology (Osternig, et al 
(64), Knapik and Ramos, (50) Hinson, et al (42)). 
Commercial instruments such as the Cybex are used to apply 
loads and measure torques about these joints. This type of 
research (dynamic moments about joints) has not been applied 
as vigorously to the hand.
Freehafer, et al (36) perform a direct measurement of 
single muscle tension to develop the muscle length-tension 
curve at operation. They determine total functional 
excursion of a muscle selected for transfer (passive 
lengthening plus active shortening under electrical 
stimulation equals total functional e x c u r s i o n ) . They employ 
electrical stimulation to generate a Length -Tension curve 
before and after transfer. Their measurements were 
performed for tendon transfers on spinal cord injury 
patients during elective surgery. The paper tabulated
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passive and active excursion for the brachioradialis, flexor 
carpi radialis, extensor carpi radialis longus, and flexor 
pollicis longus. They graphically relate muscle length 
versus passive tension, total tension, and active tension of 
the brachioradialis muscle, ECRL, and the FCR. The most 
immediate value of the measurements is the information they 
give to the surgeon that verifies the capabilities of a 
given muscle intended for transfer. The authors' results 
confirm the observations that longer muscles fiber lengths 
give greater excursion while greater numbers of muscle 
fibers with greater girth yield greater tension. The effect 
of removing soft tissue from the BR is significant. The 
authors claim:
1. The studies provide total operative ranges for 
various forearm muscles in situ.
2. The study demonstrates that the muscle in the 
unbalanced hand has adapted to its new length.
3. It suggests the possibility of maintaining optimum 
muscle property simply by ensuring that the 
transformed muscle length is equivalent to length 
before transfer.
This is the only study to date which attempts to assess a 
given muscles function from the standpoint of its 
length-tension capability at operation. While there are 
variables (stimulus strength, physiological variables,
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transducer placement, etc.), the measurements seem reliable 
in defining the peak tension, muscle length, and muscle 
passive and active displacements. For the muscles studied, 
the data will be useful in dynamic modeling.
So far in this section on clinical quantitative 
measurements the emphasis has been on range of motion and 
muscle strength. Osterman, et. al. (63) and Walker, et. 
al. (85) describe methods used in their respective clinics 
to incorporate a spectrum of assessment methods. Krewer 
(51) provides an example of a different approach toward 
quantifying function with a set of grasping tubes especially 
for intrinsic-plus testing of arthritic hands.
Osterman, Lee, Hayken, and Bora (63) quantify thumb 
function following surgical repair of the ulnar collateral 
ligament using assessments of pinch and grip strength, thumb 
opposition ability to touch the MCP joint (full, 1cm, 2cm, 
3cm) and range of motion measurements. Results of pinch and 
grip are expressed as a percentage of the normal contralaral 
hand (normalized for dominance by subtracting 8% if the 
dominant hand was injured). Their data is grouped for 
categories based on type of surgery (primary, free tendon 
grafts, adductor advancement, and combined). This type of 
clinical followup is rare. Instruments used are the Preston 
pinch meter, and the Jamar dynamometer for pinch and grip.
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The apparatus defined by Walker et. al. (85) assessed 
pinch, grip, lateral, and extension forces as well as 
provide goniometric measurement and assessment of 
manipulative ability. They tabulated pulp, chuck, and 
lateral pinch strength from a large population of normals 
and a set of arthritics, ranges of radial and ulnar motion 
of normals, and ranges of motion of 30 preoperative 
arthritic hands. The manipulative test involved timing the 
movement of four pegs from one position to another.
Krewers' (51) use of a graduated set of grasping tubes 
is an example of the type of assessment device utilized in 
physical and occupational therapy both for evaluation of
grasping ability which should relate to active range of 
motion and for exercise therapy. This report is included in 
this review since it is a good example of the thrust in 
clinical practice to achieve inexpensive, easy to use 
devices for quantitative assessment. The intrinsic plus
test is determined by the diameter of the smallest tube
gripped tightly between the three phalanges, with the MP 
joint extended. For the most part, these tests, although 
they yield numerical thresholds (thus can be used to follow 
changing abilities), they are not useful in the mechanical 
description of function.
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This brief review of state of the art in clinical 
quantitative evaluation was meant only to highlight some of 
the more objective tests. Objectivity is difficult to 
assess in a field such as this since much of the clinical 
practice is based on empirical methods necessitated by the 
very nature of surgical repair. Essentially, how the hand 
functions is not completely known, so the best is done with 
what is known. Furthermore, there exists no "standard" for 
the specific measurements required. Specifically, range of 
motion tests are approximate measurements depending on 
goniometer placement and visual interpretation. The passive 
tests additionally depend upon the intensity with which the 
person moving the joint exerts himself. A better control 
would be to utilize a fixed torque as the limit in 
comparative tests. Once the passive range of motion tests 
are controlled based on torque the variability will be 
decreased. The differences cited by Walker (85) for normal 
versus arthritic grip are the greatest found in this review 
and imply that tests of the sort used by the author may 
resolve strength deficiencies due to arthritic diseases. 
Generally, however, unless their methods were used by all 
clinics, comparative and repeatable strength tests are of 
limited usefulness. Eventually, tests similar to those 
employed by Freehafer (36) may be combined with other 
objective information such as the physiological muscle 
cross-section by Brand, et. al, (9) from which substantive 
data for modeling purposes may be formed.
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2.3.3 Stress Analysis
Essential to the description of a complete dynamic 
model of the hand will be a detailed description of the 
distribution of forces borne by the muscle-tendon-joint 
constituents. Equilibrium equations without many
assumptions require the evaluation of numerous forces for 
the tendon joint structures. The review includes studies 
pertinent to joint prosthesis design, tendon and ligament 
strengths, pulley strengths, and internal tunnel or capsule 
stresses. Papers which attempt overall analyses and general 
topics will then be reviewed.
In an application intended to aid joint prosthesis 
design, Hirsch, et. al. (43) try to answer the question: 
What is the internal load on a joint for a given external 
load? Based upon free body diagrams for the wine jug grip 
and lateral pinch, they determine the force on the implant 
to be ten times the load at the thumb tip for either 
function. The authors report dissecting 'several' cadaver 
hands to determine maximum allowable dimensions for a thumb 
MP prosthesis. They accept 5 degrees hyperextension to 40 
degrees flexion as the required range of motion. Pronation 
and deviation were not considered and the authors make 
several assumptions to render the problem tractable. Using 
cadaver measurements they determine tendon insertion points 
and angles of approach which are used in the equations. The 
purpose clearly is to determine design constraints on
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prosthetic implants (specifically the MP joint). The 
specific value of this paper is the linear and angular 
dimension measurements which determine insertion points for 
the 6 thumb muscles.
Walker, et. a l . (86) report the optimum design
parameters for a stronger, more functional MCP implant. In 
so doing they tabulate male, female, and arthritic female 
average maximum strength values for various types of pinch 
and grip. They describe evaluation apparatus and methods of 
prosthesis testing. The authors state that further 
studies are required to identify internal stress patterns 
as precursors to implant design. The range of motion and 
strength values should prove useful at least to compare with 
other data. The authors also performed cyclic tests on 
their prosthesis without specific reference to the frequency 
of repetitive stress e pected in vivo. This form of 
information (frequency of stress), while clearly essential 
to prosthesis development, is also important to the ultimate 
description of hand biomechanics. The more that is known 
about how the hand works, the better one can define the 
essential design parameters for prostheses.
A hint of this type of information is provided by Davis 
(20) with a general review of types and frequencies of human 
movements. For instance, based on his data the estimated 
number of wrist flexion/extension movements during dinner is 
150 with a total range of motion of 60 degrees (+15 to - 45
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d e g r e e s ).
The objective of the preceding three papers was to 
relate some form of guideline for joint implant design. 
Since they arose from a search for objective information 
concerning stress analysis, they do not necessarily 
represent the state of the art in implant design. Possibly 
the most important information provided by these works is 
how little we really know of the internal structure of the 
h a n d .
How the ligaments and tendons function under stress is 
fundamental to a complete description of hand function. 
Holden and Northmore-Ball (44) investigated profundus tendon 
rupture strength in cadavers. Wilhelm and Qvick (87) 
determine the mean rupture force of the extensor pollicus 
longus. Micks and Reswick (59) measure the effective 
extensor moment at the proximal interphalangeal joint under 
static load conditions. Finally in this segment, Fahrer and 
Pineau (30) present a functional relationship of long flexor 
force versus muscle cross-sectional surface area.
Using static loading steps, Holden and Northmore-Ball 
(44) tested 70 cadaver fingers (adults, 50-78 years) to 
failure to determine a mean breaking strength of 39.5Kg 
(range 8.4 to 9 7 K g ) . Avulsion always occurred at the 
insertion point. Using a simple moment equation the authors 
equate this strength with a pinch force of one-fourth the
bo
failure strength and recommend repairs on prostheses to 
withstand 20 to 30Kg breaking stress. The authors do not 
say whether the specimens used are fresh or fixed and the 
specimens are reduced to only the distal phalanx and the 
tendon prior to testing.
Wilhelm and Qvick (87) determined the rupture strength 
of 43 excised fresh extensor pollicis longus tendons to be 
59.1 + / - 1 7 .7Kp (range 26-99Kp, lKp = 1 Kg-f). The ruptures 
correspond to clinical ruptures in that they occurred in the 
area of smallest cross-section. The equipment used employs 
dynamically increasing tensile force.
While investigating the difference in loading of the 
lateral and central fibers of the extensor tendon, Micks and 
Reswick (59) calculate the effective extensor moment arm at 
the PIP joint. Using three fresh cadaver long fingers they 
load the tendons and with movie films confirmed that when 
flexed, the central fibers are tensed and, when extended, 
the lateral fibers are tensed. The effective moment arm is 
calculated from their measurements by dividing the changes 
in external moment by the resultant change in communis 
force. The extensor moment versus flexion angle data 
determined for the unloaded PIP joint will be useful for 
modeling tendon stress properties. This report essentially 
presents two worthwhile bits of knowledge - 1) moment-range 
of motion curve for the PIP joint, and 2) effective moment 
arms for the ECM for each of 3 fingers.
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Fahrer and Pineau (30) claim to determine the 
relationship between the force generating capabilities of 
the long flexors of the fingers and the flexor muscles 
cross-sectional areas. The approximate result is 
F = 14*sqrt(s) where F is force in Kg and s is surface area 
in square centimeters. The claimed limits are from F = 12.5 
s0.47 to F = 15.5 s0.53. The relationship between force and 
muscle cross-sectional area should be useful in modeling and 
also indicative of the ranges of stress normally exerted 
upon the tendons.
An analysis of the pulleys of the flexor sheath is 
summarized in tabular form by Manske and Lesker (56). They 
provide the average length, breaking strength and tensile 
strength of pulleys Al through A4 for the little, ring, 
middle, and index fingers. The results indicate pulleys Al 
and A4 to be the strongest, and A2 the weakest.
More direct attempts to identify the internal 
structural load in the hand and its joints have been made. 
Fisher (32) extends the basic derivations of Landsmeer with 
equations of static equilibrium for a finger. The work of 
Hirsch (43) reviewed earlier in this section, is a less 
vigorous example which falls into this category. The work 
of Fischer (32) and three papers representing biomechanics 
research into stress properties of the hand at the Mayo 
clinic are reviewed next.
As part of a detailed biomechanical investigation of 
the long finger Fischer (32) presents equations of 
equilibrium for the interphalangeal joints. In order to 
solve the system of equations the author performed 
experiments on cadaver fingers with appropriate loading on 
the the tendons to simulate various positions.
Chao, et. a l . (12) describe three dimensional
constraint forces using biplanar X-rays to define joint and 
tendon orientations for the three finger joints. Using 
systematic elimination of redundant unknown tendon forces 
and constraints based on EMG and physiologic assessments, 
they attain solutions for four isometric functions: tip
pinch, radial pinch, ulnar pinch, and grasp. The authors 
identified 13 admissable solutions based on analysis of 4 
index fingers, one middle, one little finger based on 
measurements from cadaver specimens.
Similar analyses are applied to the joints and soft 
tissues of the thumb by Cooney and Chao (16). They were 
aided by assumptions which excluded the extensor tendon 
forces, and combined the flexor brevis and opponens pollicis 
as one force vector. They chose to represent the joints in 
terms of mechanical equivalents, and lump together 
constraints provided by the ligament, capsule, and bone 
architecture. Given these assumptions the authors calculate 
unknown loads simulating tip pinch, grasp, and Key Pinch.
Aiming toward a more general solution not so dependent 
on assumptions, Chao and An (12) used a linear programming 
technique to minimize objective functions and attain 
solutions to tendon and joint forces in tip pinch and grasp. 
Presenting the long finger in tip pinch as an example, they 
describe six unique sets of solutions (tabulated in units of 
applied strength). Many of the solutions are identical. 
This report presents the most complete overall stress 
analysis for the hand in static load conditions reviewed to 
date. For the fingers there are 18 equilibrium equations, 4 
constraint relationships based on the extensor mechanism and 
intrinsic muscles, and 30 objective functions for tip pinch 
a l o n e .
Toft and Berme (82) identify structural positions and 
dimensions using cadaver thumbs and performed equilibrium 
analyses similar to Chao and An to define internal loads in 
response to external loads simulating twisting a screw top 
jar and squeezing the same size apparatus between the thumb 
and fingers. The intent of the authors is to extend the 
fundamental work of Cooney and Chao (16) with an analysis 
for loads corresponding to maximal effort in squeezing and 
turning. It is quite possible that their work uses the same 
equilibrium equations defined by Cooney and Chao.
The emphasis in this part of the review is on
properties of the hand which relate to static equilibrium 
and kinetic properties which may be included directly in 
mathematical and computer simulations. Much of the 
fundamental mechanics of living tissue may not be directly 
useful but does provide essential background information. 
Butler, et. al. (11) provide a review of the biomechanics 
of ligaments and tendons which is broad in scope and
includes discussions on continuum mechanics, mechanisms of 
failure, influences of immobilization, age, steroids, and 
exercise on tendon and ligament properties. Most of their 
force-deformation tests are on knee joint ligaments and 
tendons, although their discussions thoroughly relate
fundamental stress-strain properties of tendon and ligament 
microstructure. The report is perhaps most useful for its 
data on force-elongation and viscoelastic data. The authors 
further recognize the paucity of information on in vivo 
tissue mechanical response and behavior.
The preceding review of stress analysis work is, of 
course, not complete. The stresses developed in joint 
supporting and moving structures are obviously not easily 
determined. However, much of the information reviewed will 
be helpful in future developments of descriptive hand 
m o d e l s .
5^2.3.4 Dynamic Analysis
The human hand functions over a wide spectrum of force 
and motion capabilities. This may at times require brute 
strength. In general, however, fine control of position and 
motion is required for everyday precision tasks. Writing, 
positioning small objects, gesturing, manipulative control, 
and numerous other tasks fall into the category of fine 
control. How men and women carry out functions of this type 
is not well described in other than qualitative terms. The 
following articles of review contribute to the base of 
knowledge categorized as descriptive of how the hand 
functions or works dynamically. The emphasis in this 
section is on the kinetics of the hand and on the collection 
of data pertinent to describing structural and functional 
p a r a m e t e r s .
Quantitative works in dynamic biomechanical analyses 
cover a varied range of topics arranged as follows: General
function and overall capability are covered in a paper by 
Brand, Beach, Thompson (9). Lord (54), Cooke (15), and 
Marsden, et. al. (57,58), provide papers concerning 
control system analysis. Articles pertinent to muscle 
function include the works of Morrey (60), et. al., DeBozec 
(21), Crosby (18), and Heckathorne (38). Moments and moment 
arms categorize the works of Jensen (47), Cnockaert, et. 
a l . (14), Engin (28), and Brand, et. al. (10). The topic
of spatial motion includes research works of Youm, et. al.
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(91), Sarrafian, et. al. (69), Youm and McMurtry (90), 
Panjabi (66) and Andrews and Youm(3). The final topic 
reviewed in this section is that of functional analysis 
applied specifically to the digits of the hand including the 
thumb. It includes the works of Kapandji (48), Smith 
(73,74), Malek (55), Hazelton (37), Cooney, et. al. (17) 
and Brand (8 ) .
The work of Brand, Beach, and Thompson (9) contributes 
to the body of data necessary for overall dynamic 
descriptions of the forearm and hand. This report 
represents the culmination of much effort directed towards 
quantification of muscle weights, fiber lengths, tendon 
cross-sectional area, and calculation of muscle relative 
tensions. The potential excursions described in their 
report will be directly applicable to dynamic descriptions 
of muscle-tendon-joint units.
Lord (54) presents an analog computer model of motion 
using a length control servo system for the biceps brachii. 
This work actually yields no real anatomical or functional 
information and simply describes a second order system with 
purely heuristic parameters. Knowing that spindle receptors 
do not transduce origin to insertion length, the author 
compares the response when contractile element length is 
controlled as opposed to total muscle length. The author 
concludes that as length feedback becomes effective, the 
total system response approaches that of a simple
7^mass/spring system. This report is important because it 
points out the complexity of muscular control. As a simple 
model (however well thought out) it is inadequate. Most of 
the constant coefficients used by the author were not 
empirically supported and realistically, the actual 
coefficients are probably variables.
Because phase plane trajectories (velocity vs. 
position) in a mechanical model driven with step changes in 
its spring constant appear qualitatively similar to the same 
evoked in human subjects during forearm flexion movements, 
Cooke (15) concludes that the limb trajectories in simple 
tracking motions may be determined by the mechanical 
properties of the limb itself. This agrees with others 
referenced by the author who purport that the CNS programs 
or specifies points on the length-tension curves of the 
agonist-antagonist muscle pair which determines final limb 
position. The position and velocity records for step 
tracking flexion and extension movements and the phase plane 
records for humans presented in this report may be helpful 
in describing dynamic properties in the control equations 
governing muscle contraction. Otherwise, this paper is 
another example of heuristic reasoning. Because an observed 
phenomenon is somewhat similar to that generated by a model 
means nothing until further experimentation can be done to 
verify individual elements of a given model (the author does 
not describe his model).
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Much more extensive work on the actual physiological 
control of muscle movement has been presented by Marsden, 
Merton, and Morton (57,58). In a report which reviews the 
greater part of their work, the authors present results of 
controlled tests on the FPL in order to find direct evidence 
of servo action in skeletal muscle. They found that 50ms 
following perturbations, the FPL compensated by initiating 
automatic servo action and that the servo gain was 
proportional to initial load. In a later experiment, the 
authors found the possibility that muscle afferents of the 
thumb motors cooperate with a somatic and visual input in a 
servo loop via the cerebral cortex. While for most muscles 
the servo action is due mainly to muscle receptors 
(spindle), the thumb exhibited delay in the servo response 
under local anesthesia, thus indicating the inclusion of 
other sensory receptors in the control loop (they may be 
skin or joint receptors or both). The authors' measurements 
are presented graphically, yet they are extensive enough to 
quantify muscle integrated EMG and joint angular positions 
during tracking tasks while under load (which is also 
q u a n t i f i e d ) . This research, while attempting to describe 
aspects of muscle control, presents an indication of the 
complications in learning how the neuromusculoskeletal 
system works. In fact, very little substantive data is 
available. More complete works on general muscle feedback 
control and specific subsystems such as control of eye 
movement are found elsewhere. These studies are included in
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this review due to specific work on the FPL, biceps brachii, 
and the arm and to emphasize the fact that there is so much 
more to learn in the area of control. The complexities of 
the necessary in vivo experimentation also are illustrated. 
The existence of working computer models and interactive 
graphical simulations incorporating as much realistic data 
as possible will speed up the required learning as well as 
elucidate the muscle servo control mechanism.
A more complete recognition of forearm function is 
taken by Morrey, Chao, and Hui (60) for a study in which 
they divised instrumentation to measure strength of flexion 
and rotation. Their purpose was to assess function 
following excision of the radial head. They utilized 
comparison with the contralateral arm as a basis for 
quantification. Sixteen normals were investigated for the 
normal difference between dominant and non-dominant 
extremities. Results quantify degrees of flexion 
contracture, flexion pronation, supination and loss of 
strength for the same plus grip using their automated 
instrumentation. This report is one of few which attempt to 
objectively quantify function. Loss of strength correlated 
best with arthritis and pain, not with radial migration. 
This information should be useful in further quantifying 
forearm function for an abnormal clinical condition (loss of 
the radial h e a d ) .
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Crosby (18) investigates the function of human limb 
muscles with an experiment that relates electromyogram (as 
input signal) to dynamic force (as output) of the triceps. 
He convolves the filtered and rectified EMG with the impulse 
response of an overdamped second order system. The result 
was fitted to the measured force by linear regression
resulting in a "good" fit. The useful range when surface
EMG is used as a prediction of muscle force is dc to 30Hz. 
Their result is:
F (t ) = A * V(t) + B 
when F (t ) = isometric force 
V (t ) = convolved EMG 
A = gain constant 
B = offset constant
The authors note that A and B varied from subject to subject 
and A sometimes varied over time with one subject. This 
experiment represents a very nice use of a mathematical 
model (the overdamped, second order system) as a means to
derive the transfer function of a limb. The model
parameters were obtained through experimental iteration 
during physiological testing until the model output 
(convolved EMG) approached the experimental output (measured 
f o r c e ) . This information will support the description of 
muscle function and also pertains to overall control system 
description. The relationship assumes linearity between 
neural input and force output.
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DeBozec, Maton, and Cnockaert (21) study the elbow 
extensors (three heads of the triceps brachii and the 
anconeous) to attain a relationship between external torque 
and EMG and to compare the relative effectiveness of each 
muscle during controlled torque exertions at various arm 
positions. Their data are presented graphically in terms of 
integrated EMG (impulses per second) versus the same for 
comparative studies, position in degrees, and torque. The 
authors conclude that in static contractions the "equivalent 
muscle" concept can be applied to the extensor muscle group 
for a large range of external extension torques and that 
there is a common motor control for the three heads of the 
triceps. Also, the anconeous activity increases more 
rapidly than triceps activity for low values of torque. The 
integrated emg of the triceps increases quadratically with 
torque. This data relates neural input to force (or torque) 
output for the elbow extensors.
Ismail and Ranatunga (45) assume a geometric 
relationship between elbow angle and muscle length of the 
f o r m :
2 2
L = S Q R T (X + Y - 2*X*Y*C0S(Elbow_Angle))
Their experiments were designed to determine the 
length-tension relationship of human biceps using evoked 
twitch and tetanus. They study 28 normal subjects and 
discuss representative results from two of them. They claim 
to demonstrate a nearly complete length-tension relation
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within the range of movement that it undertakes in 
cooperation with other muscles. The optimal length (peak in 
the length-tension curve) occurs at 100 - 120 degrees 
flexion. The average sarcomere length of 12 biceps brachii 
fibers was 3.3 to 3.8 micrometers. The authors confirmed 
previous observations that voluntary tensions involving all 
the elbow flexors do not show a complete length-tens ion 
re l a t i o n .
The following reports deal with the assessment of 
moments and moment arms. The objectives in each of the 
following reports are different, yet each manages to 
quantify some aspect of human joint active or passive 
capa b i l i t i e s .
Engin (27) and Engin and Kazarian (28) describe 
experiments designed to attain some measure of passive 
resistive torque about long bone axes and a measure of 
active force and moment response of the arm and shoulder. 
Their objectives are to provide data which will be useful in 
the simulation of crash and pilot ejection and subsequently 
improve designs to avoid flail injuries. Their concerns are 
with the overall capabilities of the larger joints of the 
body.
Cnockaert, Lensel, and Pertuzon (14) present a 
technique to calculate the torque generated by two invidual 
muscles (biceps brachii and brachioradialis) . This is
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another report which attempts to quantify the relative 
contributions of a muscle to a given task. In this case it 
is attempted by relating integrated EMG to torque production 
and by using the following equations:
C =P * Q + P * Q = C + C
B B BR BR B BR
where C - torque of isometric flexion
C and C - torques of isometric flexion for 
B BR
biceps brachii and brachioradialis
Q and Q - respective integrated rectified e m g ’s 
B BR
P and P - respective ratios between torque and 
B BR
emg determined by linear regression
on measured sets of C, Q , 0
B BR
While the data presented may eventually be useful for
descriptive reasons the greatest significance of this report 
is the recognition that the results apply only to the 
isometric conditions tested (flexion in supination,
pronation and mid-prone fixed at 75 degrees f l e xion). In 
fact, in anisometric contraction the relation between force 
and integrated EMG is completely different. This is noted
by the authors.
5^
Brand, Cranor, and Ellis (10) introduce the 
quantification of muscle excursion versus joint angular 
motions. These authors describe the effective moment 
arm-joint angle relationship of the profundus tendon at the 
MP joint in normal fresh cadaver specimens. They compare 
this with moment arms following pulley advancement. Also 
quantified is the force required to move the fingertips 
through 0-90 degrees when the tendon is loaded with lKg. 
Based upon the pattern of the actual excursion data the 
authors present a power equation,
Power
Excursion = Co n s t a n t * (A n g l e )
relating MP angular motion to profundus excursion. For the 
normal composite finger the equation is:
1.067
Excursion = 0.817*(A n g l e )
and when the sheath is resected it becomes:
1.118
Excursion = 0 . 9 7 1 * (Angle)
This model, while it fits the data, does not attempt 
realism. Its parameters do not represent physically 
meaningful entities. The real value of this study is its 
documentation of nonlinear behavoir of bowstringing tendons.
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The approach put forward above can be called a 
functional approach since it derives an effective moment arm 
based on the positioning of a joint and the tendon motion 
across that point in response to the positioning. An 
alternate approach relys upon measurements with respect to 
actual or effective joint centers and/or actual measurements 
of skeletal position during motions. The following reports 
describe these measurement methods.
Serrafian, Melamed, and Goshgarian (69) undertake a 
roentgenographic study of 55 normal wrists in order to 
quantify the contributions of the radio-carpal and 
mid-carpal joints to wrist flexion and extension. It is not 
so much a study of wrist motion as it is a quantification of 
the limits to which the scaphoid, lunate, and capitate 
extend (with reference to the radius) at full flexion and 
extension. The study is based on X-rays at 3 positions: 
full flexion, neutral, and full extension. They find that 
on the average the radio-carpal joint contributes to 
40%(66.5%) of flexion (extension) motion and the 
lunate-capitate joint contributes to the remaining 
60%(33.5%). Their measurements indicate a large variation 
in the positioning of the carpal bones at the extremes of 
wrist positioning. The variation is not so great when 
motion is nearer to neutral position.
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A more definitive study utilized metal markers to 
geometrically determine the centers of motion for wrist 
radial-ulnar deviation and flexion-extension constrained to 
single plane motion. Youm, McMurtry, Flatt and Gillespie 
(90) describe an experiment which concludes that wrist 
rotation occurs about a fixed axis located within the head 
of the capitate and the location of each axis is not changed
by the position of the hand in either plane. They further
determine that the carpal height is constant throughout 
radio-ulnar deviation of the normal wrist. The authors 
obtained similar results using cadaver marked X-rays, light 
emitting diode marked cadavers and normals, and X-rays of 
normal wrists of men and women. Their results also validate 
the fixed unit hypothesis that the 2nd and 3rd metacarpals 
together with the capitate and lesser multangular behave as 
one. In the normal wrist the carpal height ratio (third 
metacarpal length/carpal height) is .5+/-.03. The ratio of 
the carpal ulnar distance to 3rd metacarpal length was 
.3+/-.03.
The joint center method utilized by the previous 
authors has been evaluated in depth by Panjabi (66) to
determine the amount and source of error in such methods and 
so be able to optimize measurements. His results will be
useful in estimating the errors of rotation angle on joint 
center location given an estimate of the error in the 
coornates of the markers. Based on his analysis, in order
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to mimimize error, the angle of rotation should be maximized 
and markers should be placed 90 degrees apart with respect 
to the center and as far from the center as possible.
Youm, Nichols, and Flatt (91) describe a sonic 
digitizer method for collection of spatial displacement data 
as an alternative to cinematographical, cineradiographical, 
and low cost LED digitization. They view these methods as 
having presented limited success and believe the sonic 
digitizer (Graf/Pen) will overcome prior difficulties. This 
digitizer uses spark gaps mounted on moving specimens, three 
microphones, a data acquisition system, and a PDP12 
minicomputer to follow the position of an object in space. 
The authors present no accuracy specifications but state 
that the device "accurately" tracks the finger, wrist, 
elbow, and shoulder. This is essentially a report on a 
method and includes no anatomical information.
The preceding articles cover different aspects of 
quantification of upper extremity biomechanics and represent 
a general statement regarding the state of the art. The 
final few reports reviewed concerning dynamic analysis focus 
specifically on dynamic description of the thumb and 
f i n g e r s .
In addition to relevant qualitative descriptions of 
balance and kinetics for the human hand, Smith (73) presents 
a tabulation of structural anatomical forms which include
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function or effect. An elucidation of intrinsic muscle 
function, by the same author (74), included a tabulation of 
the different types of tendon transfer involving the hand. 
Both reports present thorough functional descriptions 
pertinent to the surgeons interest with excellent intrinsic 
anatomical diagrams.
Malek (55) presents a discussion which qualitatively 
analyzes the effects of long flexors and long extensor 
forces proceding up the kinetic chain (from the distal 
phalanx to the MP j o i n t ) . His discussion is limited to two 
dimensions though he recognizes the importance of 
considering three dimensional analysis. His report is 
unique in that no other clinical papers found in this review 
have attempted interpretations of internal forces in 
pluriarticular tendon-joint systems.
Using individual strength measurements at the middle 
and distal phalanx, Hazelton, et. al. (37) determine that 
the percent contribution of the fingers to flexion force 
does not vary with wrist position but that the total force 
exerted does. The results are based on tests of 30 right 
handed male subjects in five wrist positions: neutral,
volar, and dorsal flexion, ulnar and radial deviation). 
Force distribution comparisons, total force, and range of 
motion tabulations will be useful in combination with other 
data for total hand dynamic modeling in addition to the 
clinical relevance cited by the authors.
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Kapandji (48) presents definitions for three principle 
axes of motion at the MP joint of the thumb. Thus, he 
defines three ways of flexion at the MP joint: 1) direct
flexion about the MP axis, 2) in combination with ulnar 
inclination and supination, and 3) combined with radial 
inclination and pronation. Two locking positions are 
defined to be 1) in complete and direct extension, and 2) in 
complete flexion necessarily combined with radial
inclination and pronation. Taken together these results
define the MP joint to be essential in grasp locking and 
distribution of opposition. The report may be most valuable 
for its specialized renderings of MP joint anatomy and thumb 
p o s i t i o n .
Cooney, Lucca, Chao, and Linscheid (17) present a three 
dimensional description of the motion of the 
trapeziometacarpal joint based on a biplane roentgenographic 
study of cadaver specimens and normal subjects. Among other 
measurements the authors determine the trapezium to be 
oriented obliquely in 38 degrees of abduction, 48 degrees of 
flexion, and 81 degrees of pronation with respect to the
coronal plane of the hand. The fixed reference was assumed 
to be the second and third metacarpals.
A simple yet effective model of a joint is presented by 
Brand in the paper, "Biomechanics of Tendon Transfer" (8), 
wherein he describes the relationship between the excursion 
of a tendon and its effective moment arm or pulley radius.
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The overriding purpose of this report is to introduce 
objective measurement at operation and to use these results 
to calculate the effectiveness of a proposed operation. 
Using the motion of a radian at a given joint the surgeon 
measures the resulting excursion of the tendon yielding an 
estimate of the moment arm based on the pulley wheel model. 
The author presents the moment arms of wrist movers for one 
radian of motion of wrist flexion-extension and radial-ulnar 
d e v i a t i o n .
The natural extension of the type of data reviewed in 
this section is the formulation of dynamic models which 
utilize as part of their development the relationships 
between joint movements and muscle excursion. Starting with 
simpler kinematic analyses, mechanical stresses and dynamic 
data can be added, eventually forming a realistic 
mathematical simulation of musculoskeletal kinetics. The 
subject of the final review section in this report is the 
extent to which models and simulations of hand biomechanics 
have been accomplished.
2.3.5 Models And Simulations
The subject of review in this final section concerns 
the efforts to gather together the known descriptions of 
hand function into a model and possible subsequent computer 
simulation of that model. The articles discussed previously 
included some descriptive models. For instance, the
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articles on muscle control infer some mathematical relations 
between input (nerves) and output (muscle movement) which 
constitutes a model. The length-tension relationship of a 
muscle is a model for its tension producing capabilities.
In fact, most efforts to describe function of any sort rely
upon modeling, that is, the creation of a simplified 
mathematical representation of the object or system being 
studied. The following reports are presented in a separate 
section since they model some aspect of hand (or related) 
biomechanics mathematically. They are included with the 
constraint that the use of a model in a simulation should 
provide the capability to predict future behavior. The 
review task in this subject area (for the hand at least) is 
simplified since little has been accomplished toward this 
end. Interest in this area is increasing, however, since 
recent research emphasis in robotic and computer aided 
design and manufacturing is making simulations of this type
important. Indeed, if an adequate description of how the
hand and forearm function could be found, the task to design 
a truly efficient robot arm could be simplified. The 
importance to medicine of such a simulation will be the 
existence of a tool with which the surgeon, therapists, and 
other clinical team members may design improved, efficient 
methods of surgery, treatment, and prostheses and orthoses.
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An interesting model of the upper extremity based upon 
optimization of a human factors performance criterion is 
presented by Ayoub, et al (5) for the prediction of
translatory motions. The model considers short duration, 
reaching motions to moving targets in the workplace and is
limited to translatory motion only (no pronation or
s u p i n a t i o n ) . While the primary use of this model is to aid 
in the design of work environs (such as aircraft cockpits) 
it could also be used as a basis in the design of artificial 
1 i m b s .
A model which predicts movement of the upper limb 
during locomotion is presented by Jackson, Joseph, and Wyand 
(46). Assuming arm swing in the saggital plane only, the 
authors present a two dimensional system of motion equations 
based on EMG and other biomechanical data. The system is 
solved using "Gears Method", a numerical solution to initial 
value problems. The authors utilize the EMG data in order 
to define a representation of relative muscle contributions 
to a select task (in this case arm swing during gait).
Yeo (89) refutes the principle of minimal total 
muscular force with a model for elbow flexion. His model is 
two dimensional only and assumes a straight line connection 
from origin to insertion for the biceps brachii, brachialis, 
and brachior a d i a l i s . These assumptions are likely to render 
the authors claims meaningless since they are dependent on 
the moment arms for flexion. The error due to the straight
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line assumption alone is probably quite large.
A final example of arm kinematics modeling is the work 
of Velikson and Chkaidze (84). The authors discuss an 
algorithm for determining the shoulder and elbow joint 
moments*in matrix form. Their report is sketchy (translated 
from R u s s i a n ) , however, it does appear that they 
successfully create a generalized model for the defintion 
and solution of kinematic chain motions.
Dev (22) presents a model of the wrist based on data 
provided by Freehafer (36) (force-length data of muscles) 
and Brand, et al (9) (Moment arms and muscle relative 
strengths). Using equilibrium equations similar to those 
developed by An, et. al. (2) the authors use an iterative 
search procedure to determine the equilibrium position 
attained by the hand under zero load or any externally
applied force or moment. The computer simulation of the
model analyzed wrist position following simulated variations 
in neural activation and biomechanical conditions. The only 
constraints assumed in the model are passive elastic forces 
in the muscles. The length-tension curve for the ECRL
provided by Freehafer (36) is applied to all muscles of the 
wrist (ECRL, E C R B , E D C , ECU, FCU, F C R , F D P ). This
simulation does not include pronation/supination (it has two 
degrees of f r e e d o m ) . The graphical output in their system 
is limited to static plots.
6U
Armstrong and Chaffin (4) use embalmed hand specimens 
to evaluate Landsmeers' three models. Based on their 
studies they conclude that model LI is best. Also, based on 
specimen measurements, they present an empirically derived 
predictive model for tendon displacements in terms of joint 
thickness and angle. Since the authors used embalmed hands, 
it will be interesting to compare their displacement angle 
data with the same for fresh specimens.
Fischer (32) models the long finger as part of an 
investigation of its interjoint movement. He presents both 
tendon displacement and force equilibria models. Both 
extend upon the works of Landsmeer and Thomas. The models 
are two dimensional and consider flexion/extension of the 
MP, IP, and DIP joints. The authors' approach is to first 
develop the models based on geometry and equilibrium 
analyses, then to perform various loaded and unloaded 
experiments on a normal middle finger and finally apply the 
experimental results to the development of empirical 
parameters of the models.
An, Chao, Cooney, and Linscheid (2) present a model for 
four fingers of the hand based on measurements of 10 normal 
specimens. The measurements are tabulated normalized to the 
distance between the center of rotation of the DIP joint and 
the center of the concave surface of the PIP joint. The 
authors present the following definitions: The force
potential is the direction cosine of a tendon with respect
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to the distal coordinate system. The moment potential is 
the moment arm of a tendon in regard to its joint center. 
These two are determined from the authors' raw measurements 
and then used in a 3D model of force and moment equilibrium 
to determine two points on each tendon with fixed 
relationships to their proximal and distal coordinate 
systems. Thus, they assume that the tendons and pulleys are 
constrained by pulleys and ligaments.
Ou (65) and Thompson (79) describe a model of the CMC 
joint of the thumb. Based upon measurements of tendon
displacement and angular motion, the authors describe a 
kinematic model derived with a n-derivative search 
technique. The results are tendon insertion points and 
muscle pulley points relative to the effective center of
motion of the CMC joint. The model is discussed in further 
detail at the end of this section where the model results 
for one hand are compared with anatomical measurements made 
on the same specimen.
To this point, the quantitative data concerning hand 
biomechanics have been utilized in simple functional 
descriptions or in the more definitive mathematical models 
just reviewed. The dynamics of kinematic or kinetic
reactions of the structure of the hand in response to muscle 
contractions and/or external forces are extremely difficult 
if not impossible to visualize for even the simplest of 
mathematical functions. Interactive computer graphics
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promises to bring these difficulties into the realm of 
visualization and subsequent clinical understanding. To
date little biomedical modeling with this technology has 
been accomplished. Williams and Seireg (88) present one 
approach to this form of simulation with interactive
programming tied into three levels: 1) analysis (solution
to equations of equilibria), 2) interactive computing (in 
which model geometry is defined), and 3) interactive 
graphics with 3D simulation display and picture 
transformation capability. The example presented by the 
authors is a model of the human jaw. It serves mainly to
illustrate the power, convenience, and utility which is 
provided by a well conceived interactive graphics modeling
system. Their graphical simulations, however, are not
d y n a m i c .
Scherrer and Hillberry (70) focus upon another aspect 
of graphical modeling important to the generation of 
realistic imaging of articular surfaces. They describe the 
application of a type of surface generating technique (a 
bicubic surface patch, the Coons patch) to model the left 
humerus and scapula of the canine shoulder. The authors 
compare the bicubic representation with actual surface 
measurements and present an error analysis. An example for 
the scapula (116 points) was an error range from .26 to 
-,22mm for an average of ,04mm.
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2.4 EVALUATION OF CMC JOINT MODEL PARAMETERS
The Thompson, Ou (79,65) model of the CMC joint of the 
thumb, mentioned above, was derived from tendon
excursion/joint angular motion measurements carried out in 
experiments described by Ou (65). The complete model is 
essentially a description of the geometry of the eight 
muscle tendon units which control the thumb about the CMC 
joint.
The authors employed non-linear regression on the raw 
data (tendon excursion and angular position of the thumb) to 
attain a functional relationship between tendon moment arm 
and thumb position for each muscle, and to attain an 
equation for thumb rotation angle versus thumb angular
position for each hand used in the study. They then applied 
a parameter optimization method to the regressed data in 
order to come up with estimates of the insertion and pulley 
(or origin) points. A complete model for each hand then
includes the vectors P (origin or pulley point), L 
(longitudinal axis of insertion), and r (radius at
i n s e r t i o n ) . L and P are defined with respect to the 
effective CMC center and r is a cylindrical vector (angle 
and magnitude) from L to the insertion point. The derived 
model for one muscle is depicted in Figure 4.
Thompson, Ou Model of the CMC Joint 
(Example for one muscle)
r —i
CMC - 
Center
&  - Circumduction angle 
0  - Cone angle 
V  ~ Rotation angle
S - P - L - r
P ” position vector of intrinsic origin or extrinsic pulley 
point (vrt CMC center)
L ” thumb longitudinal axis location of insertion point
r “ radius vector at insertion point
S “ effective muscle origin or pulley point vector to insertion 
point
P, |r|, |L | are fixed
S and the directions of r and L vary with O'and /9
(These relationships are provided for each of the 8 thumb muscles by
Ou (65) )
Figure The Geometry of the Model of the
Carpometacarpal Joint of the Thumb.
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Ou (65) compares model generated moment arms and actual 
experimental data. The comparisons quantitatively and 
qualitatively support the validity of the model. Figure 5 
is an example of the comparison for one of the muscles (Note 
the excellent agreement throughout the major range of 
motion). The maximum error was 20% (for the APB, E P L , and 
FPL) and it occurred due to inaccuracies in the regression 
equations for moment arm data. This comparison data yields 
one mode of model validation. A more meaningful clinical 
comparison is of the actual geometric parameters of the 
model with the same for one of the hands used in the 
experimental measurements of thumb motion and tendon 
excursions. Without knowledge of the Ou results Hand 3 was 
selected to measure one or two parameters for comparison. 
Quantitative results were obtained for CMC center to tendon 
insertion point distance (the magnitude of L ) . A 
qualitative comparison was attained for the angle, GA, of 
the insertion point with respect to the thumb cross 
sectional reference. The comparison of model derived 
distance to direct measurements is depicted graphically in 
Figure 6.
Note that the abscissa indicates the total range of the 
measured insertion region for each tendon and that some 
tendons (such as the FPL) have no appreciable proximal to 
distal band. For those tendons which have ambigous visual
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Figure 6. Comparison of the Optimized Determination 
of the Distance from the CMC Joint Center 
to the Insertion Point with the Measured 
Distance for the Muscles of the Thumb.
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insertion points an assessment was made at dissection as to 
which measurement constituted the most probable effective 
insertion. This type of ambiguity is avoided with
optimization such as that employed in the CMC joint model
development. With this in mind we may very well have more 
confidence in the model parameters (which are based on 
"effective" moment arms vs thumb angular position) than in 
the visual dissection measurements.
The best measurement of the angle, GA, from the
cylindrical reference (thumb in zero degrees opposition) was 
simply an estimate based on visual identification. Thus
when we note that the EPL insertion is just ulnar to the EPB 
insertion we would expect the angle GAepl to be similar to 
the angle GAepb (based on the coordinate system chosen, 
insertions on the dorsum should be positive and volar 
insertions should be negative. The model parameters GAepl 
and GAepb are 80 and 92 degrees respectively. The other 
model generated angles appear to be in the proper general 
region relative to the referece zero (A vertical line 
perpendicular to the plane of the palm, through the thumb, 
when the thumb is at 0 degrees opposition). Thus, the model 
derived insertion angles agree in a general sense with 
estimations at dissection. This lack of certainty arises
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due to the inability to visually pinpoint the angle 
reference and to the uncertainty in measurement of rotation 
angle during experimentation.
Knowing the uncertainties both in the original 
experimentation and visual measurements at dissection the 
conclusion is made that the comparison between the 
Thompson/Ou model parameters and the measured parameters is 
e x c e l l e n t .
2.5 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Figure 7 details the hand simulation development 
system. The initial data structure development utilized the 
MINC 11-23 and a Tektronix 4956 digitizing tablet. The MINC 
computer is also used as the data acquisition system for 
hand biomechanics measurements and cadaver experiments. The 
VAX 11-750 and the Evans and Sutherland PS330 share the 
simulation computation load. The PS330 is a distributed 
graphics system which handles display transformations, data 
structure interactions, and interactive device I/O.
Serlol l/F
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Keyboard
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S y s te m
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Tektronix 
4 9  56  
Digitizing  
Tablet
Figure 7. Simulation Development System
Muscle-tendon kinematics are solved on the VAX, updating 
display variables on the PS330 as required for a given 
simulation. Present communication between the host and the 
display is via an RS232 serial line at 9600 baud. The
parallel interface indicated in Figure 7 will provide DMA 
between the VAX Unibus and the PS330 command interpreter at 
IMbytes/sec.
The PS330 is the color version of the PS300 family of 
graphics processors (Figure 8). The Graphics Control
Processor (GCP) handles command and data structure
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processing, interactive devices, host communications, 
terminal emulation, memory management, and real time update 
synchronization. The central processing unit used in the 
GCP is a Motorola 68000 microprocessor. The GCP sends data 
structure and function network programs to mass memory over 
a 16 bit data path. Connection to the Display Processor 
(DP) from memory is through a 32 bit data pathway. The DP 
performs all matrix display transformations (scaling, 
rotation, translation, and viewing transforms) as it 
traverses the data structures resident in memory, thereby 
generating the lines to be drawn on the display.
2.6 SOFTWARE SYSTEM
The software development environment, depicted in 
Figure 9, represents three modes of programming development. 
In practice FORTRAN programs running on the host send PS300 
application programs in character (ASCII) or binary form to 
the PS300 Graphics Control Processor where they are parsed 
and set up in the display memory. The FORTRAN program then 
waits for input signals from the display programs which 
determine subsequent computation action. The function 
network programs are derived from a large set of PS300 
commands which essentially give it computation ability. In 
this investigation, these function networks define the 
connections between the interactive devices and the hand 
display data structure, perform transformation and distance
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Figure 8. Evans and Sutherland PS300 Distributed 
Graphics System.
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computations to update muscle and tendon kinematic elements 
in the display structure, and other functions such as define 
the link between the display structure and the host program.
P S 300 D IS P LA Y  
DATA STRUCTURE
HOST PROGRAM
P S 3 0 0  FUNCTION NETW ORKS
TRANSFORM ATIONS
A S C II COMMANDS
B IN A R Y  VECTORS
HOST
MESSAGE
QUEUE
Figure 9. Software development system
The display data structure language provides the means by 
which hierarchical display structures are built. Specific 
to this project, elements of this language define the 
transformation nodes required to position structures within 
the hand and to dynamically alter the bone structures with 
respect to their axes of motion. The bottom level nodes are 
the basic planar vectors defined as named vector lists. The
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top level node, defined as "HAND", maintains the viewing 
transformations which apply to the entire display data 
st r u c t u r e .
CHAPTER 3
THUMB SIMULATION
The complete simulation is depicted graphically in 
Figure 10. Elements of the display data structure are 
depicted as ellipses. Function network modules are 
rectangular solids. Also depicted are organizational 
connections and host computer interaction. This section 
begins with the basic data structure and its' realization 
via PS300 hierarchical display commands. PS300 programs, 
including data structure commands and function network 
definitions, are also described. Specific developments for 
function network programming of interactive device 
connections and host-PS300 communications are described. 
Incorporation of research data into the display simulation 
is delineated. Finally, the entire simulation of thumb 
kinematics is built into an interactive surgical design 
application. Emphasis throughout the thumb simulation 
development is on skeletal kinematic realism, real time 
display and computation, and simplicity in interactive 
programming. Detailed descriptions of the display data 
structures, and function network programs are included as
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Appendices A and B.
3.1 BASIC DATA STRUCTURE
Recalling that the hand is controlled by 44 separate 
muscle-tendon units, has at least 18 separate articulations, 
and redundancy in the control of most of the joints, one 
need only reflect a short while on the complexity of 
modeling it. This research is approaching the problem 
beginning with the fundamental skeletal structure. Because 
of the indeterminant nature of controlling the hand using 
realistic muscle actions and the associated complexity of 
specifying 44 separate muscle contraction/relaxations, a 
simpler, determinant control of joint articulations is 
employed. A graphics input device is assigned to each 
degree of freedom at each articulation. Exercising these 
input devices controls the position of the hand and the 
individual muscle excursions and resultant moment arms are 
computed. This approach provides fundamental biomechanics 
data to the clinical user immediately. In order to perform 
this task with sufficient resolution, an accurate three 
dimensional description of the skeletal structure of the 
hand is required.
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The joint surfaces must be sufficiently realistic to 
allow viewing with magnification and emphasis on certain 
structures to the same extent that the surgeon views the 
joints with optical magnification at operation. More 
stringent requirements on structural resolution come from 
the demands for accuracy in functional computations. 
Degradation in moment arms of less than half a millimeter 
are typical of arthritic problems. Minute changes in joint 
structure such as a decrease in the cartilage thickness of 
less than a few percent are common in rheumatoid arthritis. 
These factors place tight constraints on the goemetric and 
topological resolution required for this modeling process. 
Thus, in the initial graphical surface reconstruction from 
longitudinal radiographs, a digitizer with .005"(.0127cm) 
accuracy was used.
Timing and availability constraints dictated that only 
two methods be considered in the acquisition of a realistic 
skeletal data structure. Both involve the creation of two 
dimensional outlines suitable for digitization. Molding and 
toming from actual skeletal specimens provides axial cross 
sections. The other method creates longitudinal sections 
from standard planar radiographs. Both have drawbacks. 
However, they are inexpensive and/or provide better 
resolution than the more expensive, less accessible methods 
such as computer aided tomography (CAT), ultrasonography, 3D 
digitizers, optical/laser surface scanners, and nuclear
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magnetic resonance (N M R ).
The present limits in resolution for CAT scanners is
only 1 mm and cross sectional imaging of the joints and
small structures of the hand will require a spatial 
resolution of at least .1mm. Combined cross sectional and 
longitudinal tomographic scans could be used. However, even 
with sufficient resolution, edge detection and other image 
enhancements would be required to attain a practical 3D data 
structure for kinematic modeling. The use of CAT and NMR 
data for bone and soft tissue structures is further 
discussed in Section 4, Future Research.
While molding of individual bone segments with 
subsequent toming of a material cast to create
cross-sectional slices for digitizing is available, the time 
such a process would take is untenable. The planar 
radiographic method has one major drawback in that
longitudinal radiographs do not provide a discriminant 
portrait of the desired central longitudinal section. They
provide a view of the perimeter from the standpoint of the
X-ray source. Given the relative ease with which a data 
structure could be created with this means, however, the 
method was worth investigation. Preliminary digitization of 
traced longitudinal sections using a Tektronix digitizing
tablet and a DEC MINC 23 with a medium resolution graphics
display provided convincing evidence that such a data 
structure would appear realistic.
Radiograph Fixture with Thumb Skeletal 
Specimen in Place.
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A special fixture was required for mounting and precise 
control of skeletal specimens. This fixture was designed so 
that the chain of bones for each digit and the bones for the 
wrist could be mounted on 1/8" Kirschner(K) wire (medical 
stainless steel wire used primarily for setting bones in
Orthopedic surgery) and latched to the device for 
radiography. Markers were placed a precise distance apart 
on the second mount so that a correction could be made for 
X-ray divergence. A  fresh cadever specimen that was no
longer useful for biomechanical experimentation was 
dissected to provide the bones of the thumb (metacarpal, 
proximal, and distal phalanges) and the trapezium for the 
radiograph mounting fixture. Prior to removal of the major 
joint connective tissue, steel markers were placed in each 
bone to maintain a longitudinal reference. Figure 11 is a 
photograph of the thumb bones mounted in the radiograph 
fixture with steel markers in place.
Eighteen radiographs were taken with the thumb fixture 
placed directly upon the X-ray plate. Figure 12 depicts the 
device as the X-ray source would see it. The view of the
thumb as it is mounted in that figure is of the dorsal
surface. This position is arbitrarily defined as view 00. 
Radiographs were taken at 10 degree increments (clockwise) 
to create views 00 through 170. View 00 is the longitudinal 
outline of the thumb in the anterior-posterior
Figure 12. Radiograph Fixture from the Viewpoint of the 
X-ray Source.
oo
Os
Figure 13. Radiographs of the Thumb Bones in the 
Positioning Fixture. View 90 (top) 
represents the radial-ulnar plane; view 
00 (below) the anterior-posterior plane.
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(dor s a l - v o l a r ) plane. View 90 represents its outline in the 
saggittal (radial-ulnar) plane. The radiographs for views
00 and 90 and their traced outlines appear in Figure 13.
The traced outlines were mounted upon the surface of a 
Tektronix 4956 digitizing tablet and digitized with the zero 
(0,0) reference taken as the K-wire entry point on the
proximal joint surface (for the metacarpal, proximal
phalanx, and distal phalanx) and the K-wire exit point on 
the distal surface (for the trapezium). The X,Y coordinate 
pairs were stored in files named for each view of each bone 
so that they could later be used directly as named vectors 
in a PS330 hierchical data structure. The names are DP00 
DPI7 0 (distal phalanx), PP00 - PP170 (proximal phalanx),
MC00-MC170 (metacarpal), and TR00 - TR170 (trapezium). The 
raw data files for the thumb are available from the NHDC 
(80) .
B9
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Figure 14. A Depiction of the PS300 Left 
Hand Coordinate System
Creation of the three dimensional structure requires 
the counterclockwise rotation of each view by the amount 
indicated in its name. The PS300 utilizes a left hand 
coordinate system with positive directions as indicated in 
Figure 14. Since the raw data longitudinal views were 
created in the X-Y plane with counterclockwise (positive) 
rotations about the Y axis, the restructuring must be by 
negative rotations about the Y axis (TR20 is rotated -20 
degrees about Y, for instance). This restructuring is an 
elementary part of the PS300 data structure syntax and is 
discussed in further detail in the following section. The
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MC00 view is depicted in Figure 15. Figure 16 is the dorsal 
view of the metacarpal bone composed of 18 vector lists 
totalling approximately 2500 coordinate points.
This data structure of the thumb, made up of raw 
digitized data, poses two significant modeling problems. If 
the entire hand were developed using the same vector density 
(7000 vectors per digit), the dynamic refresh capability of 
the graphics system would be strained. Also, the surface 
detail, when magnified, has a jagged, noisy appearance. 
This severely detracts from the display realism when joint 
surfaces are emphasized or zoomed in on, as would often be 
required in surgical simulation. The need for great 
precision also stems from the need for kinematic modeling 
realism. These problems are addressed in this simulation 
with the use of the PS300 B-spline command to both decrease 
the vector density and improve the surface appearance. 
Development of the B-spline data is described in detail as 
part of the following section.
3.2 THUMB DATA STRUCTURE PROGRAMMING
Section 2.4 introduced the PS300 distributed graphics 
system with a general discussion of the system capabilities. 
The programming tools provided by the PS300 are the data 
structuring commands which create the display and the 
function network commands which perform general computations 
and connect the user to the display. These two methods of
Figure 15. Dorsal View of the Thumb Metacarpal Bone 
on the PS300 Display. The structure 
consists of lines between raw data points.
Figure 16. Radial View of the Raw Data Representation 
of the Metacarpal.
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programming are further described in the following 
paragraphs which relate development on the PS300 of the 
thumb kinematics simulation.
Within the scheme of hierarchical structural modeling, 
the lowest level nodes in the PS300 data structure for the 
thumb are the lists of coordinate pairs which make up 
longitudinal skeletal outlines. These nodes are vector 
lists named for each view (as described in 3.1). The 
appropriate instance and attribute commands are applied to 
these named nodes to recreate the individual bones, provide 
for their translations and rotations at the correct level in 
the hierarchy, reference ancillary structures, and define 
desired viewing transforms for the entire display. Figure 
17 depicts the data structure defined as HAND.
Note that within this structure most nodes are defined 
with a name (such as D P _ B O N E ,PP_BONE etc. All named 
commands are defined in Appendix A). These commands (see 
Appendix D, PS300 commands) do not have to be named, but if 
a particular instance or attribute is not named, it may not 
later be connected from a control network. It may not be 
otherwise addressed for updating or changing, ultimately 
resulting in loss of expandability and generality. Thus, if 
a command is namable, it is advantageous to assign a name to 
it. In addition, naming provides the keyboard command
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interpreter on the PS300 with interactive access for control 
and modification of the display data structure.
A complete description of the display data structure 
for the thumb is included as Appendix A. The text in the 
appendix is keyed to Figure 17 (referenced above).
In order to provide a visual reference for the thumb 
with respect to the remainder of the hand and to provide a 
framework for the addition of finger and wrist skeletal 
structures, the data node, PALM_S, was derived from a simple 
outline of a left hand and dimensional measurements at the 
wrist, metacarpal heads, and fingertips of that hand. PALM 
is the vector node made up of these dimensions. YPALM 
defines the color applied to PALM. Palm_Adj is a
translation node which adjusts the palm structure for proper 
positioning with respect to the trapezium. The most
important nodes within PALM_S are the three rotations which 
define the position of the thumb with respect to the second 
metacarpal and the plane of the palm. Based on a
radiographic study (Cooney, et al (17)), these three 
rotation nodes specifically define the orientation of the 
trapezio - metacarpal joint when the thumb is at rest. This 
simulation will be a valuable research tool for modeling 
such radiographic studies using known variations in skeletal 
orientations within the graphics structure.
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Other data nodes within the top level structure of the 
hand are instances Mom_arms and View_Aid, referenced within 
separate viewports. Both are portions of the display data 
structure, M A D I S P L A Y .FUN (see Appendix C, Program Listings). 
View_Aid is a rectangular solid whose sides include the 
character labels defining the viewing surfaces with respect 
to the thumb (dorsal, volar, radial, and ulnar). The labels 
are formed in the X-Y plane and transformed appropriately to 
appear as part of the solid sides. Other transforms within 
View_Aid are included to provide proper size and orientation 
with respect to the joint center. View_Aid serves solely as 
a view orientation aid. Mom_arms is the grouping of moment 
arm vectors which are refreshed by a Fortran calculation for 
each tendon crossing the CMC joint. In addition to its 
instance with View_aid in the lower right viewport it is 
intermittently included as part of • the structure, 
THUMB.PALM, during thumb motion simulation from a driving 
host program. Thus, for a complex motion simulation, the 
moment arms are calculated, refreshed, and displayed at the 
CMC joint following each increment of motion. This 
structure will be further discussed in the applied example 
at the conclusion to this section.
The highest level nodes in this simulation are the 
transformations which effect the entire view. The nodes 
SCALE, R O T V , and TRANS define the scaling, rotation, and 
translation transformations applied to the entire data
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structure. The Viewport, Look at/from, and Field of View 
statements are standard definitions common to all PS300 
display data structures. The screen boundaries are the 
viewport for the hand display. The latter two statements, 
taken together, form a perspective projection and define an 
eye position and direction. Parameters for control of these 
statements were selected based on iterative changes during 
subjective viewing.
3.2.1 B-Spline Data Structure
The above data structure applies to any set of vector 
lists with the same bottom level names. Thus, the raw data 
is interchangeable with the B-spline data. The B-spline 
data structure was created utilizing the PS300 B-spline 
command and a transform data function network to transmit 
new vector lists to the host following transformation on the 
PS300. Figure 18 depicts the data structure used for 
transforming raw data, and Figure 19 depicts the transform 
data function network (X F O R M W . F U N ). The supporting Fortran 
program (T R A N S F .F O R ) and other listings are included in 
Appendix C.
Prior to performing the transformations, programs 
THUSPL.FOR and MCSPL.FUN were used to investigate the 
effects of varying the order of the spline and the number of 
chords making it up. THUSPL.FOR queries the user for order 
(1 to 10), and number of chords (practically unlimited) and
ON
VIEW . TRAN:
M cfrl «
OBJ:
XFORM.REQUEST:
v*c!or
d a t a :
■ -SPLINE
Figure 18. B-Spline Transformation Structure.
SYNC2 XFORMDATA L IS T HOST-MESSAGE
Vector nomt
'OBJ.XFORM.REQUEST'
F«ync(2)
HOST
Figure 19. Transform Data Function Network 
and Host Connections.
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sends the revised B-spline creating syntax to the PS300. 
MCSPL.FUN defines the viewing display, control dial
functions for changing the view, and host I/O connections.
Both programs are depicted in Appendix C. This interactive 
network applied to view 0 of the metacarpal bone, using a 
10th order B-spline of 99 chords (100 vertices), provides a 
substantial improvement in smoothness without recognizable 
decrease in detail. Figure 20 depicts the anterior 
posterior view (MC00) of the thumb metacarpal head in its
raw and B-spline forms. A tenth order spline was utilized
since it provided the smoothest curve, and with the creation 
of a new structure, processing time was insignificant.
Based upon the results for the metacarpal, 80, 50, and 
40 vertices were used for the spline reconstructions on each 
of the raw data vector lists of the proximal phalanx, distal 
phalanx, and trapezium, respectively. The transfer program 
(T R A N S F .FOR) loads the transform data function network 
(X F O R M W . F U N ), reads the raw data files, sends them to the 
PS300 as new B-spline vertices, reads the new vector lists 
provided by XFORMW, and stores the new data in the same 
character format as the raw data. The entire process, for 
72 lists of longitudinal coordinates, takes over 1 hour with 
the 9600 baud interface between the PS300 and the VAX host 
processor. The resultant structure consists of 4860 
coordinate pairs (trapezium— 720, metacarpal — 1800,
Figure 20. Anterior-Posterior Section of the Metacarpal Head
on the PS300 Display. The contour created from the 
B-Spline is superimposed on the raw data contour.
M3
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proximal p h a l anx--1440, distal phalanx— 900).
3.2.2 Skeletal Arrangement
The thumb display structure, and eventually that of the 
hand, is described in terms of this base level set of 
longitudinal sections. As indicated in Figure 17 these 
sections are the bottom vector lists in the hierarchy 
defining the thumb. The nodes immediately above the vector 
lists are the rotations required to restructure the three 
dimensional representation of each bone. Since coordinates 
for each are referenced to zero at the proximal end (for the 
distal three bones) and the distal end (for the trapezium), 
each must be translated to restructure according to their 
relative in-vivo positions. Translations are also made in 
order to define rotation instances for each degree of 
freedom utilized in the kinematic simulation. These are 
single rotations defining flexion - extension at the 
interphalangeal joint and the metacarpophalangeal joint, and 
three rotations defining flexion - extension, abduction - 
adduction, and rotation at the carpometacarpal joint. Other 
translation nodes specify joint separation distances and 
bone placement corrections.
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An initial set of arbitrary translations was utilized 
to place the thumb bones in relative position. The control 
dials were used to rotate each bone with respect to each 
axis, and to rotate the overall view. Then the bones were 
translated interactively in the command mode of the PS300. 
Resultant arrangements were compared with known in vivo 
arrangements provided by radiographs and videotapes of 
fluoroscopic images of normal hands. Figure 21 displays the 
resultant image of the thumb with each axis of motion. The 
CMC joint axes are flexion - extension ( 12.7mm proximal to 
the surface of the trapezium, abduction - adduction ( 7.62mm 
distal to the CMC surface of the metacarpal), and rotation 
(longitudinal to the metacarpal and normal to the center of 
the proximal metacarpal s u r f a c e ) . The metacarpophalangeal 
joint axis is 10.16mm proximal to the distal metacarpal 
surface. The interphalangeal axis is 7.62mm proximal to the 
distal proximal phalanx surface. These axes are fixed for 
the remainder of this simulation, however, the structure is 
described with translation and rotation nodes defined so 
that changes in position can be made without any change in 
data structure. This generality is very important for 
specific modeling of a given patients hand, and it applies 
as well to other transformation nodes (including scaling of 
individual bone segments and overall s i z e ) . Table 3 is a 
complete list of all the translation transformations applied 
to each thumb skeletal segment.
Figure 21. The Complete B-Spline Representation of 
the Thumb Including Axes of Motion and 
a 3-D Hand Outline.
Description Translation Distance
Distal
Phalanx
Proximal
and
Distal
Phalanx
Metacarpal
Proximal
and
Distal
Phalanx
Inches CM
IP rotation axis Ty • 3 .762
DP-PP Interjoint 
distance Ty - . 2
COot/\I
PP length Ty 1 .1 51 2 . 921)
MP rotation axis Ty .9 1 .0 16
MC-PP interjoint 
distance Ty - . 2 9 - . 7 3 7
MC length TV 1 . 7 8 9 9 .59  M
Dorsal correction T z - . 0 3 5 - . 0 8 9
CMC rotation axis T z - . 2 3 - . 5 8 9
CMC abduction-
adductions axis Ty - . 3 - . 7 6 2
CMC .extension
flexion axis Ty • 5 1 . 2 7
CMC interjoint 
distance Ty - . 1 6 - . 9 0 6
Table 3. Translation Transformations Applied to Each 
Thumb Skeletal Grouping.
3.3 FUNCTION NETWORKS
Function networks provide the link to the simulation 
data structure from the PS300 interactive devices, a program 
running on the host, computation function networks, and 
between other data structure elements. For the thumb 
simulation, function networks are designed to control the 
view (using world rotations, translations, and scaling), 
thumb rotations, to display joint angles, define dial and 
keyboard labels, and to compute changes in geometry due to 
applied rotations and translations. Function networks 
connecting the user to the data structure through peripheral 
devices are generally straightforward. Figure 22 depicts 
the network designed for viewing and control of the thumb. 
A complete detailed description of the control and display 
network is included in Appendix B.
The function network notation and symbology of Figure 
22 follow the basic conventions defined in the PS300 Users 
Manual. Graphic input devices (such as DIALS and F K E Y S ) and 
display devices (such as DLABELS and FLABELS) have fixed 
names. Most other functions are user namable. Generally, 
input devices appear to the far left, and output devices or 
display data structure connections appear to the far right 
in function network diagrams.
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Figure 22. The Control and Viewing Function Network for the Hand.
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The hand control network is typical of most PS300 
networks involving view manipulation and requires no 
explicit mathematical calculations or host interaction. It 
is designed to provide interactive control of the motions of 
the bones of the thumb, the orientation of the view with
respect to the user, and information output about the state 
of the simulation. The PS300 is utilized to its fullest 
potential when graphical simulations are combined with
function network calculations and real time I/O with a 
program on the host. The network, T R A N S M O N .FUN, was 
designed to provide a running calculation of the three 
dimensional coordinates of tendon insertion points, and is a 
severe test for the PS300 calculation capabilities. Its
development was required since the PS300 provides no way to 
follow transformed coordinates in real time while viewing 
display manipulations. The XFORMDATA function and related 
commands used in the creation of the B-spline data structure 
provide a method to send transformed data coordinates to the 
host. During the process, however, the viewing transforms
must be removed resulting in temporary blanking of the 
display. A discussion of TRANSMON.FUN and other calculation 
networks follows.
10?
The arithmetic, logical, and comparison functions give 
the PS300 the capabilities of a general purpose computer. 
Real time designs combining function network computations 
and display data structure manipulations and interactions 
must be done with care, however. The networks designed for 
the computation of pulley point to insertion point distances 
provide an empirical definition of the limitations in PS300 
function network computations. In order to provide 
reasonable real time response, the matrix transform 
concatenation network, TRANSMON, required a clock network to 
trigger and synchronize vector and real number updating of 
constant functions. A clock frequency of less than one 
Hertz resulted in unacceptable display response.
TRANSMON receives dynamic inputs from the thumb 
function network (part of THUMB11.F U N ), and sends tendon 
insertion point outputs to networks PULINSDIS, and 
TENDLINES. PULINSDIS calculates the distance moved by each 
tendon and updates the symbolic muscles display. TENDLINES 
is a display data structure consisting of vectors which 
define the line of action between the pulley point and the 
insertion point . The last coordinate of each tendon vector 
is updated by TRANSMON.
The transformation monitor network provides the revised 
positions of the eight tendon insertion points following all 
Euclidean transformations. It receives as inputs the real 
values representing the rotations applied to the joints, and
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homogeneous vectors representing the translations applied to 
the bones of the thumb. Homogeneous (four dimensional) 
vectors are used to allow for translation transformations, 
needed to model variations in skeletal size, interjoint 
distances, and other geometric properties. Thus, 4 X 4  
matrices are maintained throughout the network and the 
output vectors are homogeneous coordinates of the 
transformed insertion points. The original tendon insertion 
points are those defined with respect to the lowest level 3D 
coordinate space of the thumb data structure (points on the 
surface of each bone, D P _ B 0 N E , PP_B0NE, and M C _ B O N E ) .
Figure 23 depicts the complete transformation 
monitoring network, T R A N S M O N .F U N . Note that for the sake of 
simplicity, it is depicted in three segments. Figure 23A (
23B) depicts the development of the translation (rotation) 
matrices. The matrix multiplication network, consisting of 
functions MM1 - M M 7 , is depicted in Figure 23C. Output 1 of 
MM5A (MM3A) (MM1) provides the transformation matrix for 
insertion points on the metacarpal bone (proximal phalanx) 
(distal phalanx). By convention, the matrix on input 2 of 
the multiplication functions formed from F:MULC is 
premultiplied by the matrix on input 1. Thus, the 
transformation matrices for each bone are developed as 
follows (the notation in this sequence matches that of 
Figure 23, and the transformation numbering scheme proceeds 
in increasing sequence from distal to proximal skeletal
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Figure 23 A. The Translation Matrix Network of 
the Transformation Monitor.
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s e g m e n t s ) :
[T(z,3 a ) ] * [R(c m c y ,3)]*[T(y,4)]* [R(cmcz,4)]*
[T(y,5)]*[R(cmcx,5)]* [T(y,6)] = [M(mc)] (1)
[T(y ,2a)]*[R(xpdp,2)]*[T(y,z,3)]*[M(mc)] = [M(mc,pp)] (2) 
[T(y,1)]*[R(xdp,1) ] * [T(y,2)]*[M(mc,pp)] = [M(me,pp,dp)] (3)
where the transform matrices are:
[T(y,6)] - for translation of the MC to the
proper distance from the trapezium
[R(cmcx,5)] - for flexion-extension rotation of 
the MC
[T(y,5)] - for translation of the thumb bones
from the CMC flexion-extension axis
[R(cmcz,4)] - for abduction-adduction rotation of 
the MC
[T(y,4)] - for translation of the thumb bones
from the CMC abduction-adduction axis
[R(cmcy,3)] - for longitudinal rotation of the MC
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[T(z,3a)] - for translation of the thumb bones
from the CMC longitudinal axis
[M(mc)j - the transformation for insertion
points on the metacarpal bone
[T(yz,3)] - for translation of the PP for MC
length, dorsal-volar correction, 
and MC-PP interjoint distance
[R(xpdp,2)J - for rotation of the PP and DP about 
the MP flexion-extension axis
[T(y,2a)] - for translation of the PP and DP
from the MP axis
[M(mc,pp)J - the transformation for insertion
points on the proximal phalanx
[T(y,2)] - for translation of the DP for PP
length, and PP-DP interjoint distance
[R(xdp,l)] - for rotation of the DP about its axis
[T(y,l)] - for translation of the DP from the
IP flexion-extension axis
[M(mc,pp,dp)]- the transformation for insertion 
points on the distal phalanx
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The above transformations are listed from the top down 
in the same sequence that they appear as rotation and 
translation nodes in the thumb display data structure (see 
Figure 17). Equation (3) represents the concatenation of 
all the transformations which apply to the distal phalanx. 
The DP level coordinates of the flexor pollicis longus and 
the extensor pollicis longus are premultiplied by this 
matrix (output 1 of function M M 1 , Figure 23B) as inputs to 
functions VecMl and VecM2. Their respective outputs are the 
homogeneous coordinates representing the updated positions 
of the FPL and EPL insertion points. Equation (2), the 
output of function MM3A, is the transformation matrix for 
the insertions on the proximal phalanx (the APB, E P B , F P B , 
and AP tendons). Equation (1) is the corresponding 
representation for the translations and rotations occuring 
to the metacarpal. As the output of function MM5A, this 
matrix determines the position of the opponens and abductor 
pollicis longus insertions. These transformation matrices 
are also used to determine positions of tendons transferred 
to points on the surface of each bone in the surgical 
portion of the applied simulation. This is further 
discussed in the applied example following this section.
The outputs of network TRANSMON, tendon insertion 
coordinates with respect to the fixed center of motion, are 
inputs to function networks P U L I N S D I S .FUN and TEN D L I N E S .F U N . 
The PULINSDIS network, defined in Figure 24, refreshes the
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Computation Networks.
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symbolic muscles display data structure. The TENDLINES 
network is the appropriate set of connections into the 
display data structure, Thumb _ T e n d o n s , to refresh the last 
coordinate of each of the thumb tendon insertion point 
vectors. Figure 25 depicts those connections and the 
structure Thumb _ T e n d o n s , which is referenced in the top 
level structure of the display data structure THUMB11.FUN.
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Figure 25. Thumb Tendons Display Structure and 
Connections from Transform Network
P U L I N S D I S .FUN consists of eight functionally equivalent 
modules defined to calculate the length of each thumb muscle 
relative to their respective resting fiber lengths (as
11?
described by Brand, Beach, and Thompson (9)). Each module 
calculates the distance between the fixed pulley/origin 
point and the refreshed insertion point. This distance is 
the output of function EPLdis, defined in Figure 24 (above), 
and similarly named functions for the remaining seven 
muscles as subfunctions of the modules displayed in the same 
figure. The equation for distance is:
EPLdis = <PP,IP> = sqrt) ( I P - P P P 2 )  } (4)
The function EPLsub provides the vector difference, 
EPLnorm provides the square of the difference, and EPLdis 
performs the square root. EPLrel subtracts the resting
fiber length from the actual length, and EPLcontrol controls
the y vector of the EPL muscle symbolic display through 
input 1 of Symbolic_Muscles.E P L t r a n y . The real number 
output of EPLdis is converted to a printable character 
string through function Look_at_EPLd, and displayed in the 
character structure P ul_Ins_distance.E P L l e n . This
description is identical for the distance calculations 
defined in P U L I N S D I S .FUN for the remaining muscles of the 
t h u m b .
The display data structure, Symbolic_Muscles (Figure 
26), referenced above with it's input from EPLcontrol,
represents muscle lengths directly (and with respect to
resting fiber l e n g t h ) .
Figure 26. Close Up View of the Symbolic 
Muscles on the PS300 Display
This structure provides immediate feedback in the upper 
right quadrant of the PS300 display of the required muscle 
excursions for skeletal motions about the the joints. 
Combined with the thumb display data structure, the 
transformation monitor, the pulley to insertion distance 
network, and the tendon line of action display, the symbolic 
muscle display responds to dynamic joint rotations with a 2 
to 3 second delay. The utility of this combination will be 
further evident in the example discussed at the conclusion 
of this chapter.
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Another function network (S P R E F R E S H .F U N ), utilizing the 
matrix outputs of TRANSMON.FUN, was designed to provide a 
dynamic refresh of control vertices as inputs to a B-spline 
definition of tendon curves. It is a model of tendon
deformation as the kinematic chain of bones is flexed or 
extended. Incorporation into the real time thumb model
results in unacceptable computation delay. Thus, it is not
included in the overall simulation. SPREFRESH, its
programming elements, and the potential for deformation
modeling are further discussed in Section 4, Research 
Recommendations and Conclusions.
3.4 INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING
The display data structure and function network 
programming already developed in this application are 
inherently involved with the human-computer interface. A 
major creative argument for the development of real time 
interactive graphical simulation of musculoskeletal dynamics 
is the natural connection it provides between the worlds of 
mathematical modeling and clinical practice. The control 
and display network described to this point provides much of 
this connection. However, in order to provide a practical 
simulation for clinical use, graphical and host computer 
programming methods must be combined in a special manner. 
The thumb simulation is carried out with a menu selection 
display, a PS300 data tablet picking network, and host
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FORTRAN programming which, combined with support 
subroutines, manages data structure and function network 
file transfer, computation of tendon moment arms, and 
transfer of updated variables to and from the PS300.
The menu selection network (MENUSEL.FUN) and the tendon 
insertion selection network (TE N D S E L . F U N ) are special 
function modules designed to identify areas picked with the 
data tablet related to unique program functions and picked 
coordinates, respectively. Immediate display feedback is 
afforded through the menu display and picktext display. 
Character identifiers are sent to the host from the menu 
selection network which determine host program action. 
Character data representing proposed insertion point 
coordinates are sent to the host from the tendon selection 
n e t w o r k .
The host program responds to the selected menu topic in 
one of four possibile categories. To the selection of menu 
box 1 (entry of patient data), the host program queries the 
user through standard terminal emulation for patient related 
parameters (ranges of motion for each degree of freedom). 
The values are then sent to the appropriate hand control 
network functions. When the second box (tendon transfer) is 
selected, the program sends commands to the PS300 command 
interpreter to temporarily remove portions of the display. 
This step is required to allow for the largest possible 
viewing area during transfer simulation. The host program
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then awaits the data tablet selection of a proposed 
insertion point, determines a text phrase based upon the 
base level insertion point coordinate and picked vector 
name, sends that phrase to the terminal for affirmation, and 
either requests a new insertion point selection or continues 
with the analysis depending upon the response. 
Continuation, at this point, entails restoration of the 
display and initialization of the tendon transfer control
network, muscle display, and moment arm display. When the
third box (moment arm display) is selected, the program 
sends the moment arm display structure and function network 
to the PS330, queries the user for an intrinsic minus or a 
normal simulation, then drives the thumb through a normal 
range of motion in three axes at the CMC joint. At each 
increment of motion the host program reads each revised
insertion point calculated by the transformation monitor
network, then computes the moment arms for each muscle, and 
updates the moment arm display. For the final menu 
selection category (summary and results), the host program 
archives the simulation record in a file named for the 
specific patient during patient data entry then creates a 
moment display on the PS300 which summarizes the results of 
the moment arm calculations. The display is an animation 
sequence consisting of the moment arms, relative moments, 
and the total moment which were calculated during the 
circumduction motion sequence.
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MA = P" c(I- P) 
where
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Figure 27. A Depiction of Moment Arm Geometry
For each new insertion point the host program performs 
the following moment arm calculation:
MA = P + c (I - P)
where
c = (-P*(I - P))/((I - P)*(I - P))
and
P is the pulley point vector 
I is the insertion point vector
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c is a scalar 
* denotes the dot product 
MA is the moment arm vector 
( ref Figure 27 )
There are several significant interactive elements in 
the above combination of host and graphical programs. The 
host-display combination affects a realtime calculation and 
display of the moment arms throughout the thumbs' range of 
motion. Including the moment arm structure within the three 
dimensional structure at the CMC joint provides a direct
visualization of the balance at that joint, with reference
to the actual skeletal structure. The user has positional 
control of the overall structure during the motion
simulation, thus he can view that picture of balance from
any position. The simulation provides the- capability to 
change defining parameters (patient specific data, transfer 
insertion and pulley points), thus the model serves as an 
iterative design tool. In addition to updating the moment 
arm vector display, the magnitude of each moment arm is 
converted to printable form and displayed in a character 
display keyed by color to each muscle. The end result is a 
unique application that combines text input and output, 3D 
color keyed visualization of moment arm and muscle symbol 
structures, and interactive device identification and 
m a n i p u l a t i o n .
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3.5 INTEGRATION OF RESEARCH DATA
As noted previously, this simulation would not be 
possible without meaningful information supporting visual 
and kinematic realism. The fundamental radiographic data 
resourced in this dissertation provides the skeletal 
structure of the thumb. Relative positioning of each 
skeletal segment and placement of rotation axes were defined 
via iterative graphic manipulation and reference to X-ray 
and fluoroscopic images. The following data provides the 
essential kinematic information without which the simulation 
could not be a practical clinical tool.
The work of Cooney, et al (17) provides the data 
required to define the orientation of the thumb with respect 
to the rest of the hand. Specifically, they reported that 
the trapezium is aligned at median angles of 48 degrees of 
flexion, 38 degrees of abduction, and 80 degrees of 
pronation with respect to the third metacarpal. These 
numbers are built into the thumb simulation by defining the 
orientation of the remainder of the hand (defined as PALM_S 
in the hand display data structure, Section 3.2) the 
appropriate amount in each axis (-80 degrees in Y, 48 
degrees in Z, and 38 degrees in X). This relative position 
is also used as the reference position for the metacarpal of 
the thumb at rest.
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The optimized two point model of the carpometacal joint 
reported by Ou (65) and by Thompson (79) provides the 
coordinate data defining the effective pulley points and
insertion points for the muscles of the thumb. The pulley 
points (effective origin in the case of the intrinsics) are
utilized following axis conversion for this simulation data
structure. The insertion points are utilized only as a 
reference for the selection of the nearest point in the base 
level vector lists of the thumb data structure. This is a 
necessity initially to provide for the selection of tendon 
transfer insertion points with respect to the skeletal data 
structure. Definition of pulley and joint capsule 
constraints associated with the MP and IP joints as well as 
the CMC joint will require the same skeletal reference.
The reference data for the muscles of the thumb are
provided by Brand, et al, in their report on the fundamental 
properties of the muscles of the hand. Resting fiber 
lengths for the muscles are used as the reference for muscle 
motions in the symbolic muscles display of the graphical 
simulation (This display is refreshed by the pulley to
insertion distance calculation network, Figure 24). The
tension fractions referenced in Section 2.1 determine the
relative moment provided by a muscle at a joint when used in 
conjunction with the moment arm. The resting fiber lengths, 
tension fractions, pulley point, and insertion point 
coordinates gathered from the above references are tabulated
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in Table 2, referenced earlier in Section 2.1, and in Table 
4.
Pulley and Insertion Point Coordinates 
for Hand # 3 (Ou ( ))
Muscle Pulley Point (Euclidean) Insertion (cylindrical)
(cm)
x y z
L
(cm)
Radius 
(cm)
Angle
(degrees)
OPP -1.292 . 296 -.783 2.398 0.30 -61.632
APL .500 .896 -3-93h 1.997 0.50 3.016
APB -2.163 0.7 3iJ 1.666 5.8li) 0.560 -1)1). 997
EPL -0.000 -2.0^9 -2.000 6.000 0.1)00 79.837
FPB - 1.860 0. 806 0.511 5-999 0.599 -10.000
AP -2.000 - 2.500 3.286 n .360 0.750 0. 01)0
EPB 0.1487 -.536 -1.590 5.999 0.650 92.001
FPL -2.1)29 - 0.500 -1.500 9.000 0.51)5 -9.213
)le 4 . Thumb Muscle Pulley and Insertion Coordii
The importance of the fundamental information provided 
by these references cannot be underestimated. Without the 
Cooney data, and lacking a complete structure of the human 
hand, there is no reference defining the position of the 
thumb at the resting (or neutral) position. Without the 
effective coordinate data provided by O u , there is no 
spatial reference for the positioning of a muscle/tendon 
unit as it approaches the thumb. Lacking the fiber lengths 
and tension fractions provided by Brand, et al, the
simulation would have no meaningful muscle kinematics. 
Encapsulating this information together in a real time, 
interactive simulation such as this, however, provides a 
tool that will make the incorporated data much more useful 
and valuable than it would otherwise be. The following 
section will serve to illuminate this premise.
3.6 EXAMPLE SIMULATION SESSION
Figures 28 through 34 depict the progress of an 
interactive design session in which the user invokes the 
simulation with the FORTRAN program, HANDCNTRL. This 
program informs the user that the simulation is loading and 
then sends the major data structures and function networks 
to the graphic control processor of the PS300. At 9600 baud 
the transfer is slightly over three minutes. The user is 
informed of the loading as it occurs until all graphics 
parsing is complete, at which time he is prompted to turn 
the joint rotation dials to initialize the control network.
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Figure 28. The Appearance of the Simulation Display
Following Network Loading and Initialization
Figure 28 represents the display when initialization is 
complete. In this initial mode, all control, manipulation, 
and calculation networks are active and the symbolic muscles 
and muscle - tendon lines of action respond to joint 
motions. The simulation at this point represents the 
kinematics of the normal thumb. The host program is 
awaiting menu information from the data tablet selection 
n e t w o r k .
The selection of "Enter Patient Data" signals the host 
program to query for ranges of motion at each joint and a 
figure of merit for individual muscle function based on
12Q
clinical assessment. If the figure of merit for a muscle is 
0.5, for example, the tension fraction for that muscle will 
be scaled by 0.5. Later, when the appropriate correlation 
and validity studies are complete skeletal dimension 
measurements and deformity factors will be added to patient 
modeling parameters automatically from a patients data file. 
Following entry of data, the host program returns to the 
menu waiting queue. Figure 29 depicts the manipulation of 
the skeletal segments following entry of patient parameters.
The display of Figure 30A results when "Tendon 
Transfer" is selected. All display structures but the 
distal three bones and the muscle symbols are temporarily 
removed to allow for ease in viewing and selection of 
insertion points with respect to the skeletal surface. The 
host program presents the user with a choice of pulley 
points based on a summary of the most common thumb 
opposition operations (Ramselaar (68) ). This is required
until the remaining skeletal structure of the hand and wrist 
can be built into the simulation. Figure 30B portrays the 
response of the host program following the selection of an 
insertion point on the dorsal surface of the proximal 
phalanx. The program identifies the picked point in medical 
terms to confirm the selection and asks for acceptance or 
not. Following acceptance the display is restored and the 
host program returns to the menu driven state.
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Figure 29. Appearance of the Display Following 
Data Entry During Manipulation of 
Skeletal Segments.
Figure 30 A. The Display During Tendon Transfer.
The cursor is near the dorsum of the 
proximal phalanx as it approaches to 
select a transfer insertion point.
Figure 30 B. The Display with the Host Response
Following Selection of the Insertion 
Point. The text response confirms 
the region of selection.
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With the selection of "Display Moment Arms", the host 
program signals the graphics control processor to remove the 
menu, picktext, and pulley-to-insertion displays. It then 
sends the muscle and moment arm displays and control 
networks to the GCP. This is followed with a query through 
the terminal emulator of the display to ascertain the 
simulation of the normal or intrinsic minus hand. The host 
program then drives the skeletal structure through a motion 
sequence simulating circumduction. Figure 31A and B depict 
the display at the initiation of this sequence for the 
normal and intrinsic minus hand, respectively. During the 
motion the host program reads the new insertion points for 
each tendon, calculates the moment arms, and updates the 
moment arm display structure at each increment. During the 
motion the user is free to manipulate and view the model 
from any position. A view of the CMC joint from a proximal 
position looking towards the tip of the thumb along its' 
longitudinal axis is depicted in Figure 32A (normal) and 32B 
(int. minus). Note the imbalance that is readily apparent 
in the intrinsic minus hand. There is absolutely no 
capability to move the intrinsic minus thumb into a position 
of opposition. Following completion of program driven 
motion the host program restores those display structures 
previously removed and returns to the menu driven state.
ure 31 A. Display of the Normal Thumb and Moment 
Arms at the Beginning of a 
Circumduction Sequence of Motion.
gure 31 B. Display of the Intrinsic Minus Thumb 
at the Beginning of Circumduction.
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Figure 32 A. A Proximal View of the CMC Joint 
and Moment arm Structure with 
the Thumb at Neutral.
Figure 32 B. The Same View for the Intrinsic 
Minus Thumb.
Figure 33 A. CMC Joint and Moment Arm Structure.
Similar to Figure 32, this view includes 
a simulated opponens transfer with the 
FDSM muscle. The result is an increased 
capability in the radial direction.
Figure 33 B. Moment Arm Structure with a different 
Pulley Point. The structure indicates 
a reduced capability to move into 
opposition compared to 33 A.
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When a tendon transfer has been selected, the moment 
arm motion sequence includes the proposed transfer in its 
calculations and refreshes the transfer simulation display 
structure. This provides direct feedback to the user on the 
success of his selection of pulley and insertion points. 
Figure 33A and B depict a proposed transfer of the flexor 
digitorum sublimis of the middle finger to restore
opposition of the thumb. In B the result is an increased
moment for flexion only, while the mechanics of the proposed 
transfer in A result in some capability in abduction and 
thus opposition. If the designer is unhappy with a proposed
simulated transfer, he can readily return to the menu and
revise the transfer.
The "Summary of Results" choice is valid only when a
moment arm sequence has been accomplished. It is typically
selected when the surgical designer has completed a
simulation on the model of a given patients hand, a normal 
hand, a hand with hypothetical parameters, or following a 
simulated transfer. The host program stores the output of 
the simulation for later use or as part of a patient record. 
It then creates a three dimensional moment summary for the 
thumb at neutral using the computed moment arms, the muscle
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tension fractions, and the thumb viewing aid. This data is 
stored in a permanent record then defined in a PS300
animation structure for immediate analysis (Figure 34).
The simulation sequence described above is an example 
of how this interactive graphical model of thumb kinematics
is meant to work. It is not meant to be complete since it
can be utilized to model many different kinematic 
situations. Indeed, it is hoped that a great part of the 
model's value may lie in generality and flexibility. A 
sequence similar to the simulation described here is 
recorded on videotape and can be acquired through the
mechanism referenced in Appendix E, Simulation Videotape.
Figure 34. Display Following Summary of Results.
Included are orthogonal views of the 
total moment arm and relative moment 
estimate in an animation sequence.
CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation represents the melding of numerous 
disciplines to create a tool that will be useful to the 
practicing orthopedic clinician as well as to the research 
community. The simulation was structured with expandability 
in mind and serves as the beginning for a simulation of the 
mechanics of the hand. Improvements will come in all areas 
making up the simulation. They will involve interactive 
aids designed to facilitate use of the model, improvements 
in graphical realism such as real time deformation of soft 
tissues, additions to and improvements in the skeletal and 
soft tissue data structures, and incorporation of computer 
aided design of prosthetic and ortfiotic devices. This work 
includes initial improvements in the first two areas with a 
prototype design for a simulation driver and a partial 
solution to the real time modeling of deforming tendons with 
a spline refresh network. These and other improvements are 
discussed in the following paragraphs.
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4.1 INTERACTIVE DEVICES
The graphical development system itself provides tools 
which are especially designed to facilitate man - machine 
interaction. Maximum usage of the control dials, function 
buttons, data tablet, and their associated visual labels is 
emphasized in this design. There remains, however, an 
element of unnaturalness in the transformation of the 
display image through control dial interaction. The ideal 
controller would not require any thought when positioning 
the thumb or hand in space or when manipulating the joints. 
It should also serve as a data entry device for modeling 
patient specific parameters such as joint range of motion. 
A mechanical homolog of the thumb is presented as a 
prototype design which will fulfill such functions.
Figures 35 and 36 are photographs of the thumb homolog 
in a sequence depicting it's use as a graphical input device 
in control of the rotations applied to the thumb data 
structure. Figure 37 is a close up of the device. Designed 
with three degrees of freedom at the CMC joint, and one each 
at the MP and IP, it utilizes five miniature precision 
potentiometers which transduce angular information directly. 
The final design will require at least a five channel, eight 
bit, analog to digital converter, and will be microprocessor 
controlled. The eight bit conversion provides sufficient 
resolution (1.328 degrees) for these pots which have a range 
of 340 degrees. It will require either an RS232 interface
Figure 35. Depiction of the Thumb Homolog Device in Use as a 
Display Input Controller. The thumb is extended.
Figure 36. Thumb Homolog in Flexion and the Desired
Subsequent Position Simulated in the Display.
Figure 37. Close Up View of the Prototype Thumb Homolog.
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into the PS300 graphics control processor, or a similar 
interface into the host computer. The design should also 
consider inputs representing orientation of the device in 
space, such as accelerometry in three planes. The device 
would then serve as an inertial based image position 
c ont r o l l e r .
4.2 TENDON DEFORMATIONS
An important improvement in the two point CMC joint 
model will be a multi point scheme which controls the shape 
of a tendon in response to driven motion. The points should 
be parts of the fixed data structure such as skeletal 
boundaries and/or pulley control positions. In order to 
appear realistic the deformation must occur in real time and 
some computation means must be available to keep track of 
the distance along the curve of the tendon. A model for the 
deformation of tendons will aid in the development of the 
same capability for other soft tissues as they change in 
response to skeletal motion and structural loading. The 
approach taken in this thesis was to investigate the use of 
the PS300 B-spline command as a represention of a long 
tendon such as the flexor pollicis longus, and to devise a
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means by which control vertices could be dynamically 
u p d a t e d .
The problem is depicted in Figure 38. Control points, 
tendon points of insertion or fixed positions such as 
entry/exit points of tendon sheaths, are represented as 
vertices VI through VI.
SPLINE REPRESENTATION OF TENDONS
v7—Insertion Point
Tendon Sheoth
V2--0riQ in  of Tendon
Spline
Vr~Control Point'l— c t l r m
(A lsoV 3 ,V 4 , v5, v6 >
Figure 38. Depiction of the B-Spline Tendon 
Deformation Modeling Problem
Note that this figure is a generalization and is not meant 
to be anatomically correct. The B-spline is ideal for an 
arrangement such as this since because local changes in 
defining vertices do not effect the whole curve, rotations 
at a single joint will create local changes in the resulting 
tendon shape.
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Unlike the PS300 command definition for a vector list, 
the B-spline command has no control inputs which allow 
dynamic alteration of defining parameters. For this reason 
the network, SPREFRESH.FUN, depicted in Figure 39, was 
designed so that control vertices could be dynamically 
updated following transformations applied to the metacarpal 
and phalanges of the thumb. The control vectors, V1-V7, 
were selected based on the original skeletal data structure 
using the tendon selection picking network described in 
Section 3.4.
Control points subject to kinematic transformations 
(V3-V7) are multiplied by the appropriate transformation 
matrices received from the network, TRANSMON. The outputs 
from the multipliers must be converted from four dimension 
homogeneous vectors to ASCII character strings then 
concatenated into the proper format for the B-spline 
command. The final two functions in the network, CHP and 
Cl, were derived from studies of the PS300 demonstration 
routines. They are not otherwise documented or part of the 
supported command language. Effectively, they provide a 
signal to the command interpreter each time a refresh occurs 
in the concatenation network. The resultant image is 
depicted in Figure 40, a sequence of the thumb from 
extension to flexion.
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Figure 39. The B-Spline Refresh Control Function Network,
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Figure 40. Motion Sequence Depicting the Resultant Flexor Tendon 
Shape Following Vertex Refresh.
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The dynamic response is far from ideal with a two to 
three second delay in refresh of the spline following motion 
of the thumb. In the long run much more detailed structures 
will be required and special hardware dedicated to curve and 
surface modeling will have to be incorporated within the 
display transformation pipeline to affect a more realistic 
and rapid simulation of soft tissue deformations. In the 
short term, better response will be attained with 
improvements in the PS300 display command language such as 
active inputs to the B-spline definition, by transferring 
the kinematic position computations to the host combined 
with use of the faster parallel interface for display - host 
I/O, and through the pre-parsing of PS300 commands with host 
resident graphic support routines. Minor improvements in 
response can be attained by optimizing the current display 
data structure by decreasing the depth traversed by the 
display processor. The bottom level nodes of longitudinal 
skeletal sections for example can be removed completely by 
creating a separate 3D vector list for each bone from the 18 
original rotation transformations applied to the 2D lists.
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4.3 DATA STRUCTURE
The thumb data structure, defined in Section 3.1, has 
provided a very realistic three dimensional skeletal 
structure. Because it was developed from planar
longitudinal radiographs, each view represents the visible
perimeter of a bone and is not a true cross section. In an
initial study of cross sectional image data from a late
model Computerized Axial Tomography (CAT) scanner, it is 
apparent that a sufficiently detailed structure may be 
attained using numerous orthogonal scans and appropriate 
edge and/or surface detection algorithms.
Figure 41. PS300 Spot Vector Rendering of CAT
Scan Data at Mid-Metacarpal Level
This thought is affirmed in Figure 41, a photograph of a
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PS300 spot vector rendering of a CAT scan axial section at 
the mid metacarpal level of a cadaver specimen. It is 
further recommended that Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
imaging be investigated as a possible source for soft tissue 
as well as skeletal data. Future developments in ultrasonic 
imaging should also be considered as a data resource. Of 
course, all imaging methods could be considered as sources 
for ongoing clinical assessment of specific patient 
biomechanical parameters as well as initial data structure 
d e v e l o p m e n t .
Once a sufficiently accurate representation of the 
skeletal structure of the hand is developed, several 
improvements in the interactive graphical rendering of that 
structure must be made. Surface models of the type 
described by Scherrer and Hillberry (70) for the canine 
humerus and scapula must be developed and further related to 
actual bone - joint interactions. Some form of hidden 
surface removal must be developed. Inclusion of a high 
resolution, high speed raster display should be considered 
for the improvement of surface textures of both bone and 
soft tissues. These and other improvements in graphical 
output must be considered with the same attention to rapid 
response required for soft tissue deformations mentioned 
a b o v e .
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4.4 OTHER AREAS
This simulation is distinctly a model of kinematics. 
But for the incorporation of muscle tension fractions in the 
simulation as a summary of relative moment potentials, it 
does not include kinetic properties. It is recommended that 
once a kinematic model for the entire hand is developed and 
validated, constitutive equations for the muscle - joint - 
tendon structure be incorporated into the model first to 
test proposed equilibria conditions and then to simulate 
actual loading situations. The most immediate kinematic 
improvement on the thumb simulation will be the addition of 
intermediate control points for muscle units crossing more 
than one joint articulation. Several of the different joint 
models, such as those referenced in Section 2.2, should be 
built into the model and tested iteratively with 
experimental techniques during the validation process. The 
appeal of a simulation such as this is that the list of 
applications can be endless. While it is being developed as 
a clinical tool its value as both a research and training 
tool appears unbounded .
Once realistic kinetic parameters are included, the 
simulation must be developed as a prosthetic/orthotic design 
tool. With improvements in patient data input, and the 
concommitant incorporation of computer aided prosthetic 
design the quality and efficacy of joint implants will be 
vastly improved. This combination of musculoskeletal
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biomechanics and prosthetic design within an interactive 
graphics environment may indeed signal the first joint 
implant application whose development is based upon the 
mechanics of the individual patient.
Many other potential developments can be assisted with 
a simulation such as this. Knowledge gained from iterative 
experimental studies using the simulation as a predicting 
model for variations in anatomical parameters should serve 
to aid in the design of robotics devices as well as improve 
our understanding of biomechanics. The kinetic model will 
be an important part of a more complete systems model which 
incorporates neuromuscular control and sensory feedback.
The example simulation described in Section 3.6 
represents but one or two of the many applications possible 
with this simulation in its' present state. As an 
interactive computer graphical model of the kinematics of 
the thumb, it is a useful tool for surgical and therapeutic 
planning and research. In addition to the previously 
discussed tendon transfer simulations, most combinations of 
muscle loss or diminution at the CMC joint can be modeled 
through proper variations in muscle parameters. The 
resultant biomechanical situation can be viewed during joint 
motion simulation on the skeletal image structure followed 
by a more objective analysis of computed moment arm and 
effective moment results. The end result is a truly 
practical tool that allows the primary user (the surgeon and
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medical practitioner) to benefit from the power of 
mathematical modeling without having to be concerned with 
its complexities. The model will then be a tool which 
enforces greater understanding of the describing 
biomechanics. The power of this model as it evolves into a 
more general simulation of musculoskeletal dynamics will be 
unlimited as an aid in understanding normal hand 
biomechanics and in the assessment, evaluation, and 
treatment of hand dysfunction.
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APPENDIX A
HAND DISPLAY DATA STRUCTURE NODES
This appendix describes the hand display data structure 
as it has been developed for the thumb. The description 
proceeds from the bottom to the top of the hierarchy. The 
nodes described below are depicted in Figure 17 and are 
defined in the program THUMB11.F U N .
DP_BONE is a begin-end structure collection of the 18 
original X-Y vector lists of distal phalanx longitudinal 
views rotated back to their correct relative positions. 
DP_AXIS is a Y translation instance of DP_BONE inserted to 
allow for definition of the distal phalanx axis of rotation, 
which is the X axis as defined in the rotation node, ROTDP. 
To allow for the distal interphalangeal joint distance, the 
translation node, DIP__IJD, moves the distal phalanx back 
towards the origin (which will be the distal surface of the 
proximal phalanx). The translation node, P P L E N , which moves 
the distal phalanx the length of the proximal phalanx, is 
the final transformation applied uniquely to the distal 
phalanx. DPHAL is a begin-end structure instance through
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which connections can be made for updates to the 
aforementioned nodes.
PP_BONE is the node defining the proximal phalanx in 
terms of rotations upon its original planar vector lists. 
PP_AXIS is the translation node defining the distance of the 
proximal phalanx from its axis. This instance acts upon 
both PP^BONE and DPHAL. The rotation node for the 
metacarpal phalangeal joint is ROTPDP. The translation 
instance, MP_IJD, moves the proximal and distal phalanx unit 
back towards the origin (which higher in this structure 
becomes the distal surface of the metacarpal bone). The 
interjoint distance is the algebraic sum of the values 
applied to MP_IJD and PP_AXIS. MCLEN_PPADJ is a translation 
node which combines the Y translation for the length of the 
metacarpal bone and a correction in Z for properly matching 
the surfaces of the metacarpal and proximal phalanx (in 
fact, each translation node can receive values applied to 
any c o o r d i n a t e ) . At this point in the hierarchy, the 
combined proximal and distal phalanx are instanced as the 
name, P D P H L .
MC_BONE is structured in terms of its original vector 
lists as are DP_BONE and PP_BONE. The three distal bones of 
the thumb are instanced together at the next level (as an 
instance of PDPHL, M C _ B O N E ) . CMCROT_AXIS defines the 
translation node which positions the three bones for 
rotation around the longitudinal axis. This axis is
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provided as the instance, ROTCMCY. The position of the 
abduction - adduction axis is set by the Y translation node, 
C M C A B A D _ A X I S . The rotation node for this action is ROTCMCZ. 
CMCEXFL_AXIS provides the necessary translation to define 
the extension - flexion axis with the next higher node, 
ROTCMCX. CMC_IJD translates the thumb back towards the 
origin to allow for the carpometacarpal interjoint distance 
(the distance in this case is the algebraic sum of the Y 
values sent to nodes CMC_IJD, C M C E X F L _ A X I S , and
C M C A B A D _ A X I S ). The next higher level in the display data 
structure marks the beginning of the viewing 
transformations. These will be described later.
TR_BONE is identical in structural syntax to the distal 
three bones. It is adjusted to match the proximal surface 
of the metacarpal bone with the rotation node, T R R O T _ A D J . 
It is instanced for inclusion in the overall viewing 
structure as TRAPEZ.
In order to provide a visual reference for the
remainder of the hand and to provide a framework for the 
addition of finger and wrist skeletal structures, the data 
node, PALMS, was derived from a simple outline of a left 
hand and dimensional measurements at the wrist, metacarpal 
heads, and fingertips of that hand. PALM is the vector node 
made up of these dimensions. YPALM defines the color
applied to PALM. PalmAdj is a translation node which
adjusts the palm structure for proper positioning with
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respect to the trapezium. The most important nodes within
PALMS are the three rotations which define the position of 
the thumb with respect to the second metacarpal and the 
plane of the palm. Based on a radiographic study (Cooney, 
et al), these three rotation nodes specifically define the 
orientation of the trapezio - metacarpal joint when the
thumb is at rest. This simulation will be a valuable
research tool for modeling such radiographic studies using 
known variations in skeletal orientations within the 
graphics simulation.
Other data nodes within the top level structure of the 
hand are instances T1 and T3, referenced within separate 
viewports. Both are portions of the display data structure, 
M A D I S P L A Y .FUN (Figure _). T3 is a rectangular solid whose
sides include the character labels defining the viewing 
surfaces with respect to the thumb (dorsal, volar, radial, 
and u l n a r ) . The labels are formed in the X-Y plane and 
transformed appropriately to appear as part of the solid 
sides. Other transforms within T3 are included to provide 
proper size and orientation with respect to the joint 
center. T3 serves solely as a view orientation aid. Tl is 
the grouping of moment arm vectors which are refreshed by a 
Fortran calculation for each tendon crossing the CMC joint. 
In addition to its instance with T3 in the lower right 
viewport it is intermittently INCLUDEd as part of the 
structure, THUMB.PALM, during thumb motion simulation from a
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driving host program. Thus, for a complex motion 
simulation, the moment arms are calculated, refreshed, and 
displayed within the CMC joint following each increment of 
motion. This structure will be further discussed in the 
applied example at the conclusion to this section.
The highest level nodes in this simulation are the 
transformations which effect the entire view. The nodes 
SCALE, R O T V , and TRANS define the scaling, rotation, and 
translation transformations applied to the entire data 
structure. The Viewport, Look at/from, and Field of View 
statements are standard definitions common to all PS300 
display data structures. The screen boundaries are the 
viewport for the hand display. The latter two statements, 
taken together, form a perspective projection and define an 
eye position and direction. Parameters for control of these 
statements were selected based on iterative changes during 
subjective viewing.
APPENDIX B
HAND DISPLAY AND CONTROL FUNCTION NETWORK
This appendix describes the control and display network 
for the hand display data structure in detail. It is an 
extension of Section 3.3 and defines the network of Figure 
22 in greater detail
Control dials 1,2, and 3 have dual functions and are
switched between these functions by FKEYS1 and F K E Y S 2 .
Pressing FKEYl (F K E Y 2 ) connects dials 1-3 to the network 
which controls rotations of the carpometacarpal joint (the 
entire view). When controlling the CMC joint, dials 1,2,
and 3 connect to functions ROTCMCX, ROTCMCY, and ROTCMCZ. 
Each of these functions are initialized to 0 and scaled by 
180 (so that one dial rotation is 180 degrees). Their 
outputs (real numbers) are limited to upper and lower bounds 
(to allow representation of individual patient range of 
motion) by functions CMCX_limits, CMCY_limits, and
CMCZ_limits. Outputs from the limit functions control the 
rotation matrix functions R O T C M C X _ J o i n t , ROTCMC Y _ J o i n t , and 
ROTCMCZ_Joint which in turn are connected to the proper
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rotation nodes within the thumb data structure. The limit 
outputs are also rounded off, converted to printable 
characters and displayed on FLABELS 4, 5, and 6
(representing flexion - extension, rotation, and abduction - 
adduction angles r e s p ectively).
By depressing F K E Y 2 , dials 1, 2, and 3 control view 
rotations. These dials connect in a network which maintains 
the proper concatenation of the rotation matrices for the 
fixed world coordinate system (in this manner dial 1 (2,3) 
will always control rotations about the world x (y,z) axis). 
View rotation angles (about world X, Y, and Z axes) are 
displayed to the user on FLABEL8, 9, and 10 by accumulating 
and converting the real number angle outputs of X(Y, and 
Z)viewmulc to printable characters through the series of 
functions: A c X (Y ,Z )v r o t , ROUNDVX(Y,Z) and C H A N G E V X (Y ,Z ).
Dial number 4 controls the rotation of the phalanges 
about the metacarpal phalangeal axis of rotation as an input 
to the functions DOROPP, MPT_Limits, and rotmp_joint. 
DOROPP accumulates the changing dial output, initializes it 
to 0, and scales by 180 (for 180 degrees per revolution). 
MPT_limits provides an output between the upper and lower 
limits of the MP joint. This real number controls the
rotation matrix created by the function, rotmp_joint. The
rotation matrix controls the proximal and distal phalanx 
unit of the display data structure at input 1 of
PDPHL.ROTPDP.
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Dial number 5 controls the rotation of the distal 
phalanx about its rotation axis as input to functions 
DOROPP, DIPT_Limits, and r o t d i p_joint. These functions 
perform the same at the interphalangeal joint as the like 
named functions above at the metacarpalphalangeal joint. 
They connect into the display data structure at the node,
DPHAL.ROTDP.
Scaling of the overall view is controlled with dial 6 
and the function, D0SCALE1. DOSCALEl forms a 3X3 scaling 
matrix from the accumulated real value on its input which 
controls the size of the entire view at the display data
structure scaling node, THUMB.SCALE.
The thumb is translated using control dials 7 and 8. 
Dial 7 controls translations in the z direction (to and from 
the viewer) through the function ZTRANS (F :ZVEC T O R ). Dial 8 
alternately controls X or Y translations depending on its 
route through the function, XYTRAN_SW (F:CSWITCH). If the
integer from the initial function instance, F K E Y S , is 11
(12), dial 8 is connected to the function XTRANS (YTRANS). 
The characters 'XTRANSEL' ('Y T R A N S E L 1) are sent to FLABEL11 
(FLABEL12 ) to identify the function of key 11 (12). The
translation vectors are concatenated at input 1 of DOTRANS 
(F :A C C U M U L A T E ). DOTRANS in turn connects to the display 
data structure at input 1 of THUMB.TRANS. A 3D vector sent 
to Input 2 of DOTRANS provides the initial position of the 
thumb in the viewing space.
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In addition to the labels sent to FLABEL11 and 12 and
the angle monitoring functions of FLABELS 4-6 and 8-10, the 
remaining labels above the keyboard function keys are used 
for display information purposes. The characters 'CMCROT'
('HANDROT') are sent to FLABELl (FLABEL2) to identify the
function of function keys 1 and 2. The characters 'CMCXYZ' 
( 'VW X Y Z ') are sent to FLABEL3 (FLABEL7) to signify the
meanings of the angles displayed on FLABELS4, 5, and 6
(FLABELS8, 9, and 10).
The currently active functions of dials 1, 2, and 3 are 
indicated by D L A B E L 1 , 2, and 3 under the control of
functions FKEYS and L A B E L d l , 2, and 3. The latter are
controlled at input 1 by the output of FKEYS to send either 
of their respective two inputs, CMJOINTX, Y, and Z (or
VIEWX, Y, and Z) to input 1 of DLABEL1, 2, and 3. The
characters 'IPJOINT' ('DPJOINT', 'SCALE', ’TRANZ',
'X o r Y T R A N ’) are sent to input 1 of DLABEL4 (5, 6, 7, 8) to
identify the function of dial 4 (5, 6, 7, 8).
APPENDIX C
SELECT PROGRAM LISTINGS
This appendix includes the listings of the most 
significant data structure and function network programs 
making up the thumb kinematics simulation. Host FORTRAN 
programs are described and a flow diagram of the major 
subroutine is included. The PS300 programs are filed under 
the following names and they are included in this appendix 
in the same order:
1. T H U M B 1 1.FUN
2. TRANSMON.FUN
3. PULINSDIS.FUN
4. T E N D L I N E S .FUN
5. TENDSEL.FUN
6. M E N U S E L .FUN
7. M O M A N I M A T .FUN
8. M A D I S P L A Y .FUN
9. MATOHOST.FUN
10. MATRANS.FUN
11. TRANSFER.FUN
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The first six of the above are sent to the graphics 
system command interpreter by the Fortran program, 
H N D C N T R L 2 . The Fortran subroutine, NEWTENDON, loads the 
last four display structures and function networks. The 
subroutine, SUMMARY, sends the moment arm and moment 
animation display and network, M O M A N I M A T .F U N .
The FORTRAN programs and subroutines are organized as 
f o l l o w s :
HNDCNTRL2
READPICK2
-ROTY
-VECMM
^“REGION
I------------1-----------  1--------------- 1
PATDATA NEWTENDON TMOMARM2 SUMMARY
—  MOMA
—  DELAY
In addition to loading the major display structures and 
function networks, the main program, H N D C N T R L 2 , calls 
subroutine READPICK2 (the flow chart for READPICK2 is on the 
following page). Subroutine PATDATA queries the user for 
patient/simulation specific parameters and updates them as 
required in the display networks. NEWTENDON defines a new 
pulley point, receives the picked insertion point, and adds 
the new symbol to the symbolic muscles display. TM0MARM2
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drives the thumb through a functional range of motion, 
receives revised insertion points and calculates each 
muscle's moment arm at each increment of motion, and 
refreshes the moment arm display. SUMMARY stores the data 
calculated in the moment arm sequence, creates a summary 
animation sequence from that data, then sends the structure 
and control network to the PS300.
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SUBROUTINE
READPICK2
CALL
PSREAD
TETR
TRUE TTRANS MAGRAP SUMMARENTERD
SENOTRUE
CALL
SUMMARYCALL
TMOMARM2
CALL  
PAT ID
THUMB.PICKMC or
PPor
V.DP/-
TETR-.TRUE.
END
REMOVE
UNWANTED
DISPLAY
STRUCTURES
TYPE' 
Pick the 
insertion 
point" i
DECODE 
I NBUF
TYPE
Continue
with
onalysie
CALL
ROTY
YANGLE 
—  ANGLE
DECODE 
ANGLE 
from DBUF
D IG IT
ANGLECALL
VECMM
T YPE'
Continue 
with n 
analysis"
DECODE 
ANGLE 
from CBUF
CALL
REGION
SEND FALSE
THUMB.PICK
' X z :
TE T R  • 
.FALSE.
CLEAR
INPUT
BUFFER
(CALL
PSPOLL)
RESTORE
DISPLAY
STRUCTURES
DISPLAY
TRANSFER
MUSCLE
TRANSFER 
* TRUE.
CALL
NEWTENDONACCEPTABLI
THUMB11.FUN
]
A MODEL OF THE HAND
Hand display data structure, followed 
with the control and viewing function 
n e t w o r k .
CMC - Universal 
MP and DIP - hinge
HAND := BEGIN_S
P i c k l :=SET PICKING ON; 
set pick id=hand;
FIELD_OF_VIEW 30 
FRONT BOUNDARY= 12 
BACK BOUNDARY = 14;
LOOK AT 0,0,0 FROM 0,0,-13;
VIEWPORT
H O R I Z O N T A L = - l :1 
VERTICAL =-1:1 
INTENSITY = .4:1;
TRANS:=TRAN BY 0,0,-1.0;
R o t V := ROT IN X 0; 
viewport h o r i z o n t a l = 0 :1
v e r t i c a l = 0 :-1 then moment_arms; 
S C A L E := SCALE BY .5;
T r a p :=INSTANCE OF T R A P E Z ;
P a l m :=INSTANCE OF P A L M _ S ;
Tend : =INSTANCE OF Thumb__Tendons ;
T H U M B 1 :=instance of THUMB;
END_S;
T H U M B := BEGIN_S
C M C _ I J D :=TRANSL BY 0,-.16,0;
R C M C X := ROT IN X 0; 
CMCEXFLX_Axis:=TRANSL BY 0,.5,0;
R C M C Z := ROT IN Z 0;
C M C A B A D _ A x i s :=TRANSL BY 0,-.3,0;
R C M C Y := ROT IN Y 0;
C M C R O T _ A x i s :=TRANSL BY 0,0,-.23; 
viewport h o r i z o n t a l = 0 :1
v e r t i c a l = 0 :-1 then view_aid; 
INSTANCE OF PDPHL, MC_BONE;
E N D _ S ;
P D P H L := BEGIN_S
MCLEN_PPAdj:=TRANSL BY 0,2.079,-.035; 
MP_IJD:+TRANSL BY 0,-.29,0;
R O T P D P := ROT IN X 0;
P P _ A x i s :=TRANSL BY 0,.4,0;
INSTANCE OF D P H A L ,P P _ B O N E ;
END_S;
D P H A L := BEGIN_S
P P L E N :=TRANSL BY 0,1.351,0;
IP_IJD:=TRANSL BY 0,-.2,0;
R O T D P := ROT IN X 0;
DP A x i s :=TRANSL BY 0,.3,0;
INSTANCE OF D P _ B O N E ; 
END S;
TRAPEZ:=BEGIN_S
TRrot_adj:=ROT IN 
INST OF T R _ B O N E ;
END_S;
PALM_S : =BEGIN_S
ROT IN X 
ROT IN Z 
ROT IN Y 
PALM Adj
Y -20;
38 
48 
-81
_  =TRAN BY 
Ypalm:=set color 60,1 then palm 
END S;
TR B O N E :=BEGIN S
MC B O N E ::
ROT IN Y -170 THEN TR170
ROT IN Y -160 THEN TR160
ROT IN Y -150 THEN TR150
ROT IN Y -140 THEN TR140
ROT IN Y -130 THEN TR130
ROT IN Y -120 THEN TR120
ROT IN Y -110 THEN TR110
ROT IN Y -100 THEN TR100
ROT IN Y -90 THEN TR90
ROT IN Y -80 THEN TR80
ROT IN Y -70 THEN TR70
ROT IN Y -60 THEN TR60
ROT IN Y -50 THEN TR50
ROT IN Y -40 THEN TR4 0
ROT IN Y -30 THEN TR30
ROT IN Y -20 THEN TR20
ROT IN Y -10 THEN TRIO
INST OF T R 0 0 ;
END S i
BEGIN s
ROT IN Y -170 THEN MCI 7 0
ROT IN Y -160 THEN MCI 60
ROT IN Y -150 THEN MCI 50
ROT IN Y -140 THEN MCI 40
ROT IN Y -130 THEN MCI 30
ROT IN Y -120 THEN MCI 20
ROT IN Y -110 THEN MCI 1 0
ROT IN Y -100 THEN MC100
ROT IN Y -90 THEN MC90
ROT IN Y -80 THEN MC80
ROT IN Y -70 THEN MC70
ROT IN Y -60 THEN MC60
ROT IN Y -50 THEN MC50
ROT IN Y -40 THEN MC40
ROT IN Y -30 THEN MC30
ROT IN Y -20 THEN MC20
ROT IN Y -10 THEN MCI 0
INST OF M C 0 0 ;
END S t
BEGIN S
ROT IN Y -170 THEN PP1
ROT IN Y -160 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -150 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -140 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -130 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -120 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -110 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -100 THEN PPl
ROT IN Y -90 THEN PP90
ROT IN Y -80 THEN PP80
ROT IN Y -70 THEN PP70
ROT IN Y -60 THEN PP60
ROT IN Y -50 THEN PP50
ROT IN Y -40 THEN PP40
ROT IN Y -30 THEN PP30
ROT IN Y -20 THEN PP20
ROT IN Y -10 THEN PP10
INST OF PP00;
END_S;
DP_BONE:=BEGIN_S
ROT IN Y -170 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -160 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -150 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -140 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -130 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -120 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -110 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -100 THEN DPI
ROT IN Y -90 THEN DP90
ROT IN Y -80 THEN DP80
ROT IN Y -70 THEN DP70
ROT IN Y -60 THEN DP60
ROT IN Y -50 THEN DP50
ROT IN Y -40 THEN DP40
ROT IN Y -30 THEN DP30
ROT IN Y -20 THEN DP20
ROT IN Y -10 THEN DP10
INST OF DP00;
END S;
DISPLAY THUMB;
HAND control and viewing 
function network
D O R O D P := F :D X R O T A T E ; 
D O R O P P := F:DXROTATE; 
R O T C M C Z := F :DZROTATE; 
R O T C M C Y := F :D Y R O T A T E ; 
R O T C M C X := F :DXROTATE; 
D O S C A L E 1 := F :D S C A L E ; 
D O T R A N S := F :A C C U M U L A T E ; 
X T R A N S := FsXVECTOR; 
Y T R A N S := F :YVECTOR; 
Z T R A N S := F :Z V E C T O R ;
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CMCX_limits:=F:limit;
C M C Y _ 1 i m i t s := F :l i m i t ;
C M C Z _ l i m i t s := F :l i m i t ;
DIPT_1imits:=F:limit;
MPT_1imits:=F:limit;
Rotcmc x _ j o i n t :=Fixrotate; 
Rotcmcy_joint:=F:yrotate ;
R otcm c z _ j o i n t := F :zrot a t e ;
Rotmpt_joint:=F:xrotate; 
R otdi p t _ j o i n t := F :x r o t a t e ;
CONNECT D I A L S < 4 > :<1>D0R0PP;
CONNECT D I A L S < 5 > :<1>DORODP;
CONNECT D I A L S < 6 > :<1> D0 S C A L E 1 ;
CONNECT D 0 R 0PP<2>:<1>MPT_1imits; 
CONNECT D0R0DP<2>:<l>DIPT_limits; 
conn M P T _ 1 i m i t s <1>:<1>Rotmpt_joint; 
conn DIPT_limits<l>:<1>Rotdipt_joint 
conn Rotmpt_joint<l>:<1>PDPHL.ROTPDP 
conn Rotdipt_joint<l>:<1>D P H A L .ROTDP 
CONNECT D0SCALE1<1>:<1> T H U M B .S C A L E ; 
CONNECT D IALS<7>:<1 > Z T R A N S ;
CONNECT XTRANSC1>:<1>DOTRANS;
CONNECT YTRANS<1>:<1> D O T R A N S ;
CONNECT ZTRANS<1>:<1> D O TRANS;
CONNECT DOTRANS<1>:<1> T H U M B .T R A N S ; 
SEND 0 TO <2> R O T C M C X ;
SEND 0 TO <2> R O T C M C Y ;
SEND 0 TO <2> ROTC M C Z ;
SEND 0 TO <2> DOROPP;
SEND 0 TO <2> D O R O D P ;
SEND 0 TO <2> D0SCALE1;
SEND 1 TO <3> D O S CALE1;
SEND 180 TO <3> ROTCMCX;
SEND 180 TO <3> ROTCMCY;
SEND 180 TO <3> ROTCMCZ;
SEND 180 TO <3> DOROPP;
SEND 180 TO <3> DORODP;
SEND V 3 D ( 0,0,0) TO <2> DOTRANS;
SEND 'M P J O I N T ' TO <1> D L A B E L 4 ;
SEND 'I P J O I N T ' TO <1> D L A B E L 5 ;
SEND 'TRANZ' TO <1> D L A B E L 7 ;
SEND 'SCALE' TO <1> D L A B E L 6 ;
SEND 'X o r Y T R A N ' TO <1> D L A B E L 8 ;
selection of x or y tran using dial 8
X Y T R A N _ S W := F :C S W I T C H ;
CONN X YTRAN_SW<11>:<1> X T R A N S ;
CONN X Y TRAN_SW<12 >:<1> Y T R A N S ;
CONN FKEYS<1>:<1>XYTRAN_SW;
CONN D IALS<8>:<2>XYTRAN_SW;
SEND F I X (11) TO <1>XYTRAN_SW;
SEND ’XTRANSEL' TO <1>FLABELl1;
SEND 'Y T R A N S E L ' TO <1>FLABEL12;
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selection of view rotations or cmc joint rotations }
I
L A B E L d l := F :INPUTS_CHOOSE(3);
LA B E L d 2 := F :INPUTS_CHOOSE(3);
L A B E L d 3 := F :INPUTS_CHOOSE(3);
SEND 1CMJOINTX' TO <1> LABELdl 
SEND 'C M J O I N T Y ' TO <1> LABELd2 
SEND 'C M J O I N T Z ' TO <1> LABELd3
SEND 1V I E W X ' TO <2> LABELdl;
SEND 'VIEWY* TO <2> L A B E L d 2 ;
SEND 'V I E W Z ’ TO <2> L A B E L d 3 ;
CONNECT F K E Y S < 1 > :<3>LA B E L d l ;
CONNECT F K E Y S C 1 >:<3>L A B E L d 2 ;
CONNECT FKEYS<1>:<3>LABELd3;
CONNECT LABE L d l <1>;<1>DLABELl 
CONNECT LABELd2<1>;<1>DLABEL2 
CONNECT LABELd3 <1>:<1>DLABEL3 
SEND F I X (1) TO <3> LABELdl 
SEND FIX(l) TO <3> LABELd2 
SEND F I X (1) TO <3> LABELd3
X V I E W _ S W I T C H := F :C S W I T C H ;
Y V I E W _ S W I T C H := F :C S W I T C H ;
ZVIE W _ S W I T C H := F :C S W I T C H ;
X v i e w m u l c := F : M u l c ;
Y v i e w m u l c := F ;M u l e ;
Z v i e w m u l c := F : M u l c ;
V i e w r o := F :C m u l ;
Viewreset:=F:xrotate;
A c X v r o t := F ;A c c u m u l a t e ;
A c Y v r o t := F ;A c c u m u l a t e ;
A c Z v r o t := F :A c c u m u l a t e ;
R O T X := F :X R O T A T E ;
R O T Y := F :Y R O T A T E ;
ROTZ:=F:ZROTATE;
CONNECT F K E Y S < 1 > :<1>XVIEW_SWITCH 
CONNECT FKEYS <1>:<1>YVIEW_SWITCH 
CONNECT FKEYS<1>:<1>ZVIEW_SWITCH 
CONNECT D I A L S <1>:<2>XVIEW_SWITCH 
CONNECT D I A L S < 2 > :<2>YVIEW_SWITCH 
CONNECT D I A L S < 3 >:<2>ZVIEW_SWITCH; 
CONNECT XVIEW_SWITCH<1>;<1> R O T C M C X ; 
CONNECT X V I E W _ S W I T C H < 2 > :<1>Xviewmulc; 
CONNECT YVIEW_SWITCH<1>:<1> R O T C M C Y ; 
CONNECT YVIE W _ S W I T C H < 2 > :<1>Yviewmulc; 
CONNECT ZVIEW_SWITCH<1>;<1> R O T C M C Z ; 
CONNECT ZVIEW_SWITCH<2>:<1>Zviewmulc; 
Conn Xviewm u l c C l >:<l>Rotx;
Conn Y viewmulc<l>:<1> R o t y ;
Conn ZviewmulcCl>;<1> R o t z ;
CONNECT ROTCMCX<2>:<1>CMCX_1imits; 
CONNECT RO T X C l >;<2 >Vie w r o ;
CONNECT R O T C M C Y < 2 > :<1>CMCY_1 imits; 
CONNECT R0 T Y < 1 >:<2>Viewro;
CONNECT ROTC M C Z <2>:<1>CMCZ limits;
CONNECT R O T Z C l >:< 2 > V i e w r o ;
Conn V i e w r o < l > :<l>Viewro;
Conn V i e w r e s e t C l >:<1>Viewro;
Conn V i e w r o < 1>:<1> T H U M B .R o t v ; 
conn CMCX_1 i m i t s <1>:<1>Rotcmcx_joint 
conn C M C Y _ l i m i t s < l > :<1>Rotcmcy_joint 
conn CMCZ_l i m i t s < l >:<1>Rotcmcz_joint 
conn Rotcmcx_joint<l>:<1>THUMB.RCMCX 
conn Rotcmcy_joint<l>:< 1 > T H U M B .RCMCY 
conn Rotcmcz__joint<l> : <1>THUMB.RCMCZ 
SEND 0 TO < 1 >Vie w r e s e t ;
SEND 180 TO <2>Xviewmulc;
SEND 180 TO <2>Yviewmulc;
SEND 180 TO <2>Zviewmulc;
SEND F I X (1) TO <1> XVIEW_SWITCH;
SEND F I X (1) TO <1> Y V I E W _ S W I T C H ;
SEND F I X (1) TO <1> ZVIEW_SWITCH;
SEND ’ C M C R O T ’ TO <1> F L A B E L 1 ;
SEND 'HANDROT' TO <1> F L A B E L 2 ;
Joint angle 1 imits
send -25 to <3>CMCX limits
send 30 to <2>CMCX 1 imits
send -15 to <3 >CMCY limits
send 20 to <2>CMCY 1 imits
send -25 to <3 >CMCZ limi ts
send 30 to <2>CMCZ 1 imits
send -45 to <3>DIPT limits
send 85 to <2>DIPT "1 imits
send -10 to < 3 > M P T _ l i m i t s ;
send 80 to <2>MPT limits;
CHANGEX:=F:PRINT;
ROUNDX:=F:ROUND;
C H A N G E Y : = F : P R I N T ;
ROUNDY:=F:ROUND;
CHANGEZ:=F:PRINT;
ROUNDZ:=F:ROUND;
CONNECT CMCX_1imi ts<1>:<1> R O U N D X ; 
CONNECT CMCY_l i m i t s < l >:<1>R0UNDY; 
CONNECT CMCZ_1imits<l>:<1> R O U N D Z ; 
CONNECT R O U N D X <1>:<1>C H A N G E X ; 
CONNECT R 0 U N D Y < 1 >:<1> C H A N G E Y ; 
CONNECT R O U N D Z <1>:< 1 > C H A N G E Z ; 
CONNECT CHA N G E X < 1 >:<1> F L A B E L 4 ; 
CONNECT C H A N G E Y <1>:<1> F L A B E L 5 ; 
CONNECT C H A N G E Z < 1 > :< 1 > F L A B E L 6 ;
C H A N G E V X := F :P R I N T ;
C H A N G E V Y := F :P R I N T ;
CHANGEVZ:=F:PRINT;
R O U N D V X := F :R O U N D ;
R O U N D V Y := F ;R O U N D ;
ROUNDVZ:=F:ROUND;
Conn X v i e w m u l c < l >:<1> A c X v r o t ;
Conn Y viewmulc<l>:<1> A c Y v r o t ; 
Conn Zviewmulc<l>:<1> A c Z v r o t ; 
CONNECT A c X v r o t < l >:<1>ROUNDVX; 
CONNECT A c Y vrot<l>:<1> R O U N D V Y ; 
CONNECT A c Z vrotCl>:< 1 >R0UNDVZ; 
CONNECT R0UNDVX<1>:<1> C H A N G E V X ; 
CONNECT R0UNDVY<1>:<1>CH A N G E V Y ; 
CONNECT ROUNDVZ<1>:<1> C H A N G E V Z ; 
CONNECT CHANGEVX<1>:<1> F L A B E L 8 ; 
CONNECT CHANGEVY<1>:<1> F L A B E L 9 ; 
CONNECT C H A NGEVZ<1>:<1>FLABEL10 
SEND 'C M C X Y Z ' TO <1> F L A B E L 3 ; 
SEND 'VW X Y Z ' TO <1> F L A B E L 7 ; 
send 0 to <2>AcXvrot;
send 0 to <2>AcYvrot;
send 0 to <2>AcZvrot; [ END
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3
TRANSMON.FUN ]
A program to monitor tendon insertion 3
points by following the accumulated translation 3
and rotation Transformations. 3
Newvectors is a structure built for test and 3
diagnostic purposes. 3
Ne w v e c t o r s : = B e g m _ s
character size .025; 
FPL:=characters -.9,.9,0 
'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx FPL insertion pt'
EPL:=characters -.9,.8,0 
'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx EPL insertion p t 1
E n d _ s ;
[ 3 
I 3
I Function Definitions
V e c M l := f :c m u l ;
V e c M 2 := f :c m u l ;
V e c M 3 _ a p b := f :c m u l ;
V e c M 3 _ e p b := f :c m u l ;
V e c M 3 _ f p b := f :c m u l ;
Ve c M 3 _ a p : = f :c m u l ;
V e c M 4 _ o p p ;= f :c m u l ;
V e c M 4 _ a p l := f :c m u l ;
M M 1 := f : m u l c ;
MM 2:= f :m u 1c ;
M M 3 := f : m u l c ;
M M 3 A :=f;raulc ;
M M 4 := f : m u l c ;
M M 5 ;= f : m u l c ;
MM5 A : = f : m u l c ;
M M 6:=f:mulc ;
M M 7;= f : m u l c ;
M M 8 := f : m u l c ;
M M 9:= f : m u l c ;
M M 1 0 :=f:mulc ;
M M 1 1:= f : m u l c ;
V t o M l := f : m a t r i x 4 ;
VtoM2:=f:matrix4;
VtoM3:=f:matrix4;
V t o M 3 A := f : m a t r i x 4 ;
V t o M 4 :=f:matrix4 ;
V t o M 5 :=f:matrix4 ;
VtoM5A:= f : m a t r i x 4 ;
VtoM6;=f:matrix4 ;
V t o M 7 :=f:matrix4 ;
V t o M 8 := f : m a t r i x 4 ;
V t o m 9 := f : m a t r i x 4 ;
V toMl0 ;=f:matrix4;
VtoMll:=f:matrix4;
XVI:=f:vecc;
Y V l := f : v e c c ;
ZVI:=f:vecc;
1P5
XV2:=f:vecc;
Y V 2 := f :v e c c ;
Z V 2 := f :v e c c ;
XV3:=f:vecc;
Y V 3 := f :vecc ;
Z V 3 := f :v e c c ;
X V 4 := f :v e c c ;
YV4:=f:vecc;
Z V 4 := f :v e c c ;
XV5:=f:vecc;
Y V 5 : = f :vecc;
Z V 5 := f ;v e c c ;
M t o V l := f :p a r t s ;
M t o V 2 := f : p a r t s ;
M t o V 3 := f : p a r t s ;
M t o V 4 := f :p a r t s ;
M t o V 5 := f : p a r t s ;
U p T l l : = f :constant; 
U pTl2:= f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpT l 3:= f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpTl4:= f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U pR l 123:= f :constant ; 
U p R 1 4 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpT21:=f:constant; 
UpT2 2 :=f:constant; 
UpT23:=f:constant; 
U p T 2 4 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpTA21:=f:constant; 
U p T A 2 2 :=f:constant; 
UpTA23:=f:constant; 
UpTA24:=f:constant; 
UpR2123:=f:constant; 
UpR24:=f:constant; 
UpT31:=f:constant; 
U p T 3 2 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U p T 3 3 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U p T 3 4 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U p T A 3 1 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpTA32:=f rconstant; 
UpTA33:=f:constant; 
UpTA34:=f:constant; 
U p R 3 1 2 3 : = f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpR34:=f:constant; 
UpT41:=f:constant; 
UpT4 2:=f:constant; 
UpT43:=f:constant; 
UpT4 4 :=f:constant; 
U p R 4 1 2 3 : = f ;constant; 
UpR44:=f:constant; 
UpT51:=f:constant; 
U p T 5 2 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U p T 5 3 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U p T 5 4 := f :c o n s t a n t ; 
U p R 5 1 23:= f :c o n s t a n t ; 
UpR54:=f:constant; 
U p T 6 1 := f :c o n s t a n t ;
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UpT6 2 := f :c o n s t a n t ;
UpT63:=f:constant;
UpT64:=f:constant;
U P D A T E := f : c l c s e c o n d s ;
M O D : = f : m o d c ; 
p r i n t F P L : = f :print; 
p r i n t E P L : = f :p r i n t ;
I I
I Function Connections ]
I I
conn U P D A T E < 2 > :<1>MOD; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < 5 >UPDATE; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : <l>UpT64; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1> U p T 6 3 ; 
conn M0D<1>:<l>UpT62; 
conn M O D < 1 >:<1>UpT61; 
conn M OD<1 > : < l > U p R 5 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1>UpR5123; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< l > U p T 5 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1>UpT5 3 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1> U p T 5 2 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1> U p T 5 1 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < l > U p R 4 4 ; 
conn M O D < 1 > : < 1 >UpR4123; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1>U p T 4 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1>UpT4 3; 
conn M O D < 1>:<l>UpT42; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :<1>UpT41; 
conn M O D < 1 > :< l > U p R 3 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :<1>UpR312 3 ; 
conn M 0 D C 1 >:<1> U p T A 3 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < 1 >UpT A 3 3 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :<1>UpT A 3 2 ; 
conn M 0 D C 1 > :<1>UpT A 3 1 ; 
conn M0D<1>:<l>UpT34; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :<1>U p T 3 3 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:<1> U p T 3 2 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < 1 >U p T 3 1 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< 1 > U p R 2 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< 1 >UpR2123; 
conn M 0D<1> : < 1 >UpT A 2 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< 1 >UpT A 2 3 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < 1 >UpT A 2 2 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < 1 > U p T A 2 1 ; 
conn M O D < 1 > : < 1 >U p T 2 4 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< 1 >UpT2 3 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > : < 1 >Up T 2 2 ; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :< l > UpT21; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :<l>UpR14; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< 1 >UpRl123; 
conn M 0D<1> :<l>UpT14; 
conn M 0 D < 1 > :<1>UpTl3; 
conn M0DC1>:<l>UpT12; 
conn M 0 D < 1 >:< 1 >UpTl1; 
conn U p T 6 4 <1>:<4 >V t o M l 1; 
conn U p T 6 3 <1>:<3>VtoMl1;
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
conn
UpT62<l>:<2>VtoMll; 
U p T 6 1 <1>:<1>VtoMl1; 
UpR54<1>:<4 >V t o M l 0; 
UpR5123 <1>:<1>MtoV5; 
UpT54<l>:<4 > V t o M 9 ; 
UpT53<l>:<3>VtoM9; 
U p T 5 2 < l >:<2 > V t o M 9 ; 
UpT51<1>:<1> V t o M 9 ; 
UpR44<l>:<4>VtoM8; 
UpR4123 <1>:<1> M t o V 4 ; 
UpT44 <1>:<4 > V t o M 7 ; 
UpT4 3 < l >:< 3 > V t o M 7 ; 
UpT4 2 < l >:< 2 > VtoM7; 
UpT 4 1<1>:<1> V t o M 7 ; 
UpR34 <1>:<4 >V t o M 6 ; 
U pR312 3 <1>:<1> M t o V 3 ; 
UpTA34 <1>:<4 >V t o M 5 A ; 
U p T A 3 3 < l >:<3>VtoM5A; 
Up T A 3 2 < l >:<2>VtoM5A; 
UpTA31<l>:<l>VtoM5A; 
UpT34 <1>:<4 > V t o M 5 ; 
UpT3 3<!>:<3>VtoM5; 
U p T 3 2 < l >:<2>Vt o M 5 ; 
Up T 3 1<1>:<1> V t o M 5 ; 
UpR24 <1>:<4 > V t o M 4 ; 
UpR2123 <1>:<1> M t o V 2 ; 
UpTA24 <1>:<4 > V t o M 3 A ; 
UpTA23<l>:<3>VtoM3A; 
UpTA22 <1> : <2>VtoM3A; 
Up T A 2 1 <1>:<1> V t o M 3 A ; 
UpT24 <l>:<4>VtoM3; 
U p T 2 3 < l >:< 3 > V t o M 3 ; 
U p T 2 2 < l >:< 2 > V t o M 3 ; 
U p T 2 1 <1>:<1> V t o M 3 ; 
UpR14 <1>:<4 >V t o M 2 ; 
U p R l l 2 3 < 1 >:<1>Mt o V l ; 
UpTl4 <1>:<4 > V t o M l ; 
UpTl3 <1>:<3 >V t o M l ; 
UpTl 2 < 1 >:<2>V t o M l ; 
Up T l 1<1>:<1> V t o M l ; 
M t o V 5 < l >:<1> X V 5 ; 
MtoV5<2 >:<1> Y V 5 ; 
M t o V 5 < 3 > :<1> Z V 5 ; 
MtoV4 <1>:<1> X V 4 ; 
MtoV4 < 2 > :<1> Y V 4 ; 
M t o V 4 < 3 > :<1> Z V 4 ; 
MtoV3 <1>:<1> X V 3 ; 
MtoV3 <2 >:<1> Y V 3 ; 
M t o V 3 < 3 > :<1> Z V 3 ; 
Mt o V 2 < l >:<1> X V 2 ; 
M t o V 2 < 2 > :<1> Y V 2 ; 
M t o V 2 < 3 > :<1> Z V 2 ; 
Mt o V l <1>:<1> X V 1 ; 
MtoVl< 2 >:<1>YV1; 
M t o V l < 3 > : < 1 > Z V 1 ; 
X V 5 < 1 >:<1>V t o M l 0;
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conn Y V 5 < 1 > :< 2 > VtoM10;
conn Z V 5 < 1 > :<3>VtoM10;
conn XV4 <1>:<1>V t o M 8 ;
conn Y V 4 < 1 >:< 2 > V t o M 8 ;
conn ZV4 <1>:< 3 > VtoM8;
conn X V 3 < 1 >:< 1 >Vt o M 6 ;
conn Y V 3 < 1 > :< 2 > VtoM6;
conn ZV3<1>:< 3 > V t o M 6 ;
conn X V 2 < 1 > :<1>VtoM4;
conn Y V 2 < 1 >:< 2 > V t o M 4 ;
conn ZV 2 <1>:<3>V t o M 4 ;
conn X V I <1>:<1>V t o M 2 ;
conn Y V 1 <1>:<2>V t o M 2 ;
conn ZV1<1>:<3 >V t o M 2 ;
conn V t o M l l <1>:<2>M M 1 0 ;
conn V t o M l 0 < 1 > :< 1 > M M 1 0 ;
conn V t o M 9 <1>:<1> M M 9 ;
conn MM 1 0<1>:<2 > M M 9 ;
conn V t o M 8 <1>:<1> M M 8 ;
conn M M9<1>:<2 > M M 8 ;
conn V t o M 7 < l >:<1> M M 7 ;
conn M M 8 <1>:< 2 > M M 7 ;
conn V t o M 6 < l >:<1> M M 6 ;
conn M M 7<1>:<2 > M M 6 ;
conn V t o M 5 < l >:<1> M M 5 ;
conn M M 6 < 1 >:<2>MM5A;
conn V t o M 5 A < l >:<1> M M 5 A ;
conn MM 5 A < 1 >:< 2 > M M 5 ;
conn V t o M 4 <1>:<1> M M 4 ;
conn M M 5 C 1 >:< 2 > M M 4 ;
conn V t o M 3 <!>:<!> M M 3 ;
conn M M 4 <1>:<2>MM3A;
conn V t o M 3 A < l >:<1>MM3A;
conn MM3A<1> : < 2 > M M 3 ;
conn V t o M 2 < l >:<1> M M 2 ;
conn M M 3 < 1 >:< 2 > M M 2 ;
conn V t o M l <1>:< 1 > M M 1 ;
conn M M2<1> : < 2 > M M 1 ;
conn M M 1 <1>:< 2 >V e c M l ;
conn M M 1 <1>:< 2 > V e c M 2 ;
conn M M 3 A < 1 > :<2>VecM3_apb;
conn MM3A<1>:<2>VecM3_epb;
conn MM3A<1>:<2>VecM3_fpb;
conn M M3A<1 >:<2>Ve c M 3 _ a p ;
conn M M 5 A < 1 > :<2>VecM4_opp;
conn MM 5 A < 1 >:<2>VecM4_apl;
conn V e c M l <1>:<l>printFPL;
conn V e c M 2 < l >:<1>printEPL;
conn p r i n t F P L C 1 >:<1>Newvectors.FPL;
conn printEPL<l>:<l>Newvectors.EPL;
f I
[ Connections from THUMB network to this one ]
I 1
conn ROTCMCX_joint<l>:<2>UpR5123; 
conn ROTCMCZ_joint<l>:<2>UpR4123; 
conn ROTCMCY_joint<l>:<2>UpR3123;
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n
i 
[ ]
conn ROTMPT_joint<l>:< 2>UpR2123; 
conn ROTDIPT_joint<l>:<2>UpR1123;
Initial conditions, constants, and vectors
send fix(lOO) to <1>UPD A T E ;
send fix(O) to <2>UPDATE;
send false to <3> U P D A T E ;
send fix(l) to <4>UPDATE;
send f ix( 0) to < 5 > UPDATE;
send true to <6>UPD A T E ;
send fix(10) to <2>M0D;
send 0 to <2 > X V 5 ;
send 0 to <2 > Y V 5 ;
send 0 to <2>ZV5;
send 0 to <2 >XV 4 ;
send 0 to < 2 > Y V 4 ;
send 0 to < 2 > Z V 4 ;
send 0 to < 2 > X V 3 ;
send 0 to < 2 > Y V 3 ;
send 0 to < 2 > Z V 3 ;
send 0 to <2 > X V 2 ;
send 0 to < 2 > Y V 2 ;
send 0 to < 2 > Z V 2 ;
send 0 to <2 > X V 1 ;
send 0 to <2 >YV l ;
send 0 to < 2 > Z V l ;
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2 >UpT61
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2>UpT51
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2>UpT41
send v4d (1, 0 , 0 , 0 ) to <2>UpTA31;
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2>UpT31
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2>UpTA21;
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2>UpT21
send v4d (1,0,0,0) to <2>UpTll
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2>UpT62
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2>UpT52
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2>UpT42
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2 >UpTA3 2;
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2>UpT32
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2>UpTA22;
send v4d( 0,1,0,0) to <2>UpT22
send v4d (0,1,0,0) to <2 >UpTl2
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to <2>UpT63
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to <2>UpT53
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to <2>UpT4 3
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to <2>UpTA33;
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to <2>UpT33 '
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to < 2 > UpTA23;
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to <2>UpT23
send v4d (0,0,1,0) to < 2 >UpTl3 '
send v4d (0 . 1 6 , 0 ,1) to < 2 > UpT64;
send v4d (0,.5,0,1) to < 2 > U p T 5 4 ;
send v4d (0, .3,0, 1) to <2>UpT44;
send v4d (0,0,-.23 ,1) to <2>UpTA34
send v4d (0,1 .789, -.035,1) to <2>U
send v 4 d (0,.4,0,1) to <2>UpTA24;
send v4d(0,1.151,0,1) to <2>UpT24;
send v 4 d (0,.3,0,1) to <2>UpT14;
send v4d(0,0,0,1) to <2>UpR54;
send v4 d ( 0 , 0,0,1) to <2>UpR44;
send v4d(0,0,0,1) to <2>UpR34;
send v4 d ( 0 , 0,0,1) to <2>UpR24;
send v4d(0,0,0,1) to <2>UpR14;
send v 4 d (0,.135,.19,1) to <l>VecMl ;[ fpl }
send v 4d ( 0 , . 1 4 0 1 6 , 1 )  to <l>VecM2;[ epl ]
send v 4 d ( .417,.215,-.171,1) to <l>VecM3_apb
send v 4 d ( . 0 4 4 , . 1 5 0 2 9 , 1 )  to <l>VecM3_epb;
send v 4 d (-.341,.155,.053,1) to <l>VecM3_fpb
send v 4 d ( .283,.08,.127,1) to <l>VecM3_ap;
send v 4 d (.30,1.08,0.0,1) to < 1 >VecM4_opp;
send v 4 d (.26,.605,-.116,1) to <1>VecM4_apl;
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PULINSDIS.FUN
A program used with the thumb(THUMB11.F U N ) 
structure, and the transform monitor 
(TRANSMON.F U N ) to calculate the pulley to 
insertion point distance and display changes 
in muscle length.
Display S y mbolic_Muscles;
Display P ul_Ins_distance;
Symbol i c _ M u s c l e s :=Begin_s
Window X=0:5 Y=0:5;
Viewport Hor=0:l Vert=0:l;
Character size .1;
E P B r e s t :=characters .2,1.97 'EPB_';
E P L r e s t :=characters .7,2.36 'EPL_';
F P L r e s t :=characters 1.2,2.66 'FPL_';
F P B r e s t :=characters 1.7,1.18 ’FPB_';
A P L r e s t :=characters 2.2,1.97 'APL_';
A P B r e s t :=characters 2.7,1.57 'APB_';
A P r e s t :=characters 3.2,1.89 ' A P _ ' ;
O P P r e s t :=characters 3.7,1.18 'OPP_'; 
musc:=set csm on then muscles; 
muscles:=SET COLOR 120,.6;
E P B t r a n y ;=Tran by 0,0,0 then EPBl;
EP L t r a n y :=Tran by 0,0,0 then E P L l ;
F P L t r a n y :=Tran by 0,0,0 then F P L 1 ;
F P B t r a n y :=Tran by 0,0,0 then F P B l ;
A P L t r a n y :=Tran by 0,0,0 then A P L l ;
A P B t r a n y ;=Tran by 0,0,0 then A P B l ;
A P t r a n y :=Tran by 0,0,0 then API;
O P P t r a n y :=Tran by 0,0,0 then O P P 1 ;
Instance of E P B ,EPL,FPL,FPB,A P L , A P B ,A P , O P P ; 
instance of CMscale;
E n d _ S ; 
C M s c a l e ;=Beg in 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
charac 
instan
_s
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ters
ce of
4.75,0.00000 '0.0'
4.75,0.39370 '1.0'
4.75,0.78740 '2.0'
4.75,1.18110 '3.0 '
4.75,1.57480 '4.0'
4.75,1.96850 ’5.0 '
4.75,2.36220 '6.0'
4.75,2.75591 '7.0'
4.75,3.14961 ’8.0 '
4.75,3.54331 ' 9.0 '
4.75,3.93701 '10.0
4.4,4.3 'CM 1S c a l e '
c m s c ;
E n d _ s ; 
Pul ins distance;=Begin_s 
Window X = 0 ;5 Y=-5:0;
Viewport Hor=0:l Vert=0:-1; 
Character size .1;
E P B l e n :=characters 2.5,-2.5 'xxxx';
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E P L l e n :=characters 2.5,-2.25 'xxxx'; 
F P L l e n :=characters 2.5,-2.0 'xxxx'; 
F P B l e n :=characters 2.5,-1.75 'xxxx'; 
A P L l e n :=characters 2.5,-1.5 'xxxx'; 
A P B l e n :=characters 2.5,-1.25 'xxxx'; 
A P l e n :=characters 2.5,-1.0 'xxxx'; 
O P P l e n :=characters 2.5,-.75 'xxxx'; 
characters 2.0,-.5
'Insertion to Pulley Point distances'; 
characters 2.0,-.6
’for a two point CMC joint model:'; 
characters 3.5,-2.5 'E P B '; 
characters 3.5,-2.25 'E P L ’; 
characters 3.5,-2.0 'FPL'; 
characters 3.5,-1.75 'F P B '; 
characters 3.5,-1.5 'APL'; 
characters 3.5,-1.25 'APB'; 
characters 3.5,-1.0 'AP'; 
characters 3.5,-.75 'OPP';
E N D _ S ;
E P B l :=vec item n=4
P .55,.49 1 •55 ,1. 97 1 •65 ,1. 97 1 .65 /.49 ;
E P L 1 :=vec item n=4
P 1.05,.59 1 1 .05, 2. 36 1 1 .15 ,2 . 36 1 1 .15, .59
F P L 1 :=vec item n=4
P 1.55, .67 1 1 .55, 2. 66 1 1 .65 ,2 .66 1 1 .65, .67
F P B 1 :=vec item n=4
P 2.05, .30 1 2. 05, 1.18 1 2 .15 ,1 .18 1 2 .15, .30
A P L 1 :=vec item n=4
P 2.55,.49 1 2 .55, 1 .97 1 2 .65 ,1 .97 1 2 . 65, .49
A P B 1 :=vec item n=4
P 3.05,.39 1 3. 05, 1 .57 1 3 .15 ,1 . 57 1 3 .15, . 39
API :=vec item n=4
P 3.55,.47 1 3. 55, 1 .89 1 3 .65 ,1 . 89 1 3 . 65, .47
O P P l :=vec item n=4
P 4.05,.30 1 4. 05, 1 .18 1 4 .15 ,1 .18 1 4 .15, . 30
EPB:=vec item n=6
P 0.50,1.48 1 0 . 50 ,0 .0 1 0 . 70 ,0 . 0 1 0 •70,1 .48
P 0.60,1.48 1 0 .60 ,0 .0;
E P L :=vec item n=6
P 1.00,1.77 1 1 .00 ,0 .0 1 1 .2, 0.0 1 1 .2 ,1.77
P 1.1,1.77 1 1 .1, 0.0;
F P L :=vec item n=6
P 1.5,2.0 1 1 .5 ,0.0 1 1 •7, 0.0 1 1 .7,2 •0
P 1.6,2.0 1 1 . 6 ,0.0;
F P B :=vec item n=6
P 2.00,0.89 1 2 .00 ,0 .0 1 2 .2, 0.0 1 2 .2 , .89
P 2.10,0.89 1 2 .10 ,0 .0;
APL:=vec item n=6
P 2.50,1.48 1 2 .50 ,0 .0 1 2 .70 ,0 .0 1 2 •70,1 .48
P 2.60,1.48 1 2 .60 ,0 .0;
A P B :=vec item n=6
P 3.00,1.18 1 3 .00 ,0 .0 1 3 .20 ,0 .0 1 3 •20, 1 .18
P 3.1,1.18 1 3 .10 ,0 .0;
AP :=vec item n= 6
P 3.50,1.42 1 3 . 50 ,0 .0 1 3 .70 ,0 .0 1 3 •70,1 .42
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p 3.60,1.42 1 
OPP:=vec item n=6
p 4. 00, .89 1 4 
p 4.10, .89 1 4 
crasc:=vec item n=23
p 4.7,0.00000 
p 4.5,0.00000 
p 4.5,0.39370 
p 4.5,0.78740 
p 4.5,1.18110 
p 4.5,1.57480 
p 4.5,1.96850 
p 4.5,2.36220 
p 4.5,2.75591 
p 4.5,3.14961 
p 4.5,3.54331
i I 
I I
E P B s u b := F :s u b c ;
E P L s u b := F :s u b c ;
F P L s u b := F :s u b c ; 
FPBsub:=F:subc;
A P L s u b := F :s u b c ;
A P B s u b := F :s u b c ;
A P s u b := F :s u b c ;
O P P s u b := F :s u b c ;
E P B n o r m := F : m u l ; 
E P L norm:=F:mul;
F P L n o r m := F : m u l ;
FP B n o r m := F : m u l ; 
A P L n o r m : = F : m u l ; 
A P B n o r m : = F : m u l ;
A P n o r m := F : m u l ;
O P P n o r m := F : m u l ;
E P B d i s : = F :s q r o o t ; 
E P L d i s := F :s q r o o t ;
FPLd i s := F :s q r o o t ; 
F P B d i s := F :s q r o o t ; 
A P L d i s : = F :s q r o o t ; 
A P B d i s := F :s q r o o t ;
A P d i s := F :s q r o o t ;
O P P d i s ;= F :s q r o o t ; 
l ooka t E P B d := F :p r i n t ; 
lookatEPLd:=F:print; 
l o o k a t F P L d := F :p r i n t ; 
looka t F P B d := F : p r i n t ; 
l o o k a t A P L d := F :p r i n t ; 
l ooka t A P B d := F : p r i n t ; 
l o o k atAPd:=F:print; 
l ooka t O P P d := F ;p r i n t ; 
E P B r e l := F ;s u b c ;
E P L r e l :=F rsubc;
F P L r e l := F :s u b c ;
F P B r e l := F :s u b c ;
A P L r e l := F :s u b c ; 
APBrel:=F:subc;
.60,0.0;
00,0.0 1 4.20,0.0 1 4.20,.89 
10,0.0;
4.7,3.93701 1 4.5,3.93701
4.7.0.00000
4.7.0.39370
4.7.0.78740 
4.7,1.18110 
4.7,1.57480 
4.7,1.96850 
4.7,2.36220 
4 .7, 2. 75591 
4.7,3.14961 
4.7,3.54331;
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•
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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A P r e l := F : s u b c ;
O P P r e l : = F :s u b c ;
E P B c o n t r o l := F : y v e c t o r ;
EPLcontrol:=F:yvector;
FPLco n t r o l := F :y v e c t o r ;
FPBcontrol:=F;yvector;
A P L c o n t r o l := F : y v e c t o r ;
A P B c o n t r o l := F : y v e c t o r ;
A P c o n t r o l := F : y v e c t o r ;
O P P c o n t r o l := F : y v e c t o r ;
[ ]
conn EPLsub<l>:<l>EPLnorra; 
conn EPLsub<l>:<2>EPLnorm; 
conn E P L n o r m < l > :< l > EPLdis; 
conn E P L d i s < l > :<1> lookatEPLd;
conn lookatEPLdCl>:<1>Pul_Ins_distance. E P L l e n ; 
conn E P L d i s C l >:<1>EPL r e l ; 
conn E P L r e K  1 > : <1 >EPLcontrol;
conn EPLcontrol<1 > : <1 >Symbol ic__Muscles . E P L trany;
I I
conn F P L s u b < l > ;<l>FPLnorm; 
conn FPLsub<l>:<2>FPLnorm; 
conn FPLnorm<l>:<1>FPLdis; 
conn F P L d i s C l >:<1>lookatFPLd;
conn lookatFPLd<l>:<l>Pul_Ins_distance.FPLlen; 
conn F P L d i s C l >:<1>FPL r e l ; 
conn F P L r e K  1 > : <1 >FPLcontrol;
conn FPLcontrol <1 > ; <1 >Symbol ic__Muscles . FPLtrany ;
I ]
[ EPB }
[ I
conn E P B s u b C l >:<1>EPBnorm; 
conn E P B s u b C l >:<2>EPBnorm; 
conn E P Bnorm<l>:<1>EPB d i s ; 
conn E P B d i s C l >:<l>lookatEPBd;
conn loo.katEPBd<l > : <1 >Pul_Ins_distance . E P B l e n ; 
conn E P B d i s < l >:<1>EPB r e l ; 
conn E P B r e K l  > : <1 >EPBcontrol;
conn E PBcontrol<1>:<1>S ymbolic_Muscles.E P B t r a n y ;
I 1
I FPB }
I I
conn FPBsub<l>:<l>FPBnorm; 
conn F P B s u b < l >:<2>FPBnorm; 
conn F P B n o r m < l > :<1>FPBdis; 
conn F P B d i s C l >:<1>looka t F P B d ;
conn lookatFPBd<l>;<l>Pul_Ins_distance.F P B l e n ; 
conn F P B d i s C l >:<1>FPB r e l ; 
conn F P B relCl>:<1> FPBcontrol;
conn F P B c o ntrolCl>:<1>S ymbolic_Muscles.F P B t r a n y ;
I I
I APL ]
I I
conn APLsub<l>:<l>APLnorm; 
conn A P L s u b C l >:<2>APLnorm; 
conn A P L n o r m C l >:<1>APL d i s ;
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conn A P L d i s < l >:<l>lookatAPLd;
conn lookatAPLdCl >: <1 >Pul__Ins_distance.A P L l e n ; 
conn A P L d i s < l >:<1>APLrel; 
conn A P L r e l < l > :<1> APLcontrol;
conn A P L c o n t r o K l  > : <1 >Symbolic_Muscles . APLtrany ;
n
[ APB ]
I 3
conn A P B s u b < l > :<l>APBnorm; 
conn A P B s u b < 1>:<2> A P B n o r m ; 
conn APB n o r m C l >:<1> A P B d i s ; 
conn A P B d i s < l > :<l>lookatAPBd;
conn lookatAPBd<l>:<l>Pul_Ins_distance.A P B l e n ; 
conn A P B d i s < l > :<l>APBrel; 
conn A P B r e l < l > :<1>APBcontrol;
conn A P B c o n t r o l < l > :<l>Symbolic_Muscles.APBtrany;
I 3 
I AP 3 
I 3
conn A P s u b < l >:<1>APnorm; 
conn A P s u b < l >:<2>APnorm; 
conn APnorrrKl > : <1 >APdis ; 
conn A P d i s < l >:<l>lookatAPd;
conn lookatAPdCl>:<1>Pul_Ins_distance.A P l e n ; 
conn A P d i s < l >:<1> A P r e l ; 
conn A P r e l < l > : <1>APcontrol;
conn A P c o n t r o l C l >:<1>Symbolic_Muscles.APtrany;
I 3 
I opp 3 
[ 3
conn OPPs u b < 1>:<1>OPPnorm; 
conn O P P s u b < l > :<2>0PPnorm; 
conn OPPnorm<l>:<1>OPP d i s ; 
conn O P P d i s < l > :<l>lookatOPPd;
conn lookatOPPd<l>:<1>Pul_Ins_distance.O P P l e n ; 
conn OPPdi s < l >:<1>OPP r e l ; 
conn O P P r e K l  > : <1 >OPPcontrol ;
conn O P P c o n t r o l < l > :<l>Symbolic Muscles.OPPtrany;
U
conn V e c M l < l > :<l>FPLsub; 
conn V e c M 2 < l > :<l>EPLsub; 
conn V e c M 3 _APB<l>:<1>APBsub; 
conn V e c M 3 _EPB<l>:<1>EPB s u b ; 
conn VecM3_FPB<l>:<l>FPBsub; 
conn V e c M 3 _ A P < l > :<1>APsub; 
conn VecM4_0PP<l>:<l>OPPsub; 
conn VecM4 A P L < 1 >:<l>APLsub;
I 3
send v 4 d ( - . 8 1 . 7 9 , 0 . 0 , 1 )  to <2>EPLsub; 
send v 4 d (-.2,-.59,.96,1) to <2>FPLsub; 
send v 4 d (-.21,-.63,-.19,1) to <2>EPBsub; 
send v 4 d (.32,.20,.73,1) to <2>FPBsub; 
send v 4 d ( . 3 5 , - 1 . 5 5 2 0 , 1 )  to <2>APLsub; 
send v 4 d (.29,-.66,-.85,1) to <2>APBsub; 
send v 4 d (-.98,1.29,.79,1) to <2>APsub; 
send v 4 d (.12,-.31,.51/1) to <2>OPPsub;
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send 4.62 to <2>EPLrel
send 4.35 to <2>FPLrel
send 3.12 to <2>EPBrel
send 2.38 to <2 >FPBrel
send 2.23 to <2>APLrel
send 3.32 to <2>APBrel
send 1.76 to <2>AP r e l ;
send 1.62 to <2>0PPrel;
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J
T E N D L I N E S .FUN ]
A simple structure and network which updates ]
tendon insertion points and appends them to pulley to]
insertion point vectors. ]
]
Thumb_Tendons:=Begin_S
EndPtcm:=set csm on then tendons; 
C o l o r T e n d o n s :=set color 120,.7;
Instance of F P L t ,E P L t ,A P B t ,E P B t ,F P B t ,
A P t ,O P P t ,A P L t ;
E n d _ s ;
]
FPLt : =vec item n=2
P -.20,-.59, .96
1 0.0,3.515,-.075;
EPLt : =vec item n=2
P -.81,-.79,0.0
1 0.0,3.520,-.365;
APBt : =vec item n=2
P .29,-.66,-.85
1 .417,2.364,-.436;
EPBt : =vec item n=2
P -.21,-.63,-.19
1 .044,2.299,-.663;
FPBt : =vec item n=2
P .32, .20, .73
1 -.341,2.304,-.212;
APt: =vec item n=2
P -. 98, 1 . 29, .79
1 .283,2.229,-.138;
OPPt : =vec item n=2
P .12,-.31, .51
1 .30,1.040,-.23;
APLt : =vec item n=2
P .35,-1.55,-.2
1 .26,.565,-.346;
end ]
conn V e c M l <1>:<las t > F P L t ; 
conn V e c M 2 <1>:<last > E P L t ; 
conn V e c M 3 _ a p b < l > :<last>APBt; 
conn V e c M 3 _ e p b < l > :< l a s t > E P B t ; 
conn V e c M 3 _ f p b < l >:<las t > F P B t ; 
conn V e c M 3 _ a p < l >:< l a s t > A P t ; 
conn V e c M 4 _ o p p < l >:< l a s t > O P P t ; 
conn V e c M 4 _ a p l < l >:< l a s t > A P L t ; 
send true to <last>FPLt; 
send true to <last>EPLt 
send true to <last>APBt 
send true to <last>EPBt 
send true to <last>FPBt; 
send true to <last>APt; 
send true to <last>OPPt; 
send true to <last>APLt;
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T E N D S E L .FUN ]
A function network and structure to enable picking 1
with the THUMB and diplay coordinates and names of ]
selected vectors. ]
P i c k t e x t :=Begin_s
Char scale .025;
V e c _ n a m e :=char .05,.9 'Vector name= '
Coords:=char .05,.85 'Coords= '
E n d _ S ;
Display Picktext;
Basic pick detection network j
P i c k d e t e c t := F :Edge_d e t e c t ;
P_Info:=F:Pickinfo;
C o o r d i n a t e s := F :p r i n t ;
VectorID:=F:print;
S Y N C m e s s a g e := F :s y n c (2);
conn T a b l e t i n < 2 > :<1>Pickdetect;
conn pickdetect<l>:<1> P i c k ;
conn Pi c k < l >:<1>P_I n f o ;
conn P_Info<3> : <1 C o o r d i n a t e s ;
conn P _ I n f o < 8 >:<1>VectorID;
conn Coordinates<1 > :<7>Picktext.Coords;
conn V e c t o rID<l>:<14>P i c k t e x t .V e c _ n a m e ;
conn Vec t o r I D < l > : <1>host_message;
conn Coordinates<l>:<1>host_message;
send true to <2>Pickdetect;
send true to <2>P i c k ;
SEND 0.0 TO <1>XVIEW SWITCH;
SEND 0.0 TO <1>YVIEW SWITCH;
SEND 0.0 TO <1>ZVIEW SWITCH;
SEND 0.0 TO <1>DOROPP;
SEND 0.0 TO <1>DORODP;
SEND -0.5 TO <2>XYTRAN SW;
SEND -1.0 TO <1>ZTR A N S ;
SEND 0.5 TO <1>D0SCALE1;
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M E N U S E L .FUN
A network for menu definition and selection
I I
Menul:=Begin s
Char scale .025;
msella =char .025,-.85 1 ENTER' ;
msellb =char .025,-.91 'PATIENT';
msellc =char .025,-.97 'D A T A ';
msel2a =char .275,-.85 'PERFORM';
msel2b =char .275,-.91 'TENDON';
msel2c =char .275,-.97 ’T R A N S F E R ’;
msel3a = char .525,-.85 'DISPLAY';
msel3b =char .525,-.91 'MOMENT';
msel3c =char .525,-.97 ' A R M S ';
msel4a = char .775,-.85 'TRANSFER';
msel4b = char .775,-.91 ’R E S U L T S ';
msel4c =char .775,-.97 'SUMMARY';
men color:=set color 0, 1 applied to Menubox;
End s ;
Menubox:=Vec item n=ll
p 0.0,--1.0 1 1.0,-1. 1 1.0,-0.8
1 0.0,--0.8 1 0 . 0 , -1.0 p 0.25,-0.8
1 0.25 r — 1. 0 p .5,-.8 1 .5,-1.
P .75,--.8 1 .75,-1.;
I ! 
I I 
I
I
II
Di
Me
I ]
Display Menul;
Menu selection network
splay Menu_sel; 
n u _ s e l :=Begin_s
Char scale .025;
Char 0.30,-.78 'Menu Choice 
ID:=char 0.70,-.78 ' ';
E n d _ S ;
Variable Tab_XY;
M S _ S t a r t := F :B r o u t e c ;
M S _ F e t c h := F :F e t c h ;
M S _ P a r t s := F ;Parts ;
M S _ Y c h e c k := F :L t c ;
M S _ X p a s s := F :Broutec ;
M S _ Y p a s s := F r B r o u t e c ;
M S _ X a d d c := F r a d d c ;
M S _ Y c h e c k 2 := F :L t c ;
M S _ X m u l c := F : m u l c ;
M S _ n o t := F :n o t ;
M S _ X n o r m := F :c e i l i n g ;
M S _ T o p := F :B r o u t e c ;
M S _ B o t t o m : = F :Broutec ;
M S _ N u m b e r := F :add ;
M S _ P r i n t :=F:print ;
X s y n c := F :s y n c (2);
Choice to h o s t := F :Inputs choose(5);
conn tabletinCl>:<l>Tab X Y ;
conn tabletin<4>:<1> M S_Start; 
conn M S_Start<l>:< l>MS_Fetch; 
conn M S_Fetch<l>:<1> M S_Parts; 
conn M S_Parts<l>:<2>Xsync; 
conn MS__Parts<2> : <1>MS_Ycheck; 
conn MS_Ycheck<l>:<1> X s y n c ; 
conn X s y n c C l >:<1>MS_Xpass; 
conn X s y n c < 2 > :<2>MS_Xpass; 
conn M S_Ycheck<l>:<1>MS _ Y p a s s ; 
conn M S _ P a r t s < 2 > :<2>MS_Ypass; 
conn M S_Xpass<l>:<1> M S _Xaddc; 
conn MS_Ypass<l>:<1>MS_Ycheck2; 
conn MS__Xaddc<l >: <1 >MS_Xmulc ; 
conn MS_Yc h e c k 2 < l > :< l >MS_Not; 
conn MS_Xm u l c < l >:<1>MS _ X n o r m ; 
conn MS__Not< 1 > : < 1 >MS__Top; 
conn M S _ Y c heck2<l>:<1>MS_Bottom; 
conn MS_Xnorm<l>:<1> M S_Number; 
conn MS__Top<l > : <2>MS_Number ; 
conn MS_Bottom<l>:<2>MS_Number; 
conn MS_Num b e r < l >:<5>Choice_to_host 
conn Choice_to_host<l>:<1>MS _ p r i n t ; 
conn M S _Print<l>:<1>Menu_sel.ID; 
conn MS_Print<l>:<1>Host_message;
send 'Tab_XY' to <2>MS_Fetch;
send 'aything' to <2>MS_Start;
send -.8 to <2>MS_Ycheck;
send 0 to <2>MS_Xaddc;
send -1.0 to <2>MS_Ycheck2;
send 4 to <2>MS_Xmulc;
send fix(0) to <2>MS_Top;
send fix(4) to <2>MS_Bottom;
send 'ENTERD' to <1>Choice_to_host;
send ' TTRANS ' to <2 >Choice_to__host;
send 'MAGRAP' to <3>Choice_to_host;
send 'SUMMAR' to <4>Choice to host;
MOMANIMAT.FUN
DISPLAY MOMVIEW1;
DISPLAY MOMVIEW2;
DISPLAY M O M V I E W 3 ; 
display ma_char;
M O M V I E W 1 :=BEGIN_S
FIELD_OF_VIEW 30 
FRONT BOUNDARY= 12 
BACK BOUNDARY = 14;
LOOK AT 0,0,0 FROM 0,0,-13;
VIEWPORT H O R I Z O N T A L = - l :0
VERTICAL=— 1:0 INTEN=.7:1;
VI : =INST OF MOMENT_VIEW;
E N D _ S ;
M O M V I E W 2 :=BEGIN_S
FIELD_OF_VIEW 30 
FRONT BOUNDARY = 12 
BACK BOUNDARY = 14;
LOOK AT 0,0,0 FROM 0,13,0;
VIEWPORT HORIZONTAL=— 1:0
V E R T I C A L = 0 :1 INTEN=.7:1;
V 2 :=INSTANCE OF M O M E N T _ V I E W ;
E N D _ S ;
M O M V I E W 3 :=BEGIN_S
FIELD_OF_VIEW 30 
FRONT BOUNDARY= 12 
BACK BOUNDARY = 14;
LOOK AT 0,0,0 FROM 13,0,0;
VIEWPORT H O R I Z O N T A L = 0 :1
V E R T I C A L = 0 :1 INTEN=.7:1;
V3 : =INSTANCE OF MOMENT_VI'EW;
E N D _ S ;
MOMENT_VIEW:=BEGIN_S
T R A N Z :=TRAN BY 0,0,0;
S C A L E := SCALE BY 1;
R O T A T E := ROT IN X 0;
P A L :=INSTANCE OF P A L M J S ;
M O M N T :=INSTANCE OF MOMENT;
E N D _ S ;
M a _ c h a r :=Beg in_s
window x=-l;l y=-l:l; 
viewport h o r i z o n t a l = 0 :1 
vertical =0:-l; 
character size .06;
MA_csm:=set csra on then MAn;
e n d _ s ;
MAn:=inst of F P L c c ,E P L c c ,A P B c c ,E P B c c ,F P B c c ,
A P c c ,O P P c c ,A P L c c ,T R A c c ,R E L c ,TMOcc 
FPLcc;=set color 0,1 then FPLc;
EPLcc:=set color 45,1 then EPLc;
APBcc:=set color 90,1 then APBc;
EPBcc:=set color 135,1 then EPBc;
FPBcc:=set color 180,1 then FPBc;
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APcc:=set color 225,1 then APc; 
OPPcc:=set color 270,1 then OPPc; 
APLcc:=set color 315,1 then APLc; 
TRAcc:=set color 248,1 then T R A c ; 
TMOcc:=set color 120,1 then TMOc;
I ]
F P L c :=characters 
E P L c :=characters 
A P B c :=characters 
E P B c :=characters 
F P B c :^characters 
A P c :=characters , 
O P P c :=characters 
A P L c :=characters 
TRAc:=characters 
R E L c :=characters 
T M O c :=characters
.8 'FPL 
.65 'EPL 
-.25 'APB ';
.35 'EPB ’ ;
.20 'FPB ’;
05 'AP
-.10 'OPP ';
.5 'APL ';
-.4 'Transfer’;
-.55 'Rel Moments'; 
-.7 'Total M o m e n t ’;
I ] 
I I
I I
I
I
I I
P A L M _ S :=BEGIN_S
ROT IN X 38;
ROT IN Z 48;
ROT IN Y -80; 
tran by -.4,-.4,-.4;
Y P A L M :=SET COLOR 6 0,1 THEN PALM; 
END_S;
An animation sequence for the moment 
arm and moment summary.
M o m e n t :=Begin_s 
LOD:=set 
if level= 
if level= 
if level= 
if level = 
if level= 
if level= 
if level = 
if level = 
if level = 
if level = 
if level = 
if level= 
if level = 
if level= 
if level= 
if level = 
if level = 
if level= 
if level = 
if level= 
E n d _ s ;
M o m s l :=beg in_s
c s m :=set
level_of_detail 
0 then momsl 
moms 2 
moms 3 
moms 4 
moms 5 
moms 6 
moms 7 
moms 8 
moms 9 
m o m s l 0; 
m o m s l 1
to 10;
1
2
3
:4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
a 6
17
18 
19
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
m o m s l 2 
m o m s l 3 
m o m s l 4 
m o m s l 5 
m o m s l 6 
m o m s l 7 
m o m s l 8 
m o m s 19 
m o m s 20
csm on then armsl;
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of m o m O l ,t o t O l ;
End_s;
Moms 2:=beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then arms2 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom02,tot02;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 3:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then arms3 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom03,tot03;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 4 :=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then arms4 
o f f s e t :=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom04,tot04;
E n d _ s ;
Moms 5:=beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then arms5 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom05,tot05;
E n d _ s ;
Moms 6:=beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then arms6 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom06,tot06;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 7 :=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then arms7 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom07,tot07;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 8 :=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then arms8 
o f f s e t :=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom08,tot08;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 9 :=beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then arms9 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom09,tot09;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 10:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml0,totl0;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 11:=Beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of momll,totll;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 12:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0;
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
o
i
2
a r m s l : 
a r m s 2 : 
a r m s 3 : 
a r m s 4 : 
a r m s S : 
a r m s 6 : 
a r m s 7 :
moms:=inst of moml2,totl2;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 13:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl3; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml3,totl3;
E n d _ s ;
Mo m s l 4:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl4; 
o f f s e t :=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml4,totl4;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 15:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl5; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml5,totl5;
E n d _ s ;
Momsl6:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl6; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml6,totl6;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 17:=beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl7; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml7,totl7;
E n d _ s ;
M o m s 18:=beg i n_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl8; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml8,totl8;
E n d _ s ;
Momsl9:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then armsl9; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of moml9,totl9;
E n d _ s ;
Mo m s 20:=begin_s
csm:=set csm on then arms20; 
offset:=tran by 0,.1,0; 
moms:=inst of mom20,tot20;
E n d _ s ;
=inst of F P L C 0 1 ,E P L C 0 1 ,A P B C 0 1 ,E P B C 0 1 ,FPBC01 
A P C 01,O P P C 01,A P L C 01,T R A C 01;
=inst of F P L C 0 2 ,E P L C 0 2 ,APBC02,EPBC02,FPBC02 
A P C 02,O P P C 02,A P L C 0 2,T R A C 0 2;
=inst of F P L C 0 3 ,EPLC03,APBC03,EPBC03,FPBC03 
APC0 3,O P P C 0 3,A P L C 0 3 ,T R A C 0 3;
=inst of F P L C 0 4 ,E P L C 0 4 ,A P B C 0 4 /E P B C 0 4 ,FPBC04 
A P C 04,O P P C 04,A P L C 04,T R A C 04;
=inst of F P L C 0 5 ,E P L C 0 5 ,A P B C 0 5 ,E P B C 0 5 ,FPBC05 
A P C 0 5 ,O P P C 05,A P L C 0 5 ,T R A C 05;
=inst of FPLC06,EPLC06,APBC06,EPBC06,FPBC06 
A P C 06,O P P C 06,A P L C 0 6,T R A C 06;
=inst of F P L C 0 7 ,E P L C 0 7 ,APBC07,EPBC07,FPBC07 
A P C 07,O P P C 07,A P L C 07,T R A C 07;
a r m s 8 :=inst of FPLC0 8 ,EPLC08,APBC08,E P B C 0 8 ,F P B C 0 8 , 
A P C 0 8 ,O P P C 0 8 ,A P L C 08,T RAC08; 
arms9: = inst of F P L C 0 9 ,EP L C 0 9 ,A P B C 0 9 ,E P B C O 9,F P B C 0 9 , 
A P C 0 9 ,O P P C 0 9 ,A P L C 0 9 ,T RAC09; 
a r m s l O :=inst of F P L C 1 0,E P L C 1 0 ,A P B C 1 0,EPBC10,F PBC10 
A P C 1 0,OPP C 10,A P L C 1 0,T RAC10; 
ar m s l 1:=inst of F P L C 1 1 ,E P L C 1 1 ,A P B C 1 1 ,E PBC11,F PBC11 
A P C 1 1,OPPCll,APLC11,TRACI1; 
armsl2:=inst of F P L C 1 2 ,EP L C 1 2 ,A P B C 1 2,E P B C 1 2 ,F P B C 1 2 
A P C 1 2,O P P C 1 2,A P L C 1 2,TRACI 2; 
ar m s l 3:=inst of F P L C 1 3,EPLC13,A P B C 1 3,E P B C 1 3,F PBC13 
A PC 1 3,O PPC13,A P L C 1 3 ,TRACI 3; 
a r m s l 4:=inst of F P L C 1 4 ,EPLC14,A P B C 1 4 ,EPBC14,FPBC14 
A P C 1 4 , O P P C 1 4 ,A P L C 1 4 ,T RAC14; 
a r m s l 5:=inst of F P L C 1 5,EPLC15,A P B C 1 5,EPBC15,FPBC15 
A P C 1 5,O P P C 1 5,A P L C 15,TRACI 5; 
a r m s l 6:=inst of F P L C 1 6,EPLC16,A P B C 1 6,E P B C 1 6,F PBC16 
A PC 1 6,O P P C 1 6,A P L C 1 6,TRACI 6; 
a r m s l 7:=inst of F P L C 1 7,EPLC17,A P B C 1 7 ,EPBC17,FPBC17 
A P C 1 7,OPPC17,A P L C 1 7,TRACI 7; 
a r m s l 8:=inst of F P L C 1 8,E P L C 1 8 ,A P B C 1 8,E P B C 1 8 ,FPBC18 
A P C 18,O P P C 18,A P L C 18,T RAC18; 
armsl9:=inst of F P L C 1 9,EPLC19,A P B C 1 9,EPBC19,F PBC19 
A P C 19,O P P C 19,A P L C 19,TRACI 9; 
a r m s 2 0 :=inst of F P L C 2 0 ,E P L C 2 0 ,A P B C 2 0 ,E P B C 2 0 ,FPBC20 
A P C 20,O P P C 20,A P L C 20,T R A C 20;
totOl : = set color 120,.8 then TM01
tot02 : =set color 120,.8 then TM02
tot03 : =set color 120,.8 then TM0 3
tot04 : =set color 120, .8 then TM04
tot05 : =set color 120,.8 then TM05
tot06 : =set color 120,.8 then TM06
tot07 : =set color 120,.8 then TM0 7
tot08 : =set color 120, .8 then TM08
tot09 : =set color 120,.8 then TM0 9
totlO : =set color 120,.8 then TM10
totl 1 : =set color 120, .8 then TM11
totl2 : =set color 120,.8 then T M 1 2
totl 3 : =set color 120,.8 then TM1 3
totl4 : =set color 120, .8 then T M 1 4
totl 5 : =set color 120,.8 then TM1 5
totl6 : =set color 120,.8 then TM1 6
totl 7 : =set color 120,.8 then T M 1 7
totl8 : =set color 120, .8 then TMl 8
totl 9 : =set color 120, .8 then TMl 9
tot20 : =set color 120, .8 then TM20
I I
I Timing network ]
I I
T i m e r := F :C L C S E C O N D S ;
Modulo:=F:MODC;
I I
connect t i m e r < 2 > :<l>Modulo; 
connect m o d u l o < l >:< 5 > Timer; 
connect M o d u l o < l >:<1> M o m e n t .LOD;
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send fix(10) to <l>timer; [update every l/10th s]
send fix(l) to <2>timer;
send false to <3>timer;
send fix(l) to <4>timer;
send fix(0) to <5>timer;
send true to <6>timer; [false to turn timer off 3 
send fix(20) to <2>modulo;
[ ]
[ Viewing control ]
[ function network 3
[ 3
X R O := F :X R O T A T E ;
Y R O := F :Y R O T A T E ;
Z R O := F :Z R O T A T E ;
X S C A L E := F :M U L C ;
Y S C A L E := F :M U L C ;
Z S C A L E := F :M U L C ;
AL L R O T : = F : C M U L ;
INITR0:=F:XROTATE;
D O S C A L E 1 := F :D S C A L E ;
DOTRANZ : = F .-ACCUMULATE;
Z T R A N S := F:ZVECTOR;
X T R A N S := F :X V E C T O R ;
Y T R A N S := FrYVECTOR;
CONNECT DIALS <1>:<1>XSCALE ;
CONNECT D IALS<2>:<1>Y S C A L E ;
CONNECT D I A L S < 3 > :<1>ZSCALE;
CONN X S C A L E <1>:<1> X R O ;
CONN Y S C A L E <1>:<1> Y R O ;
CONN ZSCALE<1>:<1>Z R O ;
CONN X R 0 < 1 > :<2>ALLROT;
CONN Y R O < 1 > : < 2 >ALL R O T ;
CONN ZRO<1>:<2 >ALL R O T ;
CONN I N I T R 0 < 1 >:<1> A L L R O T ;
CONN A L L R 0 T < 1 >:<1> A L L R O T ;
CONN A L L R O T <1>:<1>MO M E N T _ V I E W .R O T A T E ;
CONNECT D I A L S < 6 > :<1>D O S C A L E l ;
CONNECT D O S C A L E l <1>:<1>MO M E N T _ V I E W .S C A L E ;
CONNECT D I A L S < 7 > :<1>Z T R A N S ;
CONNECT D I A L S <4 >:<1> X T R A N S ;
CONNECT D I A L S < 8 > :<1>Y T R A N S ;
CONNECT ZT R A N S <1>:<1>D O T R A N Z ;
CONN XTRANS <1>:<1>DOTRAN Z ;
CONN Y T R A N S <1>:<1>D O T R A N Z ;
CONNECT DOTRANZ<1>:<1>MOMENT VIEW.TRANZ;
SEND 0 TO <1> IN I T R O ;
SEND 0 TO <2 > D O S C A L E l ;
SEND 1 TO <3> D O S C A L E l ;
SEND 0 TO <1> XSCALE;
SEND 0 TO <1> YSCALE;
SEND 0 TO <1> Z S C A L E ;
SEND 180. TO <2> XSCALE;
SEND 180. TO <2> YSCALE;
SEND 180. TO <2> Z S C A L E ;
SEND V3D(0 ,0, 0) TO <2> DOTRANZ
SEND 'ROT X' TO <1> D L A B E L 1 ;
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SEND 'ROT Y ' 
SEND 'ROT Z' 
SEND 'TRANZ' 
SEND 'TRANX' 
SEND ’T R A N Y ’ 
SEND 'SCALE'
TO <1> DLABEL2 
TO <1> DLABEL3 
TO <1> DLABEL7 
TO <1> DLABEL4 
TO <1> DLABEL8 
TO <1> DLABEL6 [ end I
M A D I S P L A Y .FUN
A DISPLAY STRUCTURE and network 
to provide a dynamic moment arm symbol during 
thumb motion.
dummy:=scale by .2,.2,.2 then view_aid; 
V i e w _ a i d :=translate 0,.04,.23 then tea; 
tca:=scale by 1.0,4.4,.6 then tmp2; 
t m p 2 ;=translate 0,.5,0 then tchar; 
t c h a r :=instance of RECS O L , s i d e s ; 
M o m e n t _ a r m s :=set csm on then M o m _ a r m s ; 
M o m _ a r m s :=instance of F P L a ,E P L a ,A P B a ,
E P B a ,F P B a ,A P a ,O P P a ,APLa 
F P L a ;=SET COLOR 0,1 THEN FPL_MA;
E P L a ;=SET COLOR 4 5,1 THEN EPL_MA;
A P B a :=SET COLOR 90,1 THEN A P B _ M A ;
E P B a :=SET COLOR 135,1 THEN EPB_MA;
F P B a :=SET COLOR 18 0,1 THEN FPB_MA;
A P a :=SET COLOR 225,1 THEN A P _ M A ;
O P P a :=SET COLOR 270,1 THEN OPP_MA;
A P L a :=SET COLOR 315,1 THEN APL_MA;
display Ma_char;
S i d e s ;=Begin_s
character size .2;
d o r s a l :=translate by .l,-.4,-.5 then dorsl2; 
r a d i a l ;=translate by .5,-.4,.l then radl2; 
v o l a r :=translate by -.l,-.4,.5 then voll2; 
u l n a r :=translate by -.5,-.4,-.l then ulnl2; 
E n d _ s ;
d o r s l 2 :=scale by 1.5,.5,1 then dorsl; 
radl2:= scale by 1.0,.5,1.5 then radl ;
voll2:= scale by 1.5,.5,1 then voll ;
ulnl2:= scale by 1.0,.5,1.5 then u l n l ;
dorsl:=Rot in z 90 then dors;
radl:=Rot in z 90 then rada; 
rada:=rot in x -90 then rad; 
voll:=rot in z 90 then vola; 
vola:=rot in x -180 then vol; 
ulnl:=rot in y -270 then ulna; 
ulna:=rot in z 90 then uln;
M a _ c h a r :=Beg i n_s
window x = - l :1 y=-l:l; 
viewport h o r i z o n t a l = 0 :1 
vertical =0:-l; 
character size .05;
MA_csm:=set csm on then MA_names;
e n d _ s ;
M A _ n a m e s ;=instance of F P L c c ,E P L c c , A P B c c ,
E P B c c ,F P B c c ,A P c c ,O P P c c ,A P L c c ; 
FPLcc:=set color 0,1 then FPLc;
EPLcc:=set color 45,1 then EPLc;
APBcc:=set color 90,1 then APBc;
EPBcc:=set color 135,1 then EPBc;
FPBcc:=set color 180,1 then FPBc;
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APcc:=set color 225,1 then APc; 
OPPcc:=set color 270,1 then OPPc; 
APLcc:=set color 315,1 then APLc;
I I
FPLc:=characters .5,.8 'FPL ';
EPLc;=characters .5,.65 'EPL ';
A P B c :=characters .5,-.25 ’APB ';
EPBc:=characters .5,.35 'EPB ';
FPBc:=characters .5,.20 1FPB ';
A P c :=characters .5,.05 'AP ';
O P P c :=characters .5,-.10 'OPP 
A P L c :=characters .5,.5 'APL
I I
I I
I I
RECSOL:=vec item n=16
p .5,-.5,-.5 1 .5,-.5,.5 1 -.5,-.5,.5 
1 — .5, — .5, — .5 1 .5, — .5, — .5 1 .5,.5, — .5 
1 .5,.5,.5 1 -.5,.5,.5 1 -.5,.5,-.5 
1 .5,.5,-.5 p .5,.5,.5 1 .5,-.5,.5 
p — .5, — .5,.5 1 — .5,.5,.5 p — .5,.5, — .5 
1 -.5,-.5,-.5;
d o r s :=characters 0,0 'Dorsal'; 
r a d :=characters 0,0 'Radial’; 
v o l :=characters 0,0 'Volar'; 
u l n :=characters 0,0 'Ulnar';
n
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MATOHOST.FUN 3
This network defines the functions ]
required by the moment arm subroutine to }
read revised insert points. ]
print_fpl4d:=F:PRINT;
P _ E P L 4 d := F :p r i n t ;
P _ A P B 4 d := F : p r i n t ;
P _ E P B 4 d := F :pri n t ;
P _ F P B 4 d := F :p r i n t ;
P _ A P 4 d := F : p r i n t ;
P _ O P P 4 d := F :p r i n t ;
P _ A P L 4 d := F :pr i n t ;
T E N D _ c h o o s e := F :Inputs_choose(10);
connections from TRANSMON.FUN to this network ]
conn V e c M l <1>:<1>print_FPL4d; 
conn V e c M 2 < l >;<1>P_EPL4d; 
conn VecM3_ a p b < l >;<1> P _ APB4d; 
conn V ecM3_epb<l>:<1> P _ EPB4d; 
conn VecM3_ f p b < l >:<1> P _ FPB4d; 
conn VecM3 _ a p < l >;<1> P _ A P 4 d ; 
conn V ecM4_opp<l>;<1>P_OPP4d; 
conn VecM4_ a p l < l >;<1> P _ A P L 4 d ;
conn print_fpl4d<l>:<1>TEND_choose; 
conn P _EPL4d<l>:<2>TEND_choose; 
conn P_APB4d<l>:<3>TEND_choose; 
conn P_EPB4d<l>:<4>TEND_choose; 
conn P_FPB4d<1>:<5>TEND_choose; 
conn P _ A P 4 d < l >:<6>TEND_choose; 
conn P_OP P 4 d < l > ;<7>TEND_choose; 
conn P _ A P L 4 d < l > :<8> T E N D _choose;
NOTE: host prog must toggle input <9> ]
of TEND choose for desired insertion point.]
conn TEND choose<l>:<1>Host message;
MATRANS.FUN
Transfer Moment Arm Data and Network
Trancc:=set color 248,1 then Trane;
T r a n e :=characters .4,-.4 'TRANS 
Include Trance in MA_names;
T e n d T _ m a :=set color 248,1 then TRANS_MA; 
include TendT_ma in Mom_arms;
P _ t r a n s f e r := F :PRINT;
conn vec_Transf er<l > : <1 >P__transf e r ;
conn P_transfer<l>:<9>TEND _ c h o o s e ;
TRANSFER.FUN
Data structure and function network for a 
tendon transfer symbol, label, and muscle 
length (relative to resting length) display
Transfer_muscle:=Begin_s
window x=0:5 y=0:5;
VIEWPORT H 0 R = - 1 :0 VERT=0:1; 
Character size . 1;
T r a n s f e r _ I d e n t :=characters
3.75.2.756 'F D S M _ ' ; 
Tr a n s _ c o l o r :=set color 248,1; 
RESTING_length:=characters
4.5.2.756 '7.00'; 
Tr a n s f e r _ m o t i o n :=tran by 0,0,0 then
TransT__char
Instance of TransT_base;
E n d _ s ;
T r a n s T _ c h a r :=begin_s
T r a n s f e r _ l e n g t h :=characters
4.5,2.756 '7.00'; 
TT:=instance of TransT;
E n d _ s ;
T r a n s T _ b a s e := vec item n=6
p 4 . 2, 2.067 1 4.2,0.0 1 4.4 ,0.0 
1 4.4,2.067 p 4.3,2.067 1 4 .3,0.0; 
TransT:=vec item n=4
p 4.25,0.689 1 4.25,2.756 
1 4 . 35, 2.756 1 4 .35, .689;
display T r a n s f e r _ m u s c l e ;
Tendon transfer symbol control network
V e c _ t r a n s f e r := F :CMUL;
T r a n s f _ s u b := F :S U B C ;
T r a n s f _ n o r m := F : M U L ;
Transf d i s := F : S Q R O O T ;
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Tra n s _ r e l := F :S U B C ;
T r a n s _ c o n t r o l : = F :YVECTOR;
Tr a n s _ f i b r _ l e n := F :A D D C ;
Trans_mtrccnvrt:=F:MULC;
TransFL p r i n t := F :P R I N T ;
£ I
conn V e c _transfer<l>:<1>Transf_sub; 
conn T r a n s f _ s u b < l > :<l>Transf_norm; 
conn Transf_sub<l>:<2>Transf_norm; 
conn T r a n sf_norm<l>:<1>T r a n s f _ d i s ; 
conn Transf_dis<l>:<1> T rans_rel; 
conn Trans_re.l<l > : <1 >Trans_ c o n t r o l ; 
conn trans_rel<l>:<1>Trans_fibr_len; 
conn Trans_control<l>:<1>Transfer_muscle.Transfer_motion; 
conn Trans_f ibr_len<l>:<1>Trans_mtrccnvrt; 
conn Trans_mtrccnvrt<l>:<1>TransF L _ p r i n t ; 
conn TransFL_print<l>:< substitute>TransT_char.T r a n s f e r_length;
£ J
£ for connection from TRANSMON ]
I I
T r a n s T r a n s _ s e l := F :I N P U TS_CHOOSE(4);
t r a n s u p := F :C O N S T A N T ;
conn m o d e l >:<1>transup;
conn transup<l>:<4> T r a n s T rans_sel;
conn M M 1 <1>:<1>TransTrans_sel;
conn M M 3 A < 1 >:<2> T r ansTrans_sel;
conn MM5 A C 1 >:<3>TransTrans_sel;
conn TransTrans_sel<l> : < 2 >Vec_transfer;
I I
[ initial conditions ]
I I
send V 4 D ( - 1 .0,0.5,1.5,1) to <2>Transf_sub;[pulley pt]
[ send V 4 D ( 0.0,0.5,0.25,1) to <1> V e c _transfer][insert ptj
send 2.0 to <2>Trans_rel; [ WAG for P-I at rest]
send 2.756 to < 2 > T r a ns_fibr_len;[FDSM,FDSL rst fbr len] 
send 2.54 to <2>Trans_mtrccnvrt;
[ ]
[ Transfer tendon line of action ]
[ ]
T r a n s f e r _ t e n d o n :=Begin_s
Color_T:=set color 248,1;
T r n _ t : = instance of Trans_ten;
End_s ;
[ T r a n s _ t e n :=vec item n= ]
£ P -1.0,0.5,1.5 ]
[ L 0.0,2.5,.25 ]
£ ]
conn Vec_Tra n s f e r < l >:<last>Trans_ten; 
send true to < l a st>Trans_ten;
£ ]
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11 
I I
I To change the color of the transfer
[ tendon send color code to <l>Transfer tendon.Color t 
[ ]
This completes the PS300 listings.
APPENDIX D 
P S 300 COMMAND AND FUNCTION SUMMARY
This appendix includes a categorical breakdown 
Evans and Sutherland PS300 display structure 
language and function network definitions. It is 
from Appendix A of the PS300 User's Manual.
of the 
command 
copied
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PS 300 COMMAND AND FUNCTION SUMMARY
In the commands t h a t  fol low:
Commands which are a m ix tu re  of upper -case  and lower-case let ters  
( I N I T i a l i z e ,  REMove P R Ef ix ,  Field Of_View)  have both a short  form 
c I N I T ,  REM PRE, FOV)  and a long ' form ( I N I T I A L I Z E ,  REMOVE PR E F IX ,  
F IE L D _ O F _ V I E W ) .
Words which are all lower-case let ters  are parameters .  Acceptable  
values f o r  a g iven  parameter  are described in the a p p ro p r ia te  chapters  
of this manual .
Clauses in [square  brac ke ts ]  are opt ional;  all o th e r  clauses are  
requi  r e d .
A semi-colon is re q u i red  at the end of e v e r y  command.
I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  COMMANDS  
INIT i a l i z e ;
INITialize CONNections; 
INITialize DISPlay; 
INITialize NAMES; 
INITialize UNITS;
NAMES A N D  U N I T S
name := nil;
EORget name;
FORget (unit_name); 
DELete name;
DISPlay name;
REMove name;
NAMES A N D  U N I T S  ( c o n t . )
DEFine m (unit_name) TO_BE n 
DEFine m (unit_name) TO_BE n
[internal_unit 
(uni t _ n a m e ^ );
DEFine ()ANGLE TO BE n (unit_name); 
DEFine ( )XY2 TO BE n (unit_name);
DEFine ()X TO BE n (unit_name)
DEFine ()Y TO BE n (unit_name)
DEFine ()Z TO BE n (unit_name)
REPORT m AS n;
COMMAND CONTROL AND STATUS
BEGIN
command; 
c o m m a n d ;
command;
END;
COMmand STATus; 
!RESET
MODELING
name := VECtor_Iist [options] N=n vectors; 
name2 := COPY namel [START =] i [,] [COUNT=
N O TE
I f  the .op t io na l  clause START= is used,  the  
opt ional  clause COUNT= must  also be used (and 
v ice  ve rsa )  .
SEND number*mode TO <i> name; 
SEND VL (namel) TO <i> n a m e 2 ;
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name : 
name :
name :
name
name :
= WITH PATtern pattern_spec LENgth r (V E C t o r _ l i s t );
= POLYnomial [O R D E R = i ]
[COEFFICIENTS=] X., Y., Z.
X i-1' Y i-1' V l
X 0' Y 0' 2 0
CHORDS=q;
RATIonal POLYnomial [O R D E R = i ]
[C O E F F I C I E N T S = ) X., Y., Z., W.
l 1 l ' 1
X i-1' Y i-1' Z i-1' W i-1
Y  V  *7 W
A 0 ' O' "O' c
CKORDS=q;
BSpline ORDER=k 
[OPEN/CLOSED]
[NONPERIodi c / ? E R I o d i c ]
[N=n]
[VERTICES =] x 1# , z,
X 2' y 2 ' Z 2
xn' y2' zn
[KNOTS = t 2 , t2 , . . . , t. ]
CHORDS = q;
RATIonal BSpline ORDER=k 
[OPEN/CLOSED]
[N O N P E R I o d i c / P E R I c d i c ]
[ N=n ]
[VERTICES =] x., , y x , z 2 , w 1
x2 ' y 2 ' z2 ' W 2
x , y , z , w n Jn n n
KNOTS = t 2> t2 .......... t ]
CHORDS = q;
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name := CHARacters [x , y [ , z ] ][STEP dx,dy] 'string';
name := character FONT name^ [APPLied tc narne^ ) ;
name := STANdard FONT [APPLied to name^];
name := BEGIN_Font
[C [0]: N=n (itemized 2D vectors);]
[C [i ]; N=n (itemized 2D vectors);]
[C [12 7]: N=n (itemized 2D v e c t o r s ) ;] 
E N D _ F o n t ;
NOTE
In the  BEGIN_FONT command, the  square  b rackets  
a round  the  numbers in the opt ional  clauses are 
requ i r e d .
name := LABELS x,y,z 'string'
x ,y „z 'string1;
MODELING TRANSFORMATIONS
name ; = TRANslate by t x , t y [, t z ] [APPLi ed to name^
name • = ROTate in [X] angle [APPLied to n a m e ^ ];
name ; = ROTate in [Y] angle [APPLied to name^ ] ;
name ; = ROTate in [Z] angle [APPLied to n a m e , ];
name : = SCALE by s (APPLied to name., ];
name : = SCALE by sx,sy[,sz] [APPLied to name ^ ];
name . — Matrix_3X3 m i l ,m l 2 ,ml3
m21, m2 2 , m2 3
m 31 ,m 3 2 ,m 3 3  [ A B P L i e d  t o  n a m e ^ ] ;  
NOTE
The  s h o r t  form of Ma t r i x_3X3  is M3X3.
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CHARACTER TRANSFORMATIONS
name := CHARacter SIZE s [APPLied to n a m e ^ ];
name := CHARacter SCAle s [APPLied to n a m e ^ ];
name := CHARacter SCAle sx, sy [APPLied to name^l;
name := CHARacter ROTate angle [APPLied to name^];
name := Matrix_2X2 m l l /ml2
m21,m22 [APPLied to name^ J;
NOTE
The s h o r t  form of Matr i x_2X2 is M2X2.
name := SET CHARacters WORLD_oriented [APPLied to name^];
name := SET CHARacters SCREEN_oriented [APPLied to name^];
name := SET CHARacters SCREEN_oriented/FIXED
[Applied to n a m e ^ ];
PICKING A T T R IB U T E S
name := SET PICKing switch [APPLied to n a m e j  ;
name := SET PICKing LOCation = x,y s i z e _ x ,size_y
[APPLied to n a n e ^ ] ;
name := SET PICKing IDentifier = n a m e 1 [APPLied to n a m e ^ ];
TRANSFORMED DATA R E T R IE V A L
name := XFORM VECtor [APPLied to name^];
name : = XFORM MATRIX [APPLied to n a m e 1 ];
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VIEWPORT SPECIFICATION
name := VIEWport KORizontal = hmin:hmax
VERTical = vanin:vmax
(INTENsity =imin:imaxl [APPLied to name^
name := SET INTENSITY ON dim: bright [APPLied to n a m e ^ ;  
name := SET INTENSITY OFF dim:bright [APPLied to n a m e ^ ];
VIEWING TRANSFORMATIONS
name := Matrix_4X3 mil,ml2,ml3
m 21,m 2 2 ,m23
m3 1, m32 , m33
m41,m42,m43 [APPLied to name
1
NOTE
T h e  s h o r t  f o r m  of  M a t r i x _ 4 X 3  is M4X3
name := Matrix_4X4 mll,ml2,ml3,ml4 
m21, m2 2 , m2 3 , m2 4 
m3 1, m3 2,m3 3,m3 4 
m 4 1 ,m 4 2 ,m 4 3 ,m44 [APPLied to n a m e , ]
NOTE
The s h o r t  fo rm of Mat r i x_4X4 is M4X4.
name := LOOK AT ax,ay,az FROM fx,fy,fz
[UP ux,uy,uz] [APPLied ic name.!;
name := LOCK FROM £x,fy,fz AT ax,ay,az
[UP ux,uy,uz] [APPLied to r.ame, ]
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name := WIN D O W  X = xmin:xmax 
Y = ymin:ymax 
[FRONT b o u n d a r y  = zmin 
BAC K  b o u n d a r y  = zmax]
[APPLied to narae^];
name := EYE BACK z [horizontal] [vertical] FROM SCREEN AREA
w WIDE [FRONT b o u n d a r y = z m i n  
BAC K  b o u n d a r y = z m a x ]
[APPLied to name^];
name := Field _ O f _ V i e w  angle
[FRONT b o u n d a r y  = zmin
B A C K  b o u n d a r y  = zmax] [APPLied to name.];
N O T E
T h e  sh o r t  form f o r  F ie ld _Of_V iew is FOV.
A P P E A R A N C E  A T T R I B U T E S
name := SET D I S P l a y  n[,m...] switch [APPLied to name^]; 
name := SET DISPl a y s  ALL switch [APPLied to name^];
name := SET D E P T H _ C L i p p i n g  switch [APPLied to n a m e ^ ] ;
name : = SET C O N Trast to c [APPLied to name^];
name := SET C O L O R  hue,sat [APPLied to name^];
name := SET CSM O N  [APPLied to name^]; 
name := SET CSM O F F  [APPLied to n a m e ^ ] ;
name := SET C O L O R  B L E N D i n g  sat [APPLIED TO n a m e ^ ;
R E F E R E N C I N G
name := INSTance of n a m e [,n a m e ^ ...,n a m e ^ ];
name := m o s t _ n a m e a b l e _ c o m m a n d s  [APFLied to name^]; 
name := m o s t _ n a m e a b l e _ c o m m a n d s  [THEN n a m e ^ ];
C O N D I T I O N A L  R E F E R E N C I N G
name := IF c o n d i t i o n a l _ B I T  n is state [THEN name^]; 
name := IF L E V E L _ o f _ d e t a i 1 r e l a t i o n s h i p  n [THEN name^ 
name := IF P HASE is state T HEN [name^];
S T R U C T U R E  C R E A T I O N
name : = B E G I N _ S t r u c t u r e
[n a m e ^ : = ]nameable_comraand;
[name : = J nameable_command; 
n
E ND_Structure;
S T R U C T U R E  M O D I F I C A T I O N
INCLude name^ IN n a m e 2 ;
REMove name^ F R O M  n a m e ^ ;
PREfix name W I T H  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n - o r - a t t r i b u t e  command; 
REMove PR E f i x  of name;
F OLLOW name W I T H  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n - o r - a t t r i b u t e  command; 
REMove F O L L O W E R  of name;
S T R U C T U R E  O P T I M I Z A T I O N
O P T IMIZE STRUCTURE; 
END OPTIMIZE;
DATA CONVERSION FUNCTIONS
F :CEILING 
F :C H A R C ONVERT 
F: FIX 
F:FLOAT 
F:MATRIX 
F :MATRIX2 
F :MATRIX3 
F :MATRIX4 
F:PARTS 
F :PRINT 
F :ROUND 
F: VEC 
F :CVEC 
F :VECC 
F :XVEC T O R  
F :YVEC T O R 
F:ZVECTOR
A R I T H M E T I C  A N D  L O G IC A L  F U N C T I O N S
F: ADD 
F:ADDC 
F : AND 
F : ANDC 
F :AVERAGE 
F.-DIV 
F :CDIV 
F :DIVC 
F : MOD 
F :MODC 
F : MUL 
F :MUL C  
F :CMUL 
F : NOT 
F : OR 
F : ORC 
F :SINCOS 
F :SQROOT 
F : SUB 
F :CSUB 
F :SUBC 
F : XOR 
F :XORC
COMPARISON FUNC TION S
F: EQ 
F: EQC 
F : GE 
F : CGE 
F : GEC 
F : GT 
F : CGT 
F : GTC 
F:LE 
F.-CLE 
F: LEC 
F: LT 
F : CLT 
F : LTC 
F : NE 
F : NEC
D A T A  S E L E C T IO N  A N D  M A N I P U L A T I O N  F U N C T I O N S
F :ACCUM U L A T E  
F :ATSCALE  
F :B O O L E A N _ C H O O S E  
F :BROUTE 
F :BROUTEC 
F :CBROUTE 
F : C H A R M A S K  
F:COLOR 
F :C O N C A TENATE  
F :CCO N C A T E N A T E  
F :C O N C A T E N A T E C  
F:CROUTE(n)
F:DE L T A
F: INPUTS_CHOOSE(n)
F:LIMIT 
F :L I NEEDITOR 
F : R A N G E _ S E L E C T  
F :R O U T E (n )
F :ROUTEC(n)
F:SELECT  
F :CSEL E C T  
F:SPLIT 
F: S WITCH 
F :C S W I T C H  
F:SWITCHC
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OBJECT T RAN SFO RM ATIO N FUNC TION S
F :DSCALE 
F :DXROTATE 
F :DYROTATE 
F :DZROTATE 
F : SCALE 
F :XROTATE 
F :YROTATE 
F :ZROTATE
C H A R A C T E R  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  F U N C T I O N S
F :CROTATE 
F :CSCALE
VIE W IN G  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  F U N C T I O N S
F:FOV 
F :LOOKAT 
F:LOOKFROM 
F:WINDOW
M IS C E L L A N E O U S  F U N C T I O N S
F :CLCSECONDS 
F:CLFRAMES 
F :CLTICKS 
F:CONSTANT 
F:EDGE_DETECT 
F:FETCH 
F:LIST 
F : NOP
F :PICKINFO 
F:POSITION_LINE  
F :S Y N C (n )
F:TIMEOUT 
F :X F O RMDATA
I N I T I A L  F U N C T I O N  I N S T A N C E S / D I S P L A Y  D A T A  S T R U C T U R E S  ( I N P U T )
Buttonsin
Cursor (a disp l a y  dat a  structure)
Dials
Fkeys
Keyboard
Pick
Pi c k _location (a d i s p l a y  data structure)
Tabletin
IN I T I A L  FUNC TION INSTANCES (O U T P U T )
C lear_labels 
Dlabell ... Dlabel8 
Dsetl ... Dset8 
F fplot 
FlabelO
Flabell ... Flabell2
Hcpip
H ostout
O f fbuttonlights 
Onbuttonlights 
Plotstart 
Tabletout
I N I T I A L  F U N C T I O N  I N S T A N C E S  ( M I S C E L L A N E O U S )
Error
Errors
Information
M emo r y _ A l e r t
M e m o r y _ M o n i t o r
Message_Di splay
Screensave
Tecolor
Tscsm
Warning
APPENDIX E 
SIMULATION VIDEOTAPE
Due to the importance of color and dynamics to this 
interactive simulation a 20 minute videotape has been 
recorded and filed in the video cassette library of the 
Training Branch, National Hansen's Disease Center, Carville 
LA., 70721. The sequence of the video follows that of a 
typical simulation or patient modeling session such as the 
sequence described in Section 3.6.
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